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STELLINGEN.

1. De grote soortelijke warmte, welke Mahalingham en Friedberg gemeten

hebben bij 80 mK in [ C(NH2) ̂ ] VCSO^) 2
>6H2° b^J h e t magnetische veld van

41.7 kOe, wordt door hen ten onrechte toegeschreven aan het bij lagere

temperatuur optreden van een magnetische fase-overgang.

L.M. Mahalinghara en S.A. Friedberg, ICM Congress Amsterdam 1976.

2. Het verdient aanbeveling om met behulp van een spingolftheorie, waarin

de kinematische interacties in rekening worden gebracht, voor een sys-

teem van zwak gekoppelde antiferromagnetische lineaire ketens de spin-

reductie en de "staggered" loodrecht-susceptibiliteit als functie van

een uitwe.ndig magnetisch veld te onderzoeken.

T. Ishikawa en T. Oguchi, Prog. Theor. Phys. 54(1975)1282.

3. De bewering van Wagner dat hij persisterende stromen in de verzadigde

He II-film heeft waargenomen, is onjuist.

F. Wagner, J. Low Temp. Phys. 23(1976)771.

4. Men kan niet stellen dat Auger-electronenspectroscopie een eenduidige

oppervlaktegevoelige techniek is, gezien het feit dat de signaalinten-

siteit afhankelijk is van de laagdikte.

C.R. Helms, J. Catalysis 36(1975)114.

5. Het is waarschijnlijk dat de longitudinale relaxatietijd van in nikkel-

zouten ingevangen muonen met muonspinresonantie waarneembaar is.

6. Bij temperatuurbepalingen met behulp van differentiële susceptibili-

teitsmetingen aan cerium magnesium nitraat dient men altijd rekening te

houden met de verschillen tussen adiabatische en isotherme susceptibi-

liteit.

C.B.P. Finn, R. Orbach en W.P. Wolf, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)

77(1961)261.

R.L. Rusby en CA. Swenson, l l e Session du Comité Consultatif de

Thermométrie, Sèvres 1976, Document 31.
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7. De waarde voor "energy-gap", die Oota en Masud?. gebruiken voor hun ana-

lyse van de electron-fononinteractie in niobium hadden zij uit hun ei-

gen warmtegeleidingsexperitnenten dienen af te leiden.

A. Oota en Y. Masuda, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 41(1976)434.

8. Het is opmerkelijk dat in de geschiedschrijving van Bergen op Zoom aan

haar functie als voormalige vestingstad nog vrijwel geen aandacht is

besteed.

9. Bezuinigingen op het budget van de Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onder-

zoek der Materie hebben een onevenredig grote invloed op het coördine-

rend vermogen van deze tweede-geldstroomorganisatie, die onder meer

juist is opgericht om het natuurkundig onderzoek te coördineren.

10. De invloed van warmtebehandelingen op de eigenschappen van de electro-

nenstructuur van A-15 verbindingen wordt vaak ten onrechte uitsluitend

toegeschreven aan veranderingen in de atomaire orde.

J.E. Cox en R.M. Waterstrat, Phys. Lett. 46A(1973)2i.

11. Bij de theoretische beschrijving van rotatie- en libratiebewegingen van

moleculen in ionische verbindingen zou de invloed van de koppeling tus-

sen het rotator- en het fononsysteem nader dienen te worden onderzocht.

In analogie met het model voor de spin-rocsterrelaxatie zou deze kop-

peling kunnen worden geïntroduceerd via de fononmodulatie van het kris-

talveld werkend op het roterende molecuul.

J. Bartolomé, R. Navarro, D. González en L.J. de Jongh, te ver-

schijnen in Physica (1977).

12. Bij televisie-discussies in de vorm van &en proces met jury-rechtspraak

geeft de uitslag van de stemming veel meer een oordeel over de presen-

tatie der strijdende partijen dan over het probleem dat ter tafel ligt.

13. Terwijl de pedagoog in het spelend kind de men& tracht te ontdekken,

dient de natuurkundig onderzoeker in de mens het spelend kind te be-

houden.

L.S.J.M. Henkens Leiden, 24 maart 1977.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY

About a decade ago, the collection reprints "Mathematical

Physics in One Dimension" was published. Although at that time

one-dimensional (Id) magnetic systems seemed only of interest

for theoretical studies, since then many substances have been
2)

found , in which the electronic magnetic moments show an

(exchange) interaction, which is much stronger in one particular

direction than in the plane perpendicular to this direction.

Such an interaction can well be approximated by a Id model. The

last years an increasing interest for the physics of Id systems

is shown. Experiments on one-dimensional magnetic systems are

not only interesting since for these systems a lot of rigorous

theoretical calculations exist, but also since some effects,

which are hardly noticeable in 3d systems, prove to be very

pronounced in Id systems.

The hamiltonian describing one-dimensional magnetic systems

with the exchange interactions restricted to nearest neighbours

only, reads:
N

2 J z s K + i
+

Here Hn is the applied external magnetic field. J , J and J

are the exchange coupling constants between the x, y and z

components of two neighbouring spins S. and S. . One may dis-

tinguish three extreme situations for the exchange interactions:

(i) J„ = J„ = J = J (isotropic) Heisenberg interaction.

(ii) J„ = J„ = J, J„ = 0 XY interaction.

Ising interaction.
x = Jy = J' Jz = °

(iii) Jx = Jy = 0, Jz = J

The common feature of Id systems is that they do not show long-

range ordering at finite temperatures ' . This implicates that



the entropy of such a magnetic system will gradually decrease

towards lower temperatures via short-range order processes,

which is reflected in broad maxima of the susceptibility and

specific heat versus temperature.

In real crystals there will always be small interactions between

the so called linear chains. Although theory predicts that a

system of isolated chains dof.3 not order at non-zero temperatures,

the interchain interactions will induce a transition to a 3d

ordered state at some finite temperature.

The static magnetic behaviour of Id systems in the short-range
2)order regime has been a subject of extensive investigations ,

both experimental and theoretical, and is in general well under-

stood. Little information exists however, on the properties of

a quasi-one-dimensional system in the long-range ordered state.

In this thesis the experimental investigations on the magnetic

properties of three isomorphous S = \ Heisenberg antiferro-

magnetic linear chain (ALC) salts, CuSO4.5H_O, CuSeO..5H2O and

CuBeF4.5H2O are treated. The static behaviour of the ALC system

is studied in the short-range ordered state as well as in the

long-range ordered state. The results show that, in order to

obtain detailed information on the 3d ordered state, one has to

apply NMR techniques or neutron diffraction experiments. Macro-

scopic susceptibility and magnetization measurements in the

long-range ordered state appear to yield information on the

short-range order processes only. Moreover, it is found t,o be

of prime importance for a thorough determination of the

characteristic features of the long-range ordered state in quasi-

one-dimensional systems, to study these systems in external

fields up to the critical field H , at which the ALC magnetization

saturates paramagnetically at T = 0. Until now there are only

a few chain salts known, for which the intrachain interaction

is so small that the whole field-range up to H can be studied.

The mentioned copper compounds prove to be ideal for a

thorough investigation of both the static and dynamic behaviour

of a system of weakly coupled magnetic chains. The critical

fields are relatively small H < 40 kOe. The exchange interaction

is dominantly isotropic and the spin-value low (S = \) so that

10
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jt can be expected that quantum effects, like zero-point motions,

characteristic for low-dimensional systems will be pronounced.

The triclinic unit cell of these compounds contains two inequiv-

altmt copper ions. The one type at the (%,%,0) positions forms

a normal paramagnetic system with a Curie-Weiss temperature

e = 0.05 K, while the (0,0,0) ions couple in Heisenberg anti-
4)ferromagnetic linear chains (J/k p¿ - 1 K) . The presence of

two magnetically inequivalent systems often prohibits accurate

analyses of e.g. susceptibility and bulk magnetization measure-

ments. In these copper compounds the presence of the paramagnetic

system proves to be a great advantage for a detailed NMR inves-

tigation. In low fields (H << H ), the induced magnetization
c

of the ALC system is very small, and consequently in a pure

ALC compound, because of the frequent overlap of the NMR lines,

the NMR spectrum cannot be analysed unambiguously. In the present

compounds, however, the paramagnetic ions provide large additional

shifts of the NMR lines, by which the resonance spectrum is split

up conveniently. Therefore, even in low fields the magnetic

behaviour of these ALC systems can be studied accurately by NMR

experiments.

In chapter 3 the experiments on CuBeF..5H2O, performed in

the short-range ordered regime, are treated. Our NMR experiments

show the occurrence of a minor crystallographic structure

transition at 50 K. The ALC magnetization versus field has been

studied extensively for temperatures of the order of 0.l|j|/k.

From these data, the interactions between the chains mutually

and between the chains and paramagnetic ions are determined.

The long-range ordered state in these compounds, first discovered

by van Tol , is discussed in the chapters 4 and 5. The onset

of 3d antiferromagnetic long-range order in external field is

manifested in the doubling of the proton resonance lines below

T = T % 100 mK. This second-order phase transition, in which

only the ALC system is involved, is also apparent from a small,

but sharp A-anomaly in the specific heat. The occurrence of a

large spin-reduction leads to a peculiar temperature and field

dependence of the sublattice magnetization, which deviates

strongly from that found in a "normal" 3d antiferromagnet.

•&í
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A quantitative analysis of the phase diagram will also be outlined.

The dynamic behaviour of the electronic magnetic moments

will be discussed in chapter 7 . The dynamics have been studied

as a function of temperature and of the magnitude and direction

of the external field by means of nuclear spin-lattice relaxation

measurements. The protons are used as probes to study the

dynamic behaviour of both the paramagnetic and ALC ions. Unex-

pected results for the auto-correlation function of the spins

in the chain system are found. The nuclear relaxation times

are measured by spin-echo techniques, shortly discussed in

chapter 6.

To study the long-range ordered state for several directions of

the external field H«, a superconducting, rotatable magnet has

been built. The development and construction of such a spli t-

coil magnet, suitable to generate high and homogeneous fields,

is described in chapter 2.

The major part of the experimental work, discussed in this
6 7 8}

thesis, has already been published ' or is submitted for

publication
Q \

. Moreover, four short notes have appeared in

proceedings of international conferences '.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR THE NMR EXPERIMENTS

A. Development of superconducting split-coil magnets generating

high and homogeneous fields.

2.A.I. Intr uotion. The discovery that some materials - type II

superconductors - remain superconducting in high fields/ while

carrying a large current, created the possibility to generate

high magnetic fields by means of superconducting magnets. Since

the first successful attempts about 1960 superconducting magnets

have become quite common in most cryogenic laboratories. Magnetic

fields of high homogeneity can be easily achieved by super-

conducting solenoids that have either an inside-notch or an
2)

outside-notch . For these systems the second and fourth order

term of the central field expansion can be reduced to zero,

while at the same time a minimum coil-volume can be achieved.

However, for some experimental applications of homogeneous fields

the solenoids have the disadvantage that the direction of the

field cannot be changed with regard to a sample in the centre

otherwise than by rotating this sample.,- this is not always

possible. Further, the central field region is not accessible in

two mutually perpendicular directions. In both cases solenoids

fail. One has to resort to double-coil systems with a gap between

the coils.

The present paper will especially be concerned with high-

field superconducting split-coil magnets, which are suitable for

wide line NMR experiments. For these coils the central field has
4 5

to be sufficiently homogeneous, i.e. about 1 part in 10 - 10

over a volume larger than the sample size. The most simple, well

known type of split-pair, which produces fairly homogeneous

fields, is a system of Helmholtz-coils. However, if the magnet

has to be limited in size, e.g. because of cryogenics or because

14
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of the available length of superconducting wire, then a simple

Helmholtz-pair is not suitable to give high (50 - 60 kOe) and
3

homogeneous fields over the size of the sample (1 cm ).

We have developed other coil-systems, which combine compact-

ness with a high homogeneity of the central field. The approach

is quite general: the field of a cylindrically symmetric system

of coils, which has a mirror plane perpendicular to the cylinder

axis, will be expanded in a power series. This expansion will

contain terms of the successive derivatives of the 'axial field

at the centre of the coil-system. The homogeneity of the central

field is expressed as a function of the different terms of this

series expansion following the work of M.W. Garrett . The

coefficients in the expansion can be expressed in the positions

and dimensions of the winding-volume; variation of these

positions and dimensions ultimately gives the homogeneous field.

In the second part, two types of split-pairs which give high and

uniform fields, are treated. Finally, the properties of an

actually constructed split-coil will be discussed.

1
•'X$
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2.A.2. Magnetic fields of oylindrioally symmetric coil-systems.

2.A.2.1. The central field expansion. The coils, treated in this

paper, will all be characterized by two types of symmetry:

cylinder symmetry with respect to their axis of revolution, the

X-axis, and a mirror-plane perpendicular to this axis, the Y-Z

plane. Because of these symmetry requirements (see fig. 2.1) it

Fig. 2.1. Schematic drawing of a solenoid.

0, the centre of symmetry is situated at the

centre of the magnet, x and y are the carte-

sian coordinatest r and 9 the planar polar

coordinates. The X-axis is the axis of cylin-

drical symmetry of the coil.

-»-x
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is suitable to use planar polar coordinates in the calculations:

x = r cos 8, y = r sin 8, u = cos (2.1)

We are primarily interested in the magnetic field pattern in a

certain region around the centre of the magnet (x = y = z = 0).

Therefore, a homogeneity factor e, which gives the deviation of

the field at a position (r,8) with respect to the field in the

centre (0,0), can be introduced:

H(r,9) - H(0,0)
H(0,0) (2.2)

We want to develop coils, which give a homogeneous field in a

certain area around the origin, so e has to be sufficiently

small in this region. Since in this central region no conductors

are present, the field can be derived from a scalar potential V
4)which obeys the Laplcce equation AV E 0 . Because of the axial

symmetry and because of the absence of a singularity at the

origin, this scalar potential can be expressed as a series of

Legendre polynomials of the first kind :

nV = i a rnP (cos 6) .
n n

n=l
n

(2.3)

The axial field component H (r,g) and the radial component

H (r,e) can be calculated to be:

1

Hx(r,Q) = i ±r H
n (0,0) rnP (cos 8)x n = Q n. x n (2.4)

Hy(r ,e) = - s in e
n = 0

* (0,0) r V ( c o s e ) ,
( 2 . 5 )

where P and P^ are^the n -Legendre polynomial and i t s f i rs t

£ ( 0 , 0 ) is the n t hderivat ive 3nH 11derivative. H£(0,0) is the nth-derivative 3nH /ax11 of the axial

field taken in the origin.

For a given coil-system the actual field in a point r"

follows from the law of Biot-Savart:

16
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5 [2.6)

r - r0'

The source volume (sv) is that part of the coil-system that con-

tains the current-carrying conductors. The current density 3 is

supposed to be uniform over the coils. This is a good approximation

for coils with a large and uniform density of windings, as long

as one single type of wire and one current-supply are used. If

several types of wires and/or more current-supplies are used,

then different current densities for the different parts of the

magnet have to be introduced.

We will now proceed to link the coil-geometry with the

coefficients in equations (2.4) and (2.5). Because of the cylinder

symmetry and the mirror-plane the geometry of the coils is

completely determined toy their cross-section in the f irst quadrant

of the planar cartesian coordinate system. For technical reasons

of constructing the magnet, an extra condition is imposed to the

shape of the magnets. The actual cross-section in each quadrant

has always to be a polygon, of which the sides are all parallel

to the X-or Y-axis (see fig. 2.2). Such a coil can be considered

to consist of a combination of several simple solenoids, which

all have primarily the same axis of revolution (the X-axis) and

the same centre (0,0). Such a shape of the magnets also simplifies

the computer calculations of the magnetic field, since the field

will only depend on the coordinates of the coil-vertices as will

be shown below.

Since solenoids are the parts, from which the more complex

Fig. 2.2. Schematic drawing of a complexly

shaped split-coil magnet. Due to the symmetry,

the coil is completely determined by the re-

presentation in the first quadrant. The mag-

netic field of coil 2 can be thought to con-

sist of the field of solenoid 1+2+3 minus the

field of solenoid 1+3.

17



coil-systems can be built, we will first calculate the field of

a simple solenoid (fig. 2.1). The axial field Hx(£,0).on the X-

axis at a distance £ from the centre of the solenoid is given by

(using eq. 2.6):

ix(S,O) = f
1 j |g(?, xlf yx) - g(5, xx, Y2)\ , (2.7)

with , x, y) = - In {y+(y2+(S+x)2)

- (?-x) In {y+(y2+(C-x)2)l2l . (2.8)

The coefficients H (0,0) of equations (2.4) and (2.5), necessary

to compute the homogeneity of the field in the central region of

this solenoid, can now be obtained via a Taylor-expansion of

equation (2.7) :

nT H > ' 0 ) = fnT
(2.9)

For convenience of notation we introduce the following

quantities. First, the field-factors F defined as:

F (Xf y) E Ln: U,n g(C' X' yM5=0 (2.10)

Secondly the coilconstants N :

I

f j N S JT H" (0,0) (2.10a)

Because of the mirror-plane through the centre of the solenoid,

the field-expansions (2.4) and (2.5) will only contain even

terms. So Fn(x, y) = 0 for all odd n. The coilconstants N only

depend on the geometry of the solenoid and can be written as:
Í

VX1' = F n ( x l ' - Vxl' (2.11)

More complexly shaped magnets, but all of the polygonal form

discussed above, can be considered to be composed of two or more

18
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( ) solenoids. See for instance fig. 2.2, where m equals 3. The

complex coil 2 exists of the solenoid 1 + 2 + 3, which produces

a magnetic field H , and of the solenoids 1 and 3 , which give

a field H,, that is opposite to H . The resulting magnetic field

(H + H, ) is just the field produced by the coil 2. Generally,

using eq. (2.11), the coilconstants of a complex magnet can be

expressed as:

2m
= E (2.12)

The (x., y.) are the vertices of the coil, which are numbered

j = 1 to j = Sm in the sequence obtained by going round the

perimeter of the coil clockwise, starting at the vertex of the

largest x and smallest y value.

2.A.S.2. The homogeneity of the eentral field. The axial and

radial field components of magnets of the polygonal shape

discussed in the previous section can be rewritten by means of

the coilconstants introduced in formula (2.10a):

H(r,6) = |1 j E N r
nP (cos 9)

X 5 n=0 n n

(2.13)

J Bin 6 J ^ f N^P; (cos 9).

From the properties of the Legendre polynomials it follows that:

|Pn(u)

1 - u' P1 (u)n

(2.14)

n if |u|

It can be derived from the equations (2.13) and (2.14) that the

magnetic field within a sphere of radius p around the centre has

a relative deviation with respect to the central field that is

always smaller than:

£ = /2 — z |N | pn . (2.15)

19
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So the homogeneity of the magnetic field is determined through

the coilconstants N by the geometry of the magnet only. Using

equation (2.14) it is easily proved (see appendix):

lFn(x,y) I p < jj^-y ^ n~l (2.16)

Hence it follows that ¡F (x,y) | pn always converges for p < x.

As a consequence, the equation f2.15) is a useful expression to

determine the homogeneity of the magnetic field, if p is smaller

than the smallest x coordinate of the coil-vertices.

The following remarks can be made with respect to equation

(2.15) :

a. To be useful in practice, the expansion (2.15) has to converge

sufficiently fast, so that the homogeneity-factor E is fixed •

by only a small number of terms.

b. The dimensions of the magnet will be designed such that as

many coilconstants as possible will be reduced to zero

(2 < n •< n 1)- The number n' is determined by the number of

coordinates of the coil that can be introduced as free

variables. Since generally the contribution of the terms in

(2.15) decreases with increasing n, the terms corresponding

to the lowest value of n will primarily be made zero.

c. The mirror-symmetry yields N = 0 for all odd n.

d. Formula (2.16) shows that a vertex leads to a slower con-

vergence of the expansion (2.16), when this vertex is situated

closer to the centre.

As outlined in the introduction, our aim is to develop a

split-pair with a diameter of at most 150 - .200 mm and with a

radial aperture of 20 - 25 mm. This split-pair has also to be

suitable to generate high fields (50 - 60 kOe) of great uniformity
-4 -5 5)

(e < 10 - 10 ) over a sphere of radius p = 10 mm. W. Franzen

has given a method to develop slim double Helmholtz-coils that

give a sixth-order field; this means that the sixth-order term

in the expansion of the cenf-.ral field is the first non-vanishing

one. However, since in his article the winding cross-section is

supposed to be very small compared to the distance to the centre

of the coil-system, these configurations will only give weak
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fields. To construct NMR split-pairs which can generate high

fields and fulfil our given requirements, we will follow the

procedure as outlined above with the help of fig. 2.2. The

split-pair is composed of several solenoids.

The co.ilconstants N , expressed via the fieldfactors in the

geometry of the magnet, are too complicated to optimize the

homogeneity directly. Computer computations are necessary to

develop the desired split-coil systems. The procedure is first

to estimate roughly the geometry of the magnet and then to try

to reduce a number of coilconstants to zero by changing the

dimensions of the coils. Actually this is mostly done by maximi-

zation of the function f(a
1' anl) = -

n
Z

n=l
N , where a. are

3

the "free" coordinates of the coil-system. Theoretically as many

coilconstants N can be reduced to zero, as there are
n

'free"

vertex positions. However, some constants N , especially those

with the higher n values, are not very sensitive to variations

in the vertex positions. Winding errors and other irregularities

in actual coil-systems will also contribute in an uncontrolable

way to the coilconstants. Therefore it seems reasonable and

useful in practice to limit the number of zero coefficients N

to a not too large integer (n1 = 4 to 8). The remaining free

variables can be used to fulfil other desired conditions, e.g.

minimization of the winding volume.

2.A.Z. Homogeneous split-pair magnets. The superconducting split-

pair magnet has been developed in order to be able to change the

direction of the magnetic field with respect to the sample, by

simply rotating the magnet. We would also like to lower the

temperature of the sample below 1 K during the experiments. So

a separate cryostat, which contains the sample has to be inserted

in the split-pair magnet along the radial aperture. Since our

samples are about 1 cm in size, the radial aperture should have

a diameter of about 2 cm. The diameter of the magnet has to be

smaller than about 20 cm in order to limit the required amount

of liquid helium.

A simple Helmholtz-coil (N2 = 0), that suits the imposed limits
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does not produce a high field. The part of the magnet that

contains superconducting wires, is small compared to the total

volume of the magnet. This necessarily results in a small field

to current ratio H/I D'';. A better choice is a magnet-design

which consists of a pair of large coils with N- f 0 and á small

coil-system in series, situated close to the axis of revolution.

The small coils are constructed and situated such that for the

whole magnet the coilconstants N2, N¿ and Ng are reduced to zero.

The winding cross-sections for these configurations are much

larger than for Helmholtz-coils with N 2 = 0; this gives a much

larger field to current ratio H/I.

In this manner we have constructed several types of split-

coil magnets. Each design showed new improvements compared to

the former one. We will discuss only two types of split-pairs:

the L-coil and the N,-coil.

2.A,3.1. The L-ooil. This type of split-pairs consists of two

so called L-coils. Their structure is schematically drawn in

fig. 2.3. For such a magnet we can choose three coordinates of

the coil-system as free variables, viz. a', 8' and ß. The other

three coordinates are fixed by the maximum diameter, the minimum

radial aperture (y) and the field to current ratio (a). Since

there are three free variables, three coilconstants, N„, N, and

N, can be reduced to zero. Actually this is done by optimization

of f(a1, 3', ß) = - N 2 - N^ - Ng.

In figs. 2.4 and 2.5 some results of the calculations for

L-coils are given graphically. The coilconstant Nn divided by

0 y ß'ß

Fig. 2.3. Schematic drawing of an L-coil.

The representation is given in the first qua-

drant of the planar cartesian coordinate-

system. 0 is the centre of the split-pair.

-ä
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half the radial aperture y is drawn as a function of respectively

the inverse diameter ä and the largest x-coordinate 3 for several

values of y. The dashed lines indicate the homogeneity within a

sphere of radius y. Also the maxima of the volume of the windings

divided by y are given. The coil that we actually have construct-

ed, is indicated by an asterisk and had an outer diameter of

9 cm.

In practice L-coils of a limited size (< 20 cm) are difficult

to construct, since they partially consist of a narrow and high

"tail" (see fig. 2.3). It is very difficult to wind both halfs

3.0

2.0

\

0.2

I-COIL

Fig. 2.4. The L-aoil. The coilcon-

stant N divided by half the radial

aperture y as a function of the re-

duced inverse diameter a for seve-

ral values of y. For the meaning of

the dashed, dot-dash and dotted

curves see fig. 2.8.

3,0

.-COIL

0,3 _ J ) _ _ 05 0.7

Fig. 2.5. The L-aoil. The coilcon-

stant N divided by half the radial

aperture y versus the reduced x-coor-

dinate ß for several values of y. For

the meaning of the various curves see

fig. 2.8.
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of the L-coil equally and homogeneously. As a consequence, a

strong field-gradient easily arises in the centre, so the

calculated homogeneity does not appear in real coils. Considering

the disadvantage of an L-coil, we have made a new design in which

the "tail" of the L-coil is replaced by a small compensation-coil

that is separated from the main-coil. This approach is given in

the next section.

2.A.3.2. The N.-ooil. A split-coil system, easier to construct in

practice and also suitable to generate high and homogeneous

fields, is sketched in fig. 2.6. It consists of four separate

coils. The main-coils determine for the major t.-rt the value of

the central field. They contain about 95% of the quantity of used

superconducting wire. The small correction-coils are primarily

introduced to improve the central field homogeneity. Because of

the number of available free variables (3, r^, 6, u) the coil-

constants of the whole magnet, N2/ N, and N g, can be reduced to

zero by choosing a suitable configuration of the coil-system.

Moreover, the number of coordinates is increased by 1 compared

to the L-coil; thus one extra coordinate remains as free variable.

This extra variable could be used either to reduce also No to
o

zero, or e.g. to choose specific positions for the correction-

coils, in order to arrive at a magnet-design that is easier to

build. The calculations for the L-coils showed already that it

is not necessary to make Nfi = 0 to obtain sufficiently homo-

geneous fields. We preferred to construct the correction-coils

such that they can be moved in the axial direction. Eventual

corrections for expected field-inhomogeneities, measured after

Y

ßß
7-^X

Fig. 2.6. Schematic drawing of an N.-coil.

The representation is given in the first qua-

drant of the planar cartesian coordinate-

system. 0 is the centre of the magnet.
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winding and testing of the magnet, might be performed by changing

the axial position of the correction-coils a little. The position

(a1, ß') of the correction-coils is coupled to an extremum of one

coilconstant A of the correction-coils with respect to the
n

x-coordinate: 3A /8x = 0. This is done in order to control

easily the field-change when their position is adjusted. For, a

coilconstant A , that has its extremum as a function of the axial

position x, will in first order not influence the field-profile,

when the axial position of the correction-coils is slightly

changed. However, this procedure is not strictly necessary for

achieving homogeneous fields by means of this type of split-

coils. Generally for the correction-coils more positions and

dimensions can be found which give for the total magnet N„ = N, =

N^ = 0 for each shape of the main coils. We use three free
o

variables, viz ß, r and 6, to reduce these three coilconstants

to zero. The fourth free variable u is used to couple the

position of the correction-coils to an extremum of one A .

Eventually another criterium can be more profitable, e.g.

minimization of the winding volume.

When adjusting the correction-coils to improve the homo-

geneity after winding the magnet, the second order term in the

central field expansion - containing A„ - will normally give the

largest contribution to the field-change. Generally

|A 0P I > |A4p 1 > |A p |. To achieve a simple calculation of the

field-change when adjusting the correction-coils, we choose their

positions according to:

3A4/3x = 0 (2.17)

So a slight shift Áx in the position (a1/ ß') of the correction-

coils does not change N,. The change of the homogeneity of the

central field will be determined by A„ and A, in first order. The

sixth order change will be negligible compared to the second

order.

The dimensions U ) of the correction-coils are small

compared to their distance (r^ to the centre. Their coil-

constants A n can therefore be approximated as follows from a
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Taylor-expansion of eq. (2.11) :

2 a2

~ 6 {-z~ F (x, y)}sx3y n

For the coilconstants A 2, A« and Ag of the correction-coils this

results in:

= S2U-u2)

= 62(l-u2)

= 62(l-u2)

(a)

(b)

(c)
(2.19)

Via the properties of the Legendre polynomials it can be proved

that:

3A
n (n+l) (1-

n+2 Pn+2 ( U ) •
(2.20)

This expression is equal to zero if u = + 1 or if PJ,+2^U^ = °"

The first solutions are not relevant; they would blockade the

axial access of the magnet. The solution P'+2(u) = 0 gives for

n = 4:

2 _ 15 + 2/15

33
(2.21)

We found that the largest solution is the most interesting from

point of view of constructing the magnet.

In fig. 2.7 the coilconstants A2, A. and A, are given

versus u for a fixed diameter a'. The vertical axis represents:

? n+1

i) . (2.22)A =n
(a1)

6 and a' are chosen equal to 1. The extrema of A versus u are

clearly visible. The position of the correction-coils which we

have chosen, corresponds to u = 0.8302.

Eliminating r and 6 from the equations (2.19) results in:

x

4
(2.23)
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This expression only depends on the variable u. Substituting

u = 0.8302 in eq. (2.23) one obtains:

* * J-

- < = - 6ÏÏ (7 2 / 1 5 ) (2.24)

In order to achieve the required homogeneity the configuration of

the whole magnet will of course be designed such that:

N 2 = B 2 + A 2 = 0, = B 4 + A 4 = 0, N6 = = 0 (2.25)

where B are the coilconstants of the main-coils. Thus it follows
n

from eqs. (2.23) and (2.25) that the main-coils have to be

developed such that also:

B B 6 _ (2.26)

Vhe radial aperture 2y of the main-coils is fixed by the

dimensions of the experimental equipment. The diameter a can be

considered as a parameter for the resulting field to current

ratio H/I. Thus ß remains as a variable to fulfil (2.26).

1.5

Fig. 2.7. The ooiloonstants An3 A. and Ao

of the eorvection-coils versus u = aos 6 for

fixed diameter «'. For sealing of A see text.

The arrow indicates the position of the cor-

rection-coils, which we have chosen for the

N^-coil, and which corresponds to SA./Zx - 0.
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Fig. 2.8. The E .-coil. Nn/y versus the reduced inverse innerdicaneter
—1a of the main-coils for several values of the radial aperture 2y.

The dashed curves indicate the homogeneity of the field within a sphere

of radius y around the centre of the magnet. The dot-dash curve repre-

sents the maximum of the winding volumeV divided by the third power

of y. The dotted curve represents the maximum of the coilconstant NQ

divided by y.
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So the final procedure to develop a homogeneous split-pair

is: first choose for fixed a and Y the 6 -value such that.

B,B2 - K B Í = 0 and next determine and 6 such that (2.19a) and

(2.19b) are fulfilled. The above mentioned coilconstants A are

obtained via a Taylor-expansion and do not describe exactly the

0.7

Fig. 2.9. The N.-aoil. NQ/Y as a function of the reduced x-coordi-

nate ß for several values of the radial aperture 2y. For the meaning

of the Various curves see fig. 2.8.
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field of the correction-coils. An exact calculation of these

coilconstants shows however that for N4-coils with an outer-

diameter < 20 cm the changes of the correction-coil dimensions

are arbitrary. They are smaller than the degree of accuracy that

can be achieved when the coils are actually wound.

Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 represent the coilconstants Nn divided by
-1

half the radial aperture 2y as a function of respectively <x and

3 for different values of y. The dashed curves give the homo-

geneity of the field within a sphere of radius y around the

centre. Also the maxima of N Q / Y and V/y are indicated for fixed

y. The two N.-coils we have built, are represented by squares.

These two figures can be. used to compute superconducting split-

pairs. The desired dimensions of the main-coils can be obtained

from the figs. 2.8 and 2.9 and the coilconstants N,f N. and Nfi

can be calculated using eq. (2.10a). The r^ and 5 can be obtained

from (2.19a) and (2.19b).

Magnet 1

Table I

(cm)

y4
N0

(cm)

10

1.205

3.536

3.112

4.154

4.604

8.500

1.933

2.895

1.22481

+ .1103 '-10

- .2430 '- 9

+ .7148 '-10

- .4078 '- 5

- .2916 '- 7

+ .8881 '-8

+ .5686 '- 9

1.205

4.042

3.394

4.626

4.961

9.500

2.089

3.237 '

1.57131

+ .2024 '-8

- .6198 '-8

+ .1739 '-8

- .2395 '-5

- .1295 '-7

+ .3406 '-8

+ .1928 '-9

i/y2 =

*2/y2 = ß

yí/y2 = a

= tan 0
X3 X4

Type of wire used:

Niomax-FM A61/33.

Wire diameter:

0.035 mm.
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2.A,4. The magnets.

2.A.4.1. The central field. The superconducting split-pair is

situated in a stainless steel cryostat which is kept at 4.2 K.

To enable easily experiments at lower temperatures, a separate

cryostat is used, which is inserted in the magnet's radial

aperture, which therefore ought to have a diameter of at least

23 mm. For both magnets which we have constructed, the coordinates

of the parts containing superconducting wires are represented in

table I. The coils have each been wound of two single pieces of

Nb-Ti multifilament superconducting wire. Both magnets have a

bore along the cylindrical axis of 23.9 mm. The actual radial

access amounts also 23.9 mm.

In fig. 2.10 the calculated field-profile (a) along the

cylinder axis is given for coil 1. The contributions of the

main-coils (b) and the correction-coils (c) are also drawn

separately. The influence and importance of the correction-coils

for the homogeneity of the central field are claarly demonstrated.

The field to current ratio H/I and the homogeneity have been
19 3

measured by NMR on a F-probe of 1 mm volume. Fig. 2.11 gives
for coil 1 the NMR frequency of the fluorine nuclei, which is a

kOe,

Fig. 2.10. Calculated field-pattern on

the cylinder axis for coil 1. The centre

of the magnet corresponds to x = 0.

Curve a represents the calculated

field-profile for the total split-

coil. Curves b and c show the field-

contributions of the main- and

correction-coils respectively.
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direct norm of the f ieldstrength, as a function of the probe-

position along the cylinder axis for three values of the current.

The f ie ld-prof i le proves to be sl ightly dependent on the f ie ld-

strength and i s also not identical when rais ing or lowering the

field (see curves for 25.5 A and 2L0A). This i s due to the well

known effect or i r rewers ibi l i ty of the magnetization for these
8)type II superconductors . The calculated magnetic field' H

corresponds to the field of a coil wound of normal conducting

material (e.g. copper). In a superconducting magnet the f ie ld H

creates a magnetization in the superconducting (diamagnetic)

material. This magnetization gives a magnetic field that depends
9)qua profile and strength on the current through the windings

and that has to be superposed to the field H. As a resul t the

fieldstrength in a superconducting magnet i s not completely

linear with the current. Since the magnetization in these type II

superconductors is not reversible with H (hysteresis) , the

central f ield i s not unequivocally determined by H. The hysteresis

causes differences in f ield profiles around the centre which are

for this s p l i t - c o i l of the same order of magnitude as the measured

homogeneity. Due to these i r revers ible effects i t i s not possible

Fig. S.U. Resonance frequencies of
19

the F-nualei in a teflon probe

plotted versus the probe position on

the cylinder-axis for coil 1. The

black and open dots represent

experimental data for fields which

have been adjusted by raising or

lowering the energizing current

respectively. The centre of the

split-coil corresponds to x = 0.
20
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to create in a straightforward way by this type of split-coil,
-4 3

fields with a homogeneity better than 10 over 1 cm for a wide

field-range. The overall homogeneity on rhe cylindrical axis is
-4

better than 2 x 10 over 1 cm.

Fig. 2.12 represents the field-profile along the radial

aperture, so perpendicular to the cylinder axis. The cylinder

symmetry around the axis of revolution is slightly distorted;

one observes that the field-profile is not symmetric with respect

to the centre. This is also manifested in the outer shape of the

split-coil, which is after the winding not ideally cylindrical,
—4

but slightly ovoid. The homogeneity is better than 10 over

2 cm.

The measured field to current ratio H/I equals 1.425 kOe/A,

which is in good agreement with the computed value of 1.4102 kOe/A.

The maximal quench-field amounts to 51.5 kOe. This is about 10%

lower than the short-sample critical-current, characteristic for

this Nb-Ti superconducting wire.

1

t
'•i

144.7 -

-zo 10 mm 20

Fig. 2.12. Resonance frequencies of the F-nuclei in a teflon probe

plotted versus probe position along the radial ap.'-rture for I - 2S.4A.

The centre of the magnet corresponds to y = 0.
1

2.A.4.2, The stray-field. For some experiments the stray-field

outside the magnet might be an important disturbing factor. For

instance, for the determination of the temperature the order of

magnitude of the field at the position of the thermometer, which

is situated along the Y-axis, the radial access, has to be known
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(see section B.2). Since the main-coils have a large axial bore,

the stray-field outside the magnet will be large. We have

measured the field in the mirror-plane as a function of the •

distance to the centre. The field-measurement was performed by

means of a calibrated Hall-probe. The field at 14 cm from the

centre amounts to 5% of the central field. This reduces to 0.1%

at 38 cm. The decrease of the stray-field is in the here studied

region about inversely proportional to the third power of the

distance to the centre (H a r ).

S.A.4.3. The construction of the split-aoil magnet. Fig. 2.13

represents a drawing on scale of the split-coil magnet. The outer

diameter amounts 17.5 cm. The radial access (A) is 23.9 mm. The

frame of the magnet is made of brass. The right part of the

drawing represents an outer-view of the magnet; the left part

gives a transverse-section.' The correction-coils B are wound on

separate frames C, which can be screwed into the main-body D.

Their pitch is 1.5 mm. The correction-coils are chocked by rings

of brass (E). In the centre of the magnet a simple Helmholtz-

coil is situated. This coil, wound on a cellorqn frame, takes

care of the small alternating field that modulates the large

static field of the split-coil magnet. This modulation is

necessary for the detection of the NMR signals. The field to

current ratio of the modulation-coils is 80 Oe/A.

;\

superconducting wire

celloron

brass

Fig. 2.13. The superconduc-

ting split-aoil. The left part

of the drawing represents a

cross section of the magnet,

the right half is an outer view.
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B. The experimental equipment,

2.B.I. The cryostat. As mentioned before, the split-pair magnet

is placed in a cryostat made of stainless steel. This cryostat,

which has been developed and constructed in the Kamerlingh Onnes

Laboratory, is schematically shown in fig. 2.14. The proportions

of the different parts are drawn to scale. The outer-diameter

amounts 30 cm, the total length is 3 33 cm. The complete cryostat

consists of three concentric dewars. The outer dewar contains

liquid nitrogen during the experiments. The middle one, in which

the magnets are situated, contains liquid helium at 4.2 K. The

samples are placed in the third dewar, which has a tail with an

inner-diameter of 18.5 mm. The cryostat is constructed such that

it can be dismantled into 6 vessels; this has great advantages

when leaks occur. Each two vessels, which form a vacuum interspace,

are sealed by an o-ring, made of indium. The three vacuum inter-

spaces can be evacuated separately. Before an experiment a low

pressure ( 3 - 4 torr) of air is admitted to the two inner inter-

spaces. This allows the liquid nitrogen around the helium dewars

to cool down the inner-cryostats, which strongly reduces the

required amount of liquid helium. Admission of liquid helium

freezes the air in the interspaces, so that the dewars become

isolated when required to be so.

The middle cryostat contains the superconducting magnets:

the demagnetization magnet and the split-pair. The demagnetization

magnet has a current to field ratio 0.75 kOe/A and a quench-

field of 40 kOe. The split-coil is connected to a flange, in

which a circular trench is made. This flange is a rigid part of

the frame, on which the demagnetization magnet is wound. The

flange forms a ball-bearing together with another stainless

steel flange, that is screwed to the inner cryostat. In this

bearing balls of bronze are used. To the top of the demagnetization

magnet a cog-wheel of brass is attached. Via another cog-wheel

that is connected to a pipe of German silver, which sticks out

of the top of the dewar, the split-coil can be rotated. This

rotation can easily be performed, even when the cryostat is

filled with liquid helium.
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Fig. 2.15. Schematic drawing of the

demagnetization apparatus.

• • brass 'brass '
- ^33 stainless sleel

1X1 magnets

Fig. 2.14. Cross section of the

stainless steel cryostat and the

mounting of the superconducting

magnets.
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2.B.2. The cooling apparatus.A long-range ordering will occur in

a system of weakly interacting magnetic moments or chains, if

the interaction energy is of the order of kT. In view of the

interactions between the copper ions in the here studied crystals

a long-range ordering will occur at temperatures far below 1 K.

These low temperatures are obtained in the present experiments
3 4

by adiabatic demagnetization techniques or by using a He- He

dilution refrigerator. The adiabatic demagnetization apparatus is

apart from minor changes the same as developed and constructed by

van Tol . We will therefore repeat only briefly its

characteristics.

The experimental arrangement is schematically shown in fig. 2.15.

The heat-link A consists of very thin (50 y) copper wires; this

in order to avoid joule-heating of the copper by the low and high

frequency alternating fields. The sample B, a cylindrically

shaped single crystal of max. 20 mm length and 8 mm diameter, is

embedded in these copper wires. Apiezon-N grease is used to

improve the heat-contact. C is the magnet that enables us to do

the NMR experiments. This magnet is either a solenoid, suitable

to generate fields up to 7 5 kOe or the before discussed split-

coil. D represents the magnet that is used to (de)magnetize the

cooling salts.E and F are two manganese-ammonium-sulphate guard-

salts, which are used as buffers in order to absorbe heat, intro-

duced by radiation or conduction from the 1 K helium-bath. The

main cooling salt G is made of chromium-potassium-alum. When

performing specific heat or other caloric experiments, the heat-

link A, establishing the contact between the main cooling salt

and the sample, is interrupted by a superconducting heat-switch H.

Depending on the applied field, this switch consists of tin or

lead.

The temperature of the sample is measured via a \ watt

Speer carbon resistor (I) with a nominal value of 560 Q at

room temperature. A separate heat-link connects the Speer resistor

with the sample. This is done in order to avoid temperature mis-

readings because of a temperature gradient in the heat-link A,

caused by the continuous heat-flow from G to B. An ac-Wheatstone-

bridge and a phase-sensitive detector, operating at 220 Hz, are
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used to measure the resistance. The output of the bridge is

recorded continuously. The resistor-thermometer is calibrated

against the susceptibility of cerium-magnesium-nitrate (CMN).

The temperature dependence of Speer resistors has been fitted
12)

to polynomials of different forms . The temperature

dependence is found to be described best by the polynomial:

12
l/T = E C. (log R)

k=l k

k-1

The coefficients C, are obtained via a computer calculation that

fits the calibration points to the above given polynomial.

A Speer resistor is used as thermometer, because it

exhibits a high sensitivity below 1 K and since it is only
13 14

slightly influenced by moderate magnetic fields ' ). We have

measured the field dependence of the 560 ü Speer thermometer at

low temperatures. The relative resistance change -AR/R is plotted

versus the magnetic field at the resistor site in fig. 2.16.

Fig. 2.16. The relative change of the

value of the Speer resistor as a func-

tion of the applied field for various

temperatures.

The same trend is observed as found by Edelstein et al-

The field dependence 8R/8H is negative. So in a magnetic field

the thermometer indicates a temperature that is higher than the

real temperature. The relative field dependence increases

towards lower temperatures, -i.e.with increasing R. Since the

magnetic field in the centre of the magnet was high (up to

6 0 kOe), the Speer resistor is mounted 25 cm from the centre.
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For the solenoid the stray-field at this position is calculated

to be smaller than 3 00 Oe, when the central field amounts to

60 kOe. For the split-coil the stray-field was measured, as

mentioned before; for a central field of 36.5 kOe the stray-

field at the thermometer position is 300 Oe. In all experiments

the error in the temperature reading, due to the presence of

stray-field at the resistor site, proved to be within the

measuring accuracy (about 0.5 mK at the lowest temperature).

The demagnetization apparatus is suitable for temperatures down

to 75 mK in fields up to 75 kOe. In the latest stage of work a
3 4He- He dilution refrigerator was used. With this refrigerator,

the "SHE-minifridge", temperatures down to 50 mK could be

reached in all fields.

'--it

'¿.B.3. The NMR equipment. The nuclear magnetic resonance signals

are detected via marginal oscillators. Since we often have to

change the operating frequency, when measuring the NMR spectra

as a function of field and temperature,this detection method is

the most favorable. Two oscillators of the Robinson-type '

are used to generate the frequencies. They have a frequency range

of 4 - 100 MHz and of 80-225 MHz respectively. Due to the

relatively poor heat-contact between main cooling salt and sample,

and due to the small heat capacity of the sample, the heat-

input of the r.f. field has to be small. This implicates that the

operating level of the oscillators has to be low. At temperatures

below 100 mK a cw-transmitter in combination with a hybrid

junction is often used. This apparatus, resembling the magic tee

in microwave applications, enables us to work at a much lower

r.f. power level on the resonance coil than possible with the

oscillators.

The NMR signals are detected using 200 - 600 Hz field modulation

and first harmonic phase-sensitive detection via a P.A.R.-121

lock-in amplifier. The resonance frequencies are measured by

registrating on a chart recorder simultaneously the first

derivative of the absorption signal, given by the lock-in

amplifier, and a calibration signal indicating the frequency,

obtained from a HP 524 6 L electronic frequency counter.
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Appendix. From equations (2.10) and (2.11) it can be deduced:

„n ^ 8n-2 (

~ " " „n-2 .. xJ
3x

g(x' ,x,y) (A)
x'=0 x

In the field-expansion (2.13) only terms as given in eq. (2.11)

occur. So when equation (A) is substituted in the field-expansion,

the second term of the right part of A cancels.

The following field-factors can be introduced:

Fn(x,y) = g(0,x,y) = -x In fy+(y2+x2)^}

Fn(x,y) = 0 (B)

2 3/2 n-2 ,
= •(-1. y } „ . E u K P' . (u) for n

n(n-l)x k=0
2 and even.
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CHAPTER 3

STUDY OF HEISENBERG LINEAR CHAINS IN CuBeF4.5H2O

3,1. Introduction. Copperfluorberyllate pentahydrate,CuBeF^.5H2O,

is a compound that has not been the subject of an extensive

magnetic research until now. As early as 1931 it was shown from

chemical experiments by Ray ' that this substance is isomor-

phous with CuSO4-5H2O and CuSeO4.5H2O. The magnetic properties

of the sulphate and selenate have been studied thoroughly and

prove to be very peculiar. Miedema , Wittekoek , Giauque ,

Van Tol and Poulis showed by specific heat, susceptibility

and NMR experiments that these crystals contain two different

magnetic systems. The copper ions at the (0,0,0) positions have

strong exchange interactions in one dimension, leading to short-

range ordering in antiferromagnetic linear chains (ALC) at

about 1 K. The other Cu ions at ikthiO) have much smaller

mutual interactions, and behave like an almost ideal paramagnet

with 6 = 0.05 K. Wittekoek determined the exchange interaction

within the chains to be J/k = - 1.45 K for CuSO4.5K2O and J/k =

- 0.85 K for CuSeO4.5H2O. The origin of this large difference

between the exchange constants is not understood. A disadvantage

of the sulphate and selenate is that for all the diamagnetic

atoms, except for the protons, those isotopes that possess a

nuclear moment, have a small natural abundance. Therefore in a

simple way only the nuclear resonance of the protons can be

performed. A study of CuBeF,.5H2O is carried out to compare its

magnetic properties with those of the isomorphous sulphate and

selenate. A great advantage of this insulator is that nuclear

resonance experiments can be performed not only on the hydrogen

atoms, but also on the beryllium and fluorine atoms, which have

large nuclear moments, and give information about possible

super-exchange via these ions. The Cu-F distances of tha
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fluorine ions that belong to the two different octahedrons

around the cupric ions at (0,0,0) and (hih,O) are small (2.3 8 ) ,
1 9so that these F nuclei are excellent probes to study the

magnetic behaviour of the cupric ions. Our NMR experiments show

that, as expected, also in CuBeF..5H2O a paramagnetic system

and an antiferromagnetic linear chain system are present.

The now available low temperatures (70 mK) and strong

magnetic fields (75 kOe) enable also a more profound study of

the magnetization of the ALC system versus magnetic field H Q in

particular near the critical field HQ = 4|j|/g$. Therefore a

careful comparison of the magnetization of the ALC with the best

known theories for spins S = k can be made. The accurate NMR

measurements also allow a thorough study of the weak inter-

actions between ALC and paramagnetic system, which enables us

to correct the ALC data for these interactions• The ordering of

the ALC system due to small interactions between different ALC

will be discussed in chapter 4.

Our NMR experiments show a not expected complication. At

liquid-helium temperatures a doubling of all resonance lines

is found, in contrast with NMR experiments in the sulphate and

selenate. The origin of this doubling will be analysed.

3.2. Crystal structure. Copperfluorberyllate pentahydrate is

isomorphous with copper-sulphate pentahydrate and copper-

selenate pentahydrate . These insulators have a triclinic

structure. The unit cell dimensions of all three crystals are

shown in table II. The dimensions differ only slightly. An

X-ray study on CuSO,.5H,0 has been performed by Beevers and
7) 8)

Lipson in 1934. Bacon and Curry in 1961 obtained the

positions of the hydrogen atoms in the unit cell by neutron

diffraction. For CuSeO..5H2O and CuBeF..5H2O only the unit cell

dimensions were published, when we started our NMR experiments.

As will be discussed hereafter, the NMR experiments differ

in the beryllate compound in so far from those in the sulphate

and selenate that at liquid-helium temperatures all observed

resonance lines are doubled. To find out if this doubling is

due to a different structure for the beryllate, a thorough
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Table II

CuSO4.

CuSeO,

CuBeF,

5H,0

<5H2°
.5H„O

a

6

6

6

(A)

.141

,225

.078

b

10.

10.

10.

736

871

674

5

6

5

c

.986

.081

.924

a

82.

82.

82.

27

23

47

3

107

107

107

.43

.10

.07

Y

¡02

102

102

.67

.75

.04

Table III Atomic positions in CuBeF,.5H90

Atom

Copper

Copper

Beryllium

Fluor I

Fluor II

Fluor III

Fluor IV

Oxygen 1

Oxygen 2

Oxygen 3

Oxygen 4

Oxygen 5

Proton 6

Proton 9

Proton 3

Proton 10

Proton 4

Proton 5

Proton 1

Proton 2

Proton 8

Proton 7

Coordinates in fractions

of t

a

0

0.5000

0.9876

0.0975

0.7437

0.1555

0.9534

0.1812

0.7130

0.5334

0.7615

0.5642

0.719

0.897

0.300

0.335

0.603

0.320

0.853

0.805

0.601

0.410

:he unit cell

b

0

0.5000

0.7124

0.8536

0.6813

0.6238

0.6984

0.9276

0.8800

0.5922

0.5807

0.8718

0.011

0.141

0.202

0.128

0.394

0.378

0.384

0.400

0.132

0.196

c

0

0

Ü.3742

0.3221

0.1956

0.3659

0.6283

0.1598

0.8611

0.7019

0.0205

0.3778

0.229

0.250

0.067

0.322

0.425

0.342

0.159

0.888

0.670

0.697

Distance to

nearest cupric

ion at (0, 0, 0)

in A

5.563

3.544

2.319

3.628

4.451

4.051

1.966

1.964

4.903

5.008

3.880

2.53

2.55

2.50

2.64

6.43

4.57

4.65

5.13

3.26

4.50

Dis'.ance to

nearest cupric

ion at (£, 4, 0)

in A

5.563

3.672

5.688

2.380

3.923

4.102

5.194

4.044

1.949

1.926

4.699

5.39

5.20

3.18

4.27

2.59

2.67

2.66

2.63

4.38

3.54
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X-ray study on single crystals has been performed by Verschoor

et al. of the Gorlaeus Laboratorium in Leiden. Their

experiments confirm the crystallographic isomorphism with

CuSO..5H2O at room temperatures. Both crystals have the same

symmetry and belong to the space group P... The positions of the

atoms in the unit cell are given in table III. Verschoor also

determined the hydrogen positions, although the results are not

so accurate as for the heavier atoms. Their determination was,

however, accurate enough to allow a prediction of the hydrogen

bonds in the CuBeF4.5H2O unit cell. These bonds prove to be the

same as in the sulphate. In calculations on the beryllate we

will always use the hydrogen positions of CuSO..5H„O as deter-

mined by neutron diffraction (see table III).

Fig. 3.1 shows the atoms in the unit cell of CuBeF..5H2O,

when projected along the c-axis on to the a-b plane. Each of the

two crystallographically different Cu ions is surrounded by four

watermolecules and two fluorine atoms in a nearly ideal octa-

hedral arrangement. The planes through the two sets of four

watermolecules make an angle of about 90°. The BeF. tetrahedron

is almost ideal. All Be-F distances are (1.55 + 0.02) 8. The two

fluorine atoms which are also part of the octahedrons, have a

much smaller distance to their respective copper ions than the

two other fluorine atoms of the BeF. group. From table III we

Q--

0Cu «Be 0F

O 0 . H HYDROGEN BOND

Fig. 3.1. Projection of the unit cell of CuBeF..SH0 on the a-b plane.
3 Ü
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see that the protons numbered by 6, 9, 3 and 10 are quite near

the Cu ions at (0,0,0) with distances ranging from 2.50 8 to

2.64 8. In the same way protons 1, 2, 4 and 5 have small

distances to the (̂ ,̂ ,0) ions, ranging from 2.59 8 to 2.67 8.

Protons 7 and 8, belonging to the interstitial H2O molecule,

are farther apart from both copper ions. Proton 3, which plays

an important role in our NMR experiments, has a relatively small

distance of 3.18 8 to the copper ion at (h,h,Q), although it

belongs to the octahedron around (0,0,0).

3.3. The nuclear spin hamiltonian. The spin hamiltonian, in so

far relevant for describing a nuclear magnetic resonance

phenomenon, is:

JC = 3fm + 3fQ . (3.1)

3CQ is the part that contains the nuclear electric quadrupolar

interactions. JC describes the interaction of the magnetic

moment of the nucleus with the total local magnetic field it :

ÏCm = ~ 'f (3.2)

I is the spin of the resonating nucleus; y is the gyromagnetic

ratio of the nucleus. H is the vector sum of the various

magnetic fields (excluding demagnetizing fields):

t ~ 0 D HF" 1-5.-JJ

H is the applied external field. H is the classical dipolar

field due to all the surrounding magnetic moments. 3 n =

Z D x .<?,.>, where <p, > = ßg.<S. > is the time averaged magnetic

dipole moment of copper ion k.

The components of the tensor Í

are given by

depend on the geometry and

3r i kr i k - 6 ( r i k ) 2

m n mn
mn

(rik, 5
(3.4)

where m and n indicate the cartesian coordinates. 6 is the
mn
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ik
Kronecker delta and r represents the position vector of the

nucleus relative to the magnetic moment k.

H R F is the (transferred) hyperfine field. fiHp =A.<?k>/y •

The tensor A. describes the interaction of the nucleus with the

fraction of unpaired electron spin on the ion. For a diamagnetic

ion this unpaired spin density is due to an overlap of its outer

electron wavefunctions with the wavefunctions of the magnetic

ion.

3fn describes the electric interaction of the nuclear guadru-

polar moment eQ (Q = 0 for I = \) with the electric field

gradient at the nucleus, eq, caused by the surrounding electric

charges. The electric quadrupolar hamiltonian can be written as:

62qQ { 3 I 2 _
41(21 - 1) J z + i) T

(3-5)

with eq = V z z and n = (Vxx - Vyy)/Vzz; are the principal

values of the EFG tensor chosen according to the convention

|V | > |v | > |v | . n is the so-called asymmetry parameter

(0 « n « 1) .

The resonance frequency in an NMR experiment, excluding

quadrupolar effects is given by:

(Y/2iT)Ht = (Y/2TT) |H Q+ h (3.6)

where h. is the local internal field at the nucleus i. It is

possible to split h. in two components, one parallel and one

perpendicular to H_, represented respectively by h... and h

This results in:
1 1 '

v. = h.,,)} (3.7)

When H is much larger than h., the last term in formula (3.7)

can be neglected. Then the shift of the resonance frequency is

given by:

Av. = v . - - (Y/2lT)h (3 .8 )
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where v = (Y/2'f)H0 is the resonance frequency of the free

nuclear moments. In the majority of the NMR experiments described

in ...his paper, it is allowed to use eq. (3.8). When not,

necessary corrections are made.

na

MHz

112

110

Fig. ?.2. Rotational diagram of the

proton spectrum in CuBeF..5ü„0. The
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115

bc-plane ac-plane

•f> ¿5 90 135

Fig. 3.3. Rotational diagram of the pro-

ton spectrum in CuS0..5HJ). Experimental

external field H- = 26.43 kOe is ro- conditions are the same as in fig. 3.2.

tating perpendicular to the crystal-

lographia c-axis. The numbering of

the lines corresponds to table III.

T = 1.3 K.
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3.4. Results of rotational diagrams.

1 19

¿'.4.2. NMR experiments of H and F nuclei.The first experiments

performed on CuBeF4.5H2O were NMR rotational diagrams of the

protons, made at T = 1.3 K in an external magnetic field

Hn Hi 26.5 kOe rotating in a plane perpendicular to the crystal-

lographic c-axis. The experimental data are shown in fig. 3.2.

From the isomorphism with coppersulphate pentahydrate one would

expect to observe 10 proton NMR lines, each being a doublet with

a splitting of maximum 84 kHz due to proton-proton interaction.

The numbering of the curves in fig. 3.2 corresponds to that of

the protons in table III and is the same as used before by
121

Wittekoek for the selenate and sulphate compound. A

thorough comparison of fig. 3.2 with the same diagram for

CuSO4.5H2O (see fig. 3.3) shows that most proton lines which

are single apart from p-p interactions for the sulphate, are

split into two components for the beryllate with a separation

ranging between 250 kHz and 1000 kHz. The intensity of both

components is equal to half the intensity of an unsplitted line.

The NMR lines, also the single ones, are broad with a width of

50 - 100 kHz. The large linewidth in CuBeF4.5H2O is mainly

caused by a static dipolar broadening due to the near, large,

nuclear moments of the fluorine and hydrogen atoms. The NMR

lines in CuSO..5H9O are much narrower, 20 - 40 kHz, since the
19 13)

large F moments are absent in this crystal. It is known

that the proton-proton interaction can never lead to a line

splitting larger than 80 - 95 kHz. So the observed frequency

distances of some hundreds of kHz are certainly not caused by

proton-proton or proton - fluor interaction.

The NMR experiments performed on the fluorine nuclei show

also a doubling of the expected number of four repnnance lines.

Fig. 3.4 represents the rotational diagram for the fluorine

ions, recorded under the same conditions as those for the

protons (see fig. 3.2). We also made a diagram for H„ parallel

to the a-c plane. Lines II, III and IV, corresponding to

fluor II, i n and IV, show large splittings ranging from 500 kHz

to 1000 kHz. Line I is not double in fig. 3.4, but for H
48



19,

parallel to the a-c plane a splitting of at most 300 kHz is

observed.

The curves in the rotational diagrams (e.g.fig. 3.4) of

two fluorine nuclei III and IV are situated completely above

and the other two curves I and II completely below the free

resonance frequency v These results indicate that the different

hyperfine fields which the F^j- and F I y nuclei experience, are

both positive compared to H~. On the contrary, the hyperfine

fields for the ions I and II are negative. It must be remarked

that F and F form parts of the octahedrons around the Cu ions

no

MHz

loa

mi.
Fig. 3.4. Rotational diagram of the flu-

orine spectrum in Cv.BeF.5H0 at T = 1.3 K

The external field HQ = 26.46 We is rota-

ting perpendicular to the crystallographic 102

o-axis. The dashed curves represent the

calculated angular dependence of the reso-
100

nance frequencies. Apart from dvpolar v

fields, also an isotropic hyperfine field T

is included. m

4-

• /

\
\

\°
1

\° o
I \ 0

bc-plane \

/
, i

. ac-plane

I

0 — <f 45 go 135 180

at (0,0,0) and (hrhiO), respectively. Therefore a hyperfine

coupling without intermediate ions can be expected between the

cupric ions and these fluorine nuclei in the respective octa-

hedrons. However, for FII;E and F such a direct hyperfine

interaction with the nearest Cu ion cannot exist and a compli-

cated superexchange path will go via at least one other ion.
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To find out whether the doubling of as well the hydrogen

as the fluorine lines has a crystallographic or a magnetic origin,

the positions of several proton and fluorine resonance lines

were studied as a function of the temperature down to 0.1 K and

as a function of the magnetic field up to 60 kOe, In all these

experiments the observed doublet splittings proved to be linear

functions of the magnetization of the two different magnetic

systems formed by the two crystallographically unequal copper
141

ions. In his NMR experiments on CuS0..5H2O Wittekoek ' found

at low temperatures (T < 1 K) also a mysterious splitting of

the proton resonance lines, especially in weak magnetic fields.

He succeeded in explaining this splitting by assuming that the

successive magnetic moments at (̂ ,̂ ,0) would be canted with

respect to each other. He showed that when he supposed that the

canting angle was simply proportional to the time-averaged

magnetic moments of the paramagnetic (hthiO) ions and inversely

proportional to H., a very good agreement between such a

phenomenological theory and the experimental results could be

obtained.

A thorough study of all our experimental results led us

to the conclusion that the observed splitting of the resonance

lines in CuBeF..5H-0 can never be explained by any sort of

effect of magnetic origin. Specially we carefully analysed the

results that could be expected from an enlargement of the

magnetic unit cell. Neither any sort of canting of successive

moments of one or of both magnetic systems, nor the inequality

in magnitude of the magnetic moments would agree with our

experimental data.

Having excluded a magnetic origin for the doubling of the

resonance lines, only a crystallographic reason remains. To

explain the observed doubling of the resonance spectra we

have to assume that at He temperatures each diamagnetic ion can

have two positions which both differ from the room-temperature

position as determined by X-ray diffraction.

Because of the large resonance Imewidths it is not possible to

get separate information about the accurate positions of the H
19

or F atoms from the proton-proton, proton-fluor or fluor-fluor
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interactions with the method used by Wittekoek ' . Moreover

it becomes increasingly difficult to study the existence of the

splitting of the proton and fluorine NMR lines with increasing

temperature. Even in the high fields we can generate (75 kOe)

the magnetization of the Cu ions becomes too small to give

separate lines for temperatures larger than 20 to 30 K. To

study the crystallographic behaviour more in detail, a nuclear

quadrupolar resonance experiment on the beryllium nucleus was

performed.

3.4.2. Beryllium resonance. The Be nucleus has a nuclear spin

I = 5 and therefore a nuclear quadrupolar moment eQ. In •

situations where 3f > 3f„ the spectrum consists of three allowed
m Q

Am = 1 transitions. The resonance frequencies up to first order

are:
= (Y/2n)H

(3.9)

1.3
+ \v (3 cos e - 1 + n sin 6 cos 2$)

with v = e qQ/2h; 9 and $ are the polar coordinates which

describe the direction of H. in the coordinate system of the

principal axes of the EFG tensor. The intensities of the NMR

lines of the triplet will be respectively 3 : 4 : 3 .

Fig. 3.5 shows the Be rotational diagram at T = 77.5 K with

HQ fü 10 kOe parallel to the a-c plane. Fig. 3.6 gives the result

of the same experiment but at a temperature T = 4.2 K. The data

at T = 4.2 K are corrected for the change of the Larmor frequency

v due to the finite magnetization of the Cu ions, in order to

show only the effect of the electric quadrupolar interactions

on the spectrum. The bars represent the width of the resonance

lines. For the linewidth the distance between the maxima of the

first derivative of the NMR lines has been taken. At liquid-

nitrogen temperatures the spectrum consists of only 3 lines; at

liquid-helium temperatures 5 lines are detected. For certain

directions of ÏÏ the central lines and the satellites show a

small doublet splitting. This splitting is due to the beryllium-

fluor dipolar interaction.
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From f igs . 3.5 and 3.6 i t can be concluded tha t in the tempera-
tu re range between 77.5 K and 4.2 K CuBeF4.5H2O must undergo a
crysta l lographic s t ruc tu ra l phase t r an s i t i on . To inves t igate
t h i s phenomenon, the quadrupolar spectrum was studied as a
function of temperature between 4.2 K and 100 K.

Fig. 3.7 shows the temperature dependence of the Be reso-
nance l ines in the c rys ta l o r i en ta t ion HQ || a-c plane and $ = 80 .
I t turns out that a t T = (50 + 0.5)K the two s a t e l l i t e l ines
each s p l i t up in to two components, while. the cen t ra l l ine remains
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Fig. 3.5. The beryllium spectrum in

CuBeF4.5H20 at T = 77 K, when H =

10.00 kOe is rotated parallel to the

crystallographic a-c plane. Dashed

lines represent the calculated angu-

lar dependence of the Be resonances.

(See text)

Fig. 3.6. The beryllium spectrum in

CuBeF..5H00 at T - 4.2 K, when Hn =

10.00 kOe is rotated parallel to the

crystallographic a-c plane. Bashed

curves represent the calculated angu-

lar dependence of the Be resonances.

(See text)
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single. The intensities are 3 8 3, where "8" reflects

to the central line. Fig. 3.7 shows clearly that at T = 50 K a

change in the crystal structure of CuBeF^.SH^O occurs. At tem-

peratures above T CuBeF,.5H,0 belongs to the space group P .
c 2 + 1

Assuming that the mutual positions of the Cu ions do not

change, the possibilities for the change in structure, which are

in accordance with the observed low-temperature nuclear resonance

spectra, are:

(i) The inversion symmetry situated at the copper ions in

each unit cell is lost at T . This implies a change from space

group P to P .

(ii) In each unit cell the inversion symmetry around the

copper remains. Below T the F-Cu-F connection remains a straight

line, but in successive cells the directions of these lines

differ. This means a doubling of the unit cell, while the space

group does not change.

(iii) A combination of the above mentioned two possibilities.

The inversion symmetry around one cupric ion is lost, but for

the other copper ion the F-Cu-F axes differ for successive

copper ions.

The rotational diagrams can be explained with the help of

the formulas (3.9). The spectrum observed at 77.5 K, results in

v = 52 kHz and n = 0.1. The directions of the principal axes

of the EFG tensor are given in table IV. The cartesian coordinate

system, in which the EFG tensor is denoted, is such that the

543

MHz

5.39 •

Fig. 3.7. The temperature dependenae of

the beryllium NMR lines in CuBeF..5H0.

The direction of ff - 9.01 kOe corres-

ponds to the angle i? = 80° in fig. 3.6. 5 3 5

10 30
I

60 K
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Table IV

X

z-axis

n-axis
Ax -axis
Bx -axis

0.99

0.07

-0.02

0.10

-0.11

0.2(J

-0.57

0.53

-0.05

0.98

0.82

0.84

X-axis is parallel to the crystallographic c-axis, while the

Y-axis is in the a-c plane. The z-axis proves to be collinear

with the direction Be-F
IV

By substituting the determined

values of v and the EFG tensor in formula (3.9) the rotational

diagram for H I1 a-c plane is calculated. The so obtained

curves are represented by the dashed lines in fig. 3.5.

The resonance diagrams, measured at 4.2 K, shov; that for T < T
c

two different EFG tensors for the Be nuclei exist. These two

Be sites are labeled A and B. Both tensors have different

quadrupolar frequencies: v^ = 61.5 kHz and \>B = 41.5 kHz.

Comparing the maxima of the satellites in figs. 3.5 and 3.6,

it is observed that the maxima of all three curves differ only

a few degrees. So it can be concluded that both z-axes of the

two EFG tensors below T are shifted not more than a few degrees

with regard to the z-axis at 77.5 K. Because of the complicated

triclinic crystal structure, it is difficult to say in what

direction the z-axis is shifted. For the calculation of the

rotational diagrams we use therefore again the Be-F direction

as the z-axis for both sites A and B. Experiments performed at

4.2 K in the plane perpendicular to the c-axis, show that the

x-axes for both tensors differ, just as the asymmetry parameters.

The angle between the x-axes for the Be sites A and B is 65 + 15

degrees. The asymmetry parameters 'are nA = 0-2 + 0.1 and nB =

0.3 + 0.1. Using the above mentioned values of v1 and n1» the

dashed curves in fig. 3.6 are calculated.

The internal magnetic field at the Be site depends strongly

on its position in the unit cell. Therefore, when the Be sites

A and B would mean two different spatial positions of the Be
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atoms, one would expect to observe two central Be lines. At

1.3 K in fields up to 30 kOe the central Be line is still single.

So within the linewidth both Be nuclei A and B feel the same

local magnetic field H. . This means that the Be nuclei A and B

have the same spatial position in the unit cell. Fig. 3.6 leads

to the conclusion that the two Be sites A and B have a

different ionic environment.

The inference from all experimental results is that at

temperatures below T = 50 K a reorientation of the F ions and

the H_O molecules takes place. These diamagnetic ions have then

in principle only two different positions in the unit cell. A

careful analysis of the proton and fluorine rotational diagrams

shows that the lines resulting from F and the protons close to

the copper ions at (0,0,0) show no or only a small doubling. The

F ion and protons 1, 2, 4 and 5 which have a small distance

( 2 - 3 8) to the ihthiO) Cu ions show, however, large splittings.

The lines corresponding to F and FT , which ions are about

4 A apart from both cupric ions, show also a large doubling.

These results lead to the conclusion that the spatial changes

around the (̂ ,̂ ,0) copper ions are much larger than those around

the (0,0,0) ions. As the fluorine ions III and IV also show a

relatively large change in position, one is tempted to assume

that primarily two unequivalent BeF. tetrahedrons are present

in the unit cell below 50 K. The hydrogen bonds for hydrogen

ions near the two tetrahedra will then also differ,consequently

a doubling of the number of unequivalent proton positions in the

unit cell will occur.

A crystallographic structure transition is not observed in

CuSO..5H2O and CuSeO..5H2O crystals whose unit cells are

equivalent to the unit cell of CuBeF ..5H„0. The only difference

known from the new X-ray diffraction measurements of Verschoor

et at. is that the BeF.tetrahedron is remarkably larger than

the SO. tetrahedron. Their calculations show that the mean Be-F

distances are 1.56 A, compared to the S-0 distances of only

1.48 8.
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3.5. The temperature and field dependence of the two types of

magnetic moments. The shifts Av. of the resonance frequencies

are related to the time average of the individual electronic

spin moments of the two non-equivalent copper ions:

. = gj (3.10)

where the indices 0 and 1/2 refer to respectively the Cu + ions

at (0,0,0) and . The coefficients gj and depend only

on the direction of HQ and the position of the considered nucleus

i. The geometrical factors g^ will be large compared to g, /- f o r

those ions that have a small distance to the (0,0/0) ions. This

group of ions consists of fluorine I and protons 3, 6, 9 and 10.

Likewise <¡\,2 will be the largest for those ions close to the

(̂ ,̂ /0) position; this holds for fluorine II and protons 1, 2, 4

and 5. To examine the character of the time averaged magnetic

moments <U n
> andu J. / ¿>

>, the temperature and field dependence of

MHz'
Fig. 3.8. The inverse of the lineshift

Av for three NMR lines in CuBeF ..5HJ3
it u

as a function of temperature, »line I

O - 10°; HQ = 25SS Oe); A line I ($ =

10°; tiQ = 6811 Oe); o line 3 f<j> - SS°j
H = 2584 Oe); n line 3 = 55 h =

line II (<\> = 45 ; HQ - 25556811 Oe);

Oe). The angle <j> refers to the rotational

diagrams in fig. 3.2 and fig. 3.4, and

indicates the direction of H for which

_ the measurements have been made.
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the resonance shift Av. for lines I, II, 1, 2 and 3 were studied.

These lines were chosen, since they are well separated from the

other lines over the temperature range 4.2 - 0.1 K, as can be

seen from figs. 3.2 and 3.4.

3.5.1. The temperature dependence of the susceptibility and the

magnetization of the two magnetic systems. The inverse line

shifts AvT1 for lines I, II and 3 are shown as functions of the

temperature in fig. 3.8. Fig. 3.9 shows the field dependence of

the resonance frequencies of three fluorine ions I, II and IV,

at T = 0.28 K.

From these experiments it can be concluded, in the same way as is

done before by Wittekoek for the isomorphous compounds

CuSO4.5H2O and CuSeO4.5H2O that also in CuBeF4.5H2O two magnetic

systems are present. One type of copper ions, <V,>, behaves like

a paramagnetic system. The susceptibility can be determined from

the data for line II in fig. 3.8 to obey the relation:

= C/(T - 0.07) .

Fig. 3.9. Field dependence of the NMR

frequency shift of three fluorine lines

in CuBeF..SH0 at T = 0.28 K. The direc-

tion of H. corresponds to the angle § =

45° in fig. 3.4.

Í0 • kOe
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Small deviations are found at the low-temperature side below

0.5 K due to paramagnetic saturation effects. All experimental

results show that those resonance lines, originating from protons

1, 2, 4, 5 and fluorine ion II, which are close to the {hihrO)

ions, exhibit most clearly this Curie-Weiss character. So the

<W > system can be identified with <y . >.The temperature as well

as the field dependence reflects perfectly a Brillouin curve for

a system of S = \ ions with a mutual interaction characterized

by e = (0.07 + 0.01) K.

The temperature and field dependence of the (0,0,0) system

will be illustrated with the help of fig. 3.9. The resonance

shift of fluorine ion I can be written as:

gj <yQ> (3.11)

where g. and g ,„ are temperature independent geometrical

factors. Because the distance Cu -F = 2.32 A and Cu,/2-F =
o I I I

5.6 A, g will be much larger than g,/~- The coefficient g ,_

can be determined from fig. 3.9. This method is based on the

different behaviour of <y f
> and <y . > versus magnetic field.

Inspection of curve II of fig. 3.9 shows that in fields between

8 kOe and 13 kOe the <U 1/ 2
> sY s t e r a i s completely saturated.

Curves I and IV indicate that the magnetization of the <yn>

system increases linearly with H-. between 8 kOe and 13 kOe. The

slope of A\J = f (H ) is directly proportional to the suscepti-

bility of the (0,0,0) system:

goxo = <yo>/Ho = 3 V 3 H o = 94 kHz/Oe

for 8 kOe < HQ < 13 kOe.

From the experimental results (not all given here) and with the

help of formula (3.11) it can be deduced that X 0
 i s also field

independent down to H~ = 0. Linear extrapolation of curve I down

to H Q = 0 leads directly to the value for g1/2- The temperature

dependence of <y > can now be determined from curve I of fig.

3.8 using the formula:

gJ<yQ(T)> = A V I ( T ) - gw2<y , ,.(T)> , (3.12)
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where g . is known and <\i . (T,H_)> is given by the Brillouin

function for S = h and 8 = 0.07 K.

The same experiments were repeated for several directions

of Hn with respect to the crystallographic axes. It is found

that the X n = f(T) curves for all directions of H„ coincide

within the experimental accuracy (3%).
12)

Wittekoek proved that the (0,0,0) copper ions in copper-

sulphate and copperselenate pentahydrate form a system of

magnetic ions that have a strong antiferromagnetic exchange

interaction in one dimension. They form antiferromagnetic linear

chains (ALC). We expected that the <yo> system in the beryllate

would also be such an ALC. Therefore we will compare our exper-

imental data for CuBeF<j.5H2O with the available theoretical

results for ALC with spin S = k-

Bonner and Fisher calculated the magnetic and thermal

properties for closed rings of N exchanged coupled spins S = h.

The hamiltonian for this system is:

N
•2J J i

N

- gß I

Y ( sï si +i isi+l

(3.13)

where a and y are anisotropy parameters. For a = y = 1 formula

(3.13) gives the hamiltonian for the isotropic Heisenberg model.

The temperature dependence of the susceptibility was calculated

for N = 2 to 11. The limiting N ->- °o behaviour is then obtained

by extrapolation.

Since the NMR experiments in CuBeF .5H 0 for various field
4 2

orientations proved that x 0 is isotropic, the experimental data

are compared with the theoretical results of Bonner and Fisher

for the isotropic Heisenberg model. A comparison of theory and

experiment shows a perfect agreement for T > |j|/k, assuming a

J/k value of - 1.45 K. The slight deviations at T < |J|A might

be caused by interactions between different chains or by inter-

actions of the ALC and the paramagnetic system.
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2,5.2. The field dependence of the magnetisation of the ALC

system. The magnetization versus magnetic field M(H) of an ALC

exhibits its specific behaviour only at temperatures T < |J|/k.

This has been shown clearly by the experiments of Haseda on

Cu(NH3)4SO4.H20 and by Van Tol ' on CuSO4.5H2O.Griffiths has

calculated exactly the magnetization versus field curve at T = 0

for a system of isotropic antiferromagnetic Heisenberg linear

chains with spins S = \. In low magnetic fields the magnetization

increases linearly with H. With increasing field the slope dM/dH

increases and becomes infinite at the critical field Hc= 41J|/g3,

where the magnetization of the ALC becomes saturated.
19)

Inawashiro and Katsura calculated, besides other thermo-

dynamic quantities,, also the magnetization versus field at finite

temperatures. For T < |j|/5k the M(H) curves coincide in weak

magnetic fields with the zero-temperature isotherm; however,

near the critical field the M(H) curves show the well-known

typical "rounding off". Comparing the zero temperature M(H)

curves obtained by Griffiths and by Katsura, it appears that the

differences between both curves rise to about 10% in the magnet-

ization value. Katsura's results approach better those of

Griffiths, when he includes in his calculations a second-order

correction, but this can only be done for T = 0 and not for

finite temperatures.

Bonner and Fisher calculated the magnetization versus

magnetic fields for finite rings of spins S = \ with isotropic

antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbour exchange. Their M(H) iso-

therm for T = 0, obtained after extrapolation to infinite rings,

is the same as the curve calculated by Griffiths. Since the.

agreement with the results of Griffiths is much better for the

Bonner than for the Katsura approach, we will compare our

experimental data for finite temperatures with the M(H) values

obtained for finite rings. As Bonner and Fisher did not tabulate

their results for the magnetization, we did the calculations,

extending these to rings with 13 spins. The eigenvalues for these

systems were kindly placed to our disposal by Blöte '. For

T > 0.5 |j|/k the extrapolation to N = °° for M = f (H) is easily

found, since the convergence is fast. At lower temperatures the
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magnetization isotherms can be obtained within 2%, although the

M(H) curves show an oscillatory oehaviour due to the finiteness

of the rings. Fig. 3.10 shows the magnetization isotherms for

infinite Heisenberg ALC versus field, as obtained from the extra-

polation of the results for the finite rings of spins S = %. The

temperatures and fields are given relative to the intrachain

interaction J. The magnetization isotherm for T = 0 is the one

calculated by Griffiths 2 2 . In the field region gßH < 0.5 | j | ,

the magnetization increases linearly with field. The appearance

Fig. 3.10. Magnetization Versus external magnetic field for an isola-

ted S = k Heisenberg antiferromagnetic linear chain, as calculated

from extrapolations for finite rings.

of a maximum of the zero-field susceptibility at finite tempera-

tures is clearly demonstrated in tha low-field behaviour of

M(H,T) . The finite slope of the T = 0 isotherm for H ->• 0

illustrates the finite value of the zero-field susceptibility

at T = 0.

A study of the ALC magnetization versus magnetic field can

well be performed by NMR techniques in CuBeP .5H 0, because, due

to the relatively large magnetization of the paramagnetic system,

the resonance lines are well separated, even when the magnetiz-

ation of the ALC is small. Accurate line-shift measurements are

possible, since the resonance lines are relatively narrow,
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probably because of the presence of the paramagnetic system. In

a pure ALC compound, e.g. Cu(NH ) SO .H 0, the NMR lines become
J 4 1 ¿t

broad at low temperatures (T ffe |j|/k) because of a slowing down
of the fluctuations of the electron spins of the magnetic

Pi)
moments, when the short-range order becomes important • A

broadening of the NMR lines is observed at low temperatures in

CuBeF .5H O too, but this does not hamper the experiments

seriously.

The magnetization has been measured in fields up to 50 kOe

at the temperatures 0,28 K, 0.18 K and 0.11 K. The direction of

the external field compared to the crystallographic axes, was

chosen so that corrections as given in formula (3.7), due to the

fact that H is not parallel to the internal field are negligible,

So, the frequency shifts Av. are linearly proportional to the

magnetization of the cupric electronic magnetic moments. The

contribution of the paramagnetic system in Av. can be corrected

for in a similar way as indicated in section 5a. Measurements

performed on fluorine and hydrogen nuclei gave the same results

for M(H).

Our experiments show that the data obtained for the three

temperatures coincide in fields smaller than 30 kOe; differences

are detected only between 30 kOe and 50 kOe. For H_ fy 35 kOe the

magnetization at 0.28 K is larger than M at 0.11 K and 0.18 K.

When HQ reaches 40 kOe, the 0.11 K magnetization becomes the

largest.

Making a best fit in the field region 3.6 < gBH/|j|< 4.4

between our experimental results and the calculated M(H) curves

for the same temperatures, gives a critical field value of

39.6 kOe. The susceptibility measurements, treated in section

3.5.1 give an exchange constant J/k = - 1.45 K, which results

for isolated chains in a critical field H = 4|J|/gß =41.7 kOe.

The difference between these critical field values is too large

to be due to experimental errors. Therefore, the difference has

to be attributed to an interaction between the ALC and the

paramagnetic system, represented by J12' and/or to the mutual

interaction of the chains J!. These two interactions produce a

positive internal field at the (0,0,0) position.
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These interactions will be treated via a simple molecular

field approximation. The external magnetic field is replaced by

an effective field:

Heff = H0 < S 0 >

(3.14)

where z' is the number of adjacent chains and z is the number of

nearest neighbours of the (^,0) type. Since for T = 0.3 K the

magnetization of the paramagnetic system is already saturated

for HQ = 7 kOe, the third term in eq. (3.14) will have a constant

value for the major part of the field region. Via a laborious

trial and error method we fitted our experimental data for the

1
0.4

0.3

0.1

D 0.11 K
• 0.1BK
O O28K

m
Fig. 3.11. Magnetisation isotherms of the linear chain system in aop-

perfluorberyllate pentahydrate versus field at 0.11 K, 0.18 K and 0.28

K. The drawn lines represent the theoretical curves, corrected for the

interchain interaction z'J'/k = 0.14 K, resulting in a critical field

found for H = 3.95\j\/g&, a = z'J'/\j\ = 0.1. 'M
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three temperatures 0.11 K, 0.18 K and 0.28 K to the calculated

magnetization isotherms. Choosing the internal fields to be

hQ = z'J'/gß = (1-0 + 0.4) kOe and h 1 / 2 = zJl2/g& = (1.1 + 0.4)

kOe, the best agreement was obtained. Both interactions are

ferromagnetic.

The drawn lines in fig. 3.11 represent the above-mentioned

theoretical curves after being corrected for the interaction

between the chains. The obtained value zJ'/k = 0.14 K results

in a critical field H = 3.95 |j|/g3. In the same figure also

the experimental data for the three M(H) isotherms are shown.

These have been corrected already for the interaction zJ,p/k =

0.15 K between ALC and paramagnetic system. This has been done

simply by replacing for each experimental point the H- value by

(H- + h.,«). Pig. 3.11 shows clearly the specific behaviour of

the isotropic ALC magnetization. There is a good agreement

between experimental data and theoretical curves. As can

clearly be seen from the inset of fig. 3.11, the magnetization

of an isotropic antiferromagnetic linear chain for T ̂  |j|/k is

larger than the zero-temperature magnetization for a certain

field region below the critical field. In the vicinity of H the
c

magnetization for T = 0.28 K is the largest,and the magnetization

for T = 0.11 K the smallest. In higher fields this situation is

reversed.

Because of the small value of interchain interaction com-

pared to the intrachain interaction z'J'/2J = - 0.05, the (0,0,0)

ions in CuBeF^.5H2O are a good example of a lattice of weakly

coupled Heisenberg ALC. Although a linear chain with intrachain

interaction of finite range does not show a transition to an

ordered state at finite temperatures, the small interchain

interaction leads in this crystal to a cooperative phenomenon.

At 0.1 K a magnetic phase transition to an antiferromagnetic

state occurs for fields smaller than the critical field. This

long-range order will be discussed in chapter 4, together with

the same type of ordering found in the isomorphous CuSO>i.5HoO
51

and CuSeO4.5H2O .
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5.S , 3 . The influence of the interactions J , „ and J' on the ALC

tha^t

ty. In section 3 .5 .1 . xQ
 i s introduced as the

susceptibi l i ty of the (0,0,0) cupric ions, assuming

interactions exist between both magnetic systems. The
interaction J 2 gives an extra magnetic field at the (0,0,0)

so la low magnetic fields holds: <pQ> = X0(HQ
 +

The frequency sh i f t of line I in f ig . 3.9 equals Av_ =
g l / 2 < p l / 2 > + goX0(H0 + h l / 2 ) f o r H0 < 1 5 k O e ' B e c a u s e o f t h e

t e m h , , , th is equation gives a different value for g , / , t ^ a

use« l̂ in formula (3.11). The chain susceptibil i ty x0 (
T) i s n o w

derived from the experimental data according t o :

= uvj -er ) - g ï / 2 < p 1 / 2 ( T ) > } / ( H 0 + h 1 / 2 ) .

(3.15)

Since a weak interchain interaction J' is present, the

determined experimental susceptibility is the susceptibility

of ^system di weakly coupled chains. Fig. 3.12 shows the

experimental data for this susceptibility Xn- The isolated ALC

n)
suscept ibi l i ty x ' i s tabulated by Bonner and Fisher ' . The

suscept ibi l i ty x °f a system of ALC which have a mutual in ter-

action a 'J ' /K = 0.14 K, can easily be calculated treating the

interchain in teract ion via a simple molecular field approximation.

The susceptibility x i s f°und from

X =
i - ( 2 z ' j 1 / g 2 ß 2 ) x l

Fig. Í.12- Compon'son of the measur-

ed ssusceptibili-ty of the (0> O3 0)

ions in CuBep^. SH^O with theory, ta-

king ¡fk =• -1.4 S K. *RQ = 255S Oei

*HQ =6811 Oe. The Juli line repre-

sents th& theoretical suseeptt-bil-ivy

of a system of -t-sot^op-ía antifevvo-

magnestia linear cha~ins3 aitk a mutual

inter~>o.st-¿on ohar'aet&rised by z'J'/k -

008
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The drawn curve in fig. 3.12 represents this calculated

susceptibility x-

The corrections of the susceptibility data, necessary as a

result of the interactions J.« and J ' , increase for the

susceptibility the agreement between theory and experiment. The

resulting exchange interaction within the ALC is J/k =

(-1.45 + 0.03)K.
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CHAPTER 4

A MAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITION IN ANTIFERROMAGNETIC

LINEAR CHAIN SYSTEMS

4.1. Introduction. It is well known, as has been shown by

Mermin 1) and Landau 2) that one-dimensional magnetic systems

do not exhibit a transition to a long-range ordered state at any

non-zero temperature, unless the magnetic interactions are of

infinite range . A long-range (2 - 3d) order will only be

present in these Id systems, if they are not completely "ideal"

because of the presence of weak interchain interactions J1. As
4)early as 1944 Onsager demonstrated in exact calculations that

a planar (2d) lattice of Ising chains with an interchain inter-

action J1 shows a transition tc a two-dimensional long-range

ordered state for each value J1 ^ 0 . The smaller J', the lower

the transition temperature T will be. It can be shown rigorously
-2 c

that for J'/J fy 10 the critical temperature is lowered by a

factor 2 compared to the situation with J'/J = 1-

For a system of weakly coupled Heisenberg chains no exact

theory that describes the long-range ordering exists. The first

magnetic ordering in a Heisenberg chain system has been observed

by Miedema et al. ' for Cu(NH3) -H2O. Oguchi derived for

this system a relation between the transition temperature T in

zero field and JJ#'/J|, using a Green-function approximation.

However, not much attention has been given, theoretically nor

experimentally, to the ordering of weakly coupled chain systems

in external fields. A first tentative theory, describing such a
7)

phase transition, has been developed by Van Tol and Poulis .

To get more experimental information about the behaviour of

these systems in external fields, we have studied the long-range

ordering in a series of three isomorphous compounds, CuSO-.5H2O,

CuSeO^.5H2O and CuBeF4.5H2O, which contain weakly coupled anti-

•'M,
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O) form a paramagnetic system with a
2+0.05 K. The Cu ions at (0/0,0) have

ferromagnetic Heisenberg linear chains (ALC). As is well known

in these compounds the unit cell contains two different magnetic

ions. The Cu ions at (h

Curie-Weiss temperature 8

an isotropic exchange interaction in one dimension, leading to

considerable short-range ordering in linear chains around T =

1 K. Due to the presence of the paramagnetic system, this series
9)of isomorphous crystals is very suitable for NMR experiments

In CuSO..5H2O Van Tol has detected at 0.1 K in large external

fields a transition of the ALC system to a long-range ordered

state. This second-order phase transition is characterized by

a spontaneous magnetization and a X-type anomaly in the specific

heat. Recently Giauque et al. confirmed the existence of this

A-anomaly.

Because of experimental difficulties Van Tol only studied

this ordaring for one fixed direction of the external field H.

with respect to the crystal axes. In order to study the angular

dependence of the long-range order,the experiments have been

extended in a rotatable superconducting magnet. Rotational dia-

grams will give information about the direction and magnitude of

the time-averaged magnetic moments on the sublattices in the

ordered state. Moreover, the specific heat and the spontaneous

magnetization have been investigated as a function of temperature.

The phase diagrams of all three salts and also the magneto-

thermal effects will be discussed.

4.2. The phase transition. In their early work on CuS0..5H-0
11)Geballe and Giauque already suggested that the peculiar

magnetic behaviour of this compound can be explained by the

existence of two independent magnetic systems formed by the two

crystallographically inequivalent copper ions. One half of the
2+

Cu ions looses its entropy %R In 2 associated with their 2S

states near 1 K; the other half retains its entropy down to

temperatures below 0.2 K. Wittekoek et al. have proved that

the (0,0,0) cupric ions form an ALC system. From susceptibility

curves obtained by NMR techniques, they have determined the

intrachain interaction J, in both the selenate and sulphate
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compound. From deviations of the susceptibility of tho para-

magnetic ions at (kihiO) from the Curie-Weiss law the inter." ¿tion

J , between the paramagnetic and ALC system has been derived.

Van Tol ' has determined the interchain interaction J' from

magnetization experiments in high fields. We studied with NMR

the third isomorphous compound CuBeF..5H2O (see chapter 3).

Although this substance shows an unexpected crystal structure

transition at 50 K , the magnetic behaviour at helium tempera-

tures is quite the same as for the "isomorphous" sulphate and

selenate.

For the three compounds the interactions J, J1 and J.« a rs given

in table V. Due to the small interchain interactions, cooperative

phenomena will occur at temperatures below 200 mK. The upper

limit of the field region, in which the ordered state occurs,

will be the critical field Hc» i.e. the field where the ALC

magnetization saturates at T ->• 0.

The NMR study in the temperature region below 0.2 K has

been started in moderately high fields so as to saturate the

magnetization of the paramagnetic system. In this way possible

complications because of interactions between the two magnetic

systems are eliminated. The NMR spectrum of a single crystal of

CuSeO4.5H20 in a field H Q = 18-70 kOs in the temperature range

125 - 200 mK shows 10 proton resonance lines, corresponding to

the 10 magnetically inequivalent proton positions in the unit

cell. The observed frequency shifts, due to the different

internal fields at the proton sites, remain constant in this

temperature range, because the chain magnetization is temperature

Table V

CuSeO,

CuBeF4
CuSOA

CuSO4

.5H2O

.5H20

.5H2O

•5H2°

(X.M)

(cN)

e

(K)

0.05

0.07

0.02

0.07

J/k

(K)

-0.85

-1.45

-1.45

-1.46

Z12 J.2 / k

(K)

0.24

0.15

0.34

0.18

z'J'/k

(K)

0.14

0.14

0.14

T
c

(mK)

125

91

100

100
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Fig. 4.

= l35mK
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-o proton 10
-«proton 7

Fig. 4.1. Rotational diagrams of some proton resonance lines in

CuSeO .5H?0 for //„ = 18.70 kOe perpendicular to the o-axis. Fig. 4.1.

has been recorded at T - 13S mK in the paramagnetic regime. Fig. 4.1.

has been recorded in the antiferromagnetic state at 88 mK.
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independent. Below T = 125 mK the ALC system exhibits a trans-
c

ition to a sort of antiferromagnetically long-range ordered

state; so can be concluded from the observed doubling of each

of the resonance lines. The temperature dependence of the

frequency shift within each doublet shows the characteristic

features of the onset of a spontaneous magnetization.

Fig. 4.1 represents rotational diagrams of the NMR frequencies

of the protons 1, 2, 3, 10 and 7 (for numbering see table III).

The diagrams have been recorded for CuSeO^.5H„O, when H"Q rotates

in a plane perpendicular to the c-axis. Two curves, corresponding

to the protons 6 and 9, could not completely be resolved below

T and have been left out of the diagrams. The data for the

protons 4 and 5, which are situated close to the (̂ ,̂ ,0) ions,

have been omitted too. The behaviour of these lines at temperatures

below T is similar to that of line 1 and 2. The curve for proton

8, showing a pattern similar to that for proton 7, has also been

omitted. Fig. 4.1A is recorded for T = 135 mK, so in the para-

magnetic, unordered regime. Fig. 4.IB is obtained at 88 mK, when

the ALC system is in the antiferromagnetic state. One clearly

sees that at the lowest temperature a doubling of the number of

resonance lines has occurred. The lines 1, 2, 4 and 5 have small

splittings (up to 500 kHz). The lines 3, 10, 6 and 9 show large

splittings up to 4 MHz. For the protons 7 and 8 splittings up to

2 MHz are found. The doublet splitting being the largest for

protons close to the (0,0,0) copper ions, clearly demonstrates

that the ALC system becomes antiferromagnetically long-range

ordered. The resonance pattern, given in fig. 4.1, shows a two-

fold symmetry with respect to the direction of H-.

In fig. 4.2 rotational diagrams in the selenate of the

resonance frequency of proton 3, which belongs to the octahedron

around the (0,0,0) copper ions, are given. The open circles

represent the NMR frequencies at T = 88 mK for 5 rotating in a

plane perpendicular to the c-axis. The drawn curve gives the

observed frequencies above the transition at T = 13 5 mK. The

angle <J> = 180 is the direction of Ho where both diagrams

coincide. Careful analysis of these diagrams shows that the

resonance lines at 88 mK are displaced symmetrically with respect
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to the single line at 135 mK. It has been verified that in all

our experiments the splitting of each pair of resonance lines in

the antiferromagnetic state is symmetric with respect to the

resonance frequency found above the ordering temperature. This

symmetric splitting of each pair proves to be typical for the

ordering in these compounds. The implication of these observed

symmetric splittings for the direction of the averaged magnetic

moments of the ALC ions at temperatures below T = 125 mK, will

be discussed in the next section.

Fig. 4.2. Rotational diagram of the

resonance frequencies of proton line 3

in CuSeO .5H90 for.Hn - 18.70 kOe rota-

ting in a -plane perpendicular' to the c-

axis and in a plane parallel to the a-c

plane. The dots represent the data at

T - 88 mK, the drawn curves represent

the data at T = 135 mK.

4.3. Analysis of the resonance data. The nuc lea r resonance

frequency for a proton in a magnetic compound is given by:

v i = h Htot - h iffo+ *i i ' (4.1)

where h. is the local internal field at the nucleus i. The local

field h. can be split into two components: h... parallel and h..

perpendicular to the applied field H_. This results in:

| H 0 + h i | | + H t o t + H0
( 4 - 2 )
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When the externe. 1 field HQ is much larger than the internal

field, the shift of the resonance frequency with respect to the

free resonance frequency v = (Y/2TT)H can well be approximated

as:

± - vQ = (Y/2iT)h i l | . (4.3)

The internal field can be expressed in the tensor equation:

(4.4)

where <u,> = Í3g.. <S > is the time averaged magnetic moment of

copper ion k and the summation E. runs over all copper ions. The
*ik

tensors A only depend on the position of proton i in the unit

cell. Copper selenate pentahydrate etc., contain two different

magnetic systems. So the internal field exists of two contribut-

ions. The frequency shift Av. of a resonance line in the dis-

ordered state can thus be expressed as:

+ E
k"

(4.5)

where E, , and E, „ are sums over the cupric ions of the ALC (<; „>)

and the paramagnetic system (<u,>)i respectively. As has been

mentioned already, our experiments have been performed under the

condition of complete saturation of the paramagnetic system.

Therefore, in discussing the temperature and field dependence of

the resonance frequencies, only the first term in formula (4.5)

has to be considered. The second term will be represented hence-

forth by the constant P..

We assume that the long-range ordered state is characterized

by the presence of two sublattices with equal magnitudes of the

time-averaged magnetic moments <\i->, but with different directions.

Then we can define:

-)•+
( 4 . 6 )

with
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- > •

and <y - <y

<
->•—

- <y

(4.7)

The directions of u and u, are perpendicular. In the antiferro-

magnetic state the shift v. - vQ in resonance frequency from the

free proton frequency of every two resonance lines, which coincide

in the paramagnetic state, can be described as :

2TT

E
1 '

- E
1"

3. > (4.8)

where the summations E1'
and E, „ extend over the copper ions of

the two magnetic sublattices respectively (E. , = E,, + E,,,). The

shift of the components of each pair of resonance lines in the

ordered state only differs in the sign of the second part of

eq. (4.8). As is mentioned in the previous section, the averaged

shift of a pair of lines is found to be equal to the shift of

the corresponding single line in the disordered state:

O k '
+ P ± . ( 4 . 9 )

From formula (4.8) can be deduced that:

•is

•If

_ T u y
2 i r H0* k 1

Fik' (4.10)

Since this procedure is true for all proton lines, the following

conclusions can be drawn for the ordered state in these three

isomorphous crystals:

(A) The direction of u is the same as the direction of

<y >, thus parallel to the external field H .

(B) Moreover, <p > E <y->. This means that the field
z u

induced (parallel) magnetization M = N<y > is not influenced by

the long-range order and always corresponds to the ALC magneti-

zation expected for the applied external field and temperature.

The NMR experiments show that below 0.2 K che paral le l components

of the time-averaged magnetic moments <y > are only field and not

-8
-jn

Ï
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temperature dependent except for fields near the critical field

H . This is due to the fact that for these experimental conditions

the ALC magnetization is constant.

(C) In the ordered state a spontaneous component <yj> of

the (0,0,0) copper magnetic moments exists which is always

perpendicular to the external field ÏL. These components <yj>

are nearly field independent in the field region between 5 kOe

and 20 kOe. The temperature dependence of <yj_> shows the well-

known behaviour of a spontaneous magnetization versus temperature

(see section 4.5).

It can thus be concluded that the antiferromagnetic ordering

found in these compounds is different from a normal 3-dimensional

antiferromagnetic ordering since the magnitude of the total

magnetic moment per ion for all T < T is essentially strongly

field dependent.

To determine the actual direction of the spontaneous

magnetization <y,> rotational diagrams of the frequency shift

6v- of each pair of resonance lines in the ordered state with

respect to the single line in the paramagnetic state have been

studied. From eq. (4.8) follows:

+ , Y O
i - 2ir H Q

E
1'

- E
1"

(4.11)

til' M.1".The geometrical factors (E, , Ä~J"J" - E, „ Älj" ) cannot be deduced

from experimental data, but have to be calculated for the

specific distribution of the copper ions over the two sublattices,

These calculations were started under the assumption that

the copper-proton interaction has a pure point-dipolar character.

The interaction tensor is then given by

3r-ik?ik _ jik.+ik

.ik.5 (4.12)

•ik
where r " is the position vector of proton i relative to cupric

ion k. The point-dipole tensors of all copper ions within a

sphere of 40 8 were summed. In these calculations the actual

g tensors of the Cu + ions as determined by Narasimhamurthy 17^

have been used. The so computed dipolar tensors have been com-
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pared with the measured interaction tensors in CuSeO..5H2O, which

have been determined at T = 1.3 K in high fields. From these

experiments it could be concluded that the point-dipolar inter-

action certainly describes the greatest part (about 80%) of the

copper-proton interaction. The difference can be ascribed to

superhyperfine interactions and to the non-spheriual distribution

of the magnetic moment over the copper ion. To simplify the

calculations, it has been assumed that the discrepancy is due

only to errors in the calculation of the interaction with the

nearest copper ion. So in our calculations the interaction with

the nearest copper ion exists of this measured discrepancy plus

the calculated point-dipolar interaction. The interaction with

all other copper ions is obtained from the point-dipolar tensors.

According to the above described scheme, the interaction

tensors for the antiferromagnetic state with two magnetic sub-

lattices can then be calculated. The a-axis being the direction

of the antiferromagnetic chain ' , two succeeding spontaneous

magnetic moments along the a-axis certainly will be antiparallel

in the ordered state. Then only four different possible structures

for the magnetic sublattices remain as can easily be sraen from

the crystallography of the unit cell. Calculations of the

angular dependence of 5v. have been performed for these four

different antiferromagnetic lattices.

4.4. Rotational diagrams in the ordered state. Rotational diagrams

are determined for CuSeO4.5H2O, since this substance has the

highest transition temperature (see section 4.7). We measured at

such a temperature that the sublattice magnetization is almost

saturated (section 4.5). A small variation of the transition

temperature with the direction of HQ will then not give a

significant change in the observed averaged splitting 6v. =
+ _ i

%(Av. - Av.) of a doublet below T .
1 1 C

To determine the direction of the spontaneous magnetization

<Uj_> r rotational diagrams of the resonance lines of all 10

protons have been recorded at T = 88 mK and for H n = 18.70 kOe

rotating in three different crystallographic planes: perpendicular

to the c-axis, perpendicular to the a-axis and parallel to the
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a-c plane. We will discuss the experimental results on the basis

of the resonance spectra of three quite different protons.

Proton 3 belongs to the octahedron around (0,0,0). Its resonance

frequency will be mainly governed by the ALC magnetization.

Proton 8 is a part of the interstitial water molecule and its

local field will be due to nearly equal contributions of both

magnetic systems. Proton 1 belongs to the octahedron around

(^,^,0). Since the long-range order occurs only in the ALC system

the influence of this ordering on the NMR spectrum of proton 1

will be small. So in the ordered state the observed splittings

will be largest for proton 3 and smallest for proton 1, while

the splitting for proton 8 will have an intermediate magnitude.

This is clearly demonstrated in the figs. 4,3 and 4.4. Fig. 4.3

represents the mean splitting Sv^ of pairs of NMR lines at

T = 88 mK for ñ~ rotating perpendicular to the c-axis. In fig.

4.4, the results for íL rotating in the a-c plane are given.

The diagram made for HQ _La-axis, is similar to fig. 4.3; all

observed splittings show also a smooth angular dependence for

S„ in this plane with a period of 180 .

In the preceding section we proved that the spontaneous

component of the cupric magnetic moments is always perpendicular

to 3 . A fixed direction of <u,>, corresponding to pinning along

an "easy axis", would give a period of 360° for the resonance

patterns. For none of the three studied planes a period for the

NMR frequencies different from 180 is found. This means that

the spontaneous component <p,> of the (0,0,0) copper magnetic

moments always has at least a component that lies in the plane

of rotation of S , but 90 out of phase with L .
The smooth, sinoidal shape of the doublet splitting Sv of fig.

4.3 indicates that <yj_> rotates nearly in a plane perpendicular

to the c-axis, but <y±> is still 90° out of phase with S Q. For

áQ II a-c plane the rotation of <y_,_> with ïL is much more

complicated, especially when S- approaches the c-axis the mean

splitting 6Vj_ changes rapidly.

We supposed that <pj> will rotate in a plane and tried to

find the actual direction of <y.> as a function of the direction
O f ^0 u s i n g a t r i a l and error method. For the calculations of <5v-
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Fig. 4.3. The observed mean doublet

splittings 6v . = %(Av+.+Av7J in

CuSeO4.5H2O for HQ - 18.70 kOe rota-

ting in a plane perpendicular to the

a-axis at T = 88 mK. The three curves

represent the calculated splittings.

(See text)

1.0

MHz

0.5

6V'

0

-0.5

-1.0

- 1.5

-2.0

• proton 3
a proton 8 _

— o proton 1

c-axis

O

Fig. 4.4, Rotational diagram of the

mean doublet splittings in CuSeO ,SH„O

in the ordered state for HQ - 18.70 kOe

parallel to the a-c plane at T = 88 mK.

The three curves represent the calcula-

ted splittings.

the interaction tensors, discussed in the previous section, have

been used. <y,> has been supposed to be angular independent,

apart from the small anisotropy related to the anisotropic g

factor. The best ƒ i t is represented by the drawn curves in

figs. 4.3 and 4.4. The normal vector of the plane, in which <y. >

moves, is found to be (0.16, -0.03, 0.86), expressed in the

t r i c l i n i c coordinate system.

The distribution of the (0,0,0) copper ions over the two

sublattices cannot be determined uniquely by our calculations.

Two succeeding spontaneous magnetic moments along the c-axis

have to be chosen parallel for the best f i t . So the interchain

interaction along the c-axis is ferromagnetic. The direction of
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two succeeding spontaneous magnetic moments along the b-axis

could not be solved, since, due to the large distance between

these ions, their influence on the calculated resonance patterns

is small.

The discrepancies between the calculated and measured

diagrams for the protons 8 and 1 are probably mainly due to the

fact that apart from the nearest copper ion also the next-nearest

copper ions give other than point-dipolar contributions to the

copper-proton interaction tensors. For, concerning these protons

the distances to nearest and next-nearest copper ions do not

differ much. An accidental uncertainty in the calculations can

be the assumption that the magnitude of the spontaneous component

of the magnetic moments has for each direction of H the same

zero-temperature value, apart from a small anisotropy because of

the anisotropic g value.

We believe that the direction of <yj_> in the ordered state

in CuSe0..5H?0 can be explained assuming that <p_j_> rotates, always

perpendicular to H , in a plane of which the orientation has been

determined within about. 10 degrees. For Hn J_ c-axis the sponta-

neous magnetic moment moves nearly in the plane perpendicular

to the c-axis, but always 90 out of phase with H . For H-

parallel to the a-c plane <y_j_> is "pinned" for most angles along

a direction perpendicular to the a-c plane. This can be seen in

fig. 4.4 from the shape of the resonance patterns, which re-

sembles a cosine with a period of 3 60°. However, when H

approaches the c-axis, a rapid change of <y_j_> to a direction in

the a-c plane, but still perpendicular to H„ occurs.

Selective measurements, performed on the isomorphous sulphate

and beryllate, indicate a similar nehaviour of

4.5. Spontaneous magnetization. The temperature dependence of the

spontaneous component of the magnetization can be obtained

directly from the splitting 6v. of any pair of resonance lines,

if the external field is sufficiently large compared to the

internal field (formula 4.2). Fig. 4.5 shows for CuSeO4.5H„O the

magnetization data, which have been derived from the doublet

splitting of line 3 for such a direction of H that this splitting
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is large (2.51 MHz at the lowest temperature). The data recorded

for Hn = 16.81 kOe, are presented on a reduced scale. For

comparison also the spontaneous magnetization curve for the

Heisenberg model S = ^ for a s.c. lattice as calculated by Cook

and Gersch 24) is shown (dashed curve). The dot-dash curve re-

presents the theoretical curve for the Ising S = \ model for a
25)

s.c. lattice

In the temperature range 1 > T/Tc > 0.9 the spontaneous

magnetization can be described by the well-known critical

behaviour:

M(T)/MQ = - T/T (4.13)

with B = 1 . 6 5 + 0 . 1 and g = 0.34 + 0 . 0 4 . This high value for the

c r i t i c a l exponent ß may wel l be i n d i c a t i v e for the t h r e e -

Fig. 4.6. The spontaneous magnetization

of CuSeO,.5H„0 versus reduced tempera--

ture for H~ - 16.81 kOe. The dashed curve

represents the spontaneous magnetisation

of a 3d Heisenberg s.a. lattice for S -

hi the dot-dash curve reflects that of

a Sd Ising s.a. lattice for S = %.

05

M/M,

Cu Se O4 . 5 H2O

H o = 16.81 kOe

T/Tc 0.5 10

dimensionality of this long-range ordering. (Compare the

theoretical results: 3d Ising ß = 0.312, 3d Heisenberg ß = 0.36

and 2d Ising ß = '0.125.) Although the extrapolated value for M

is not very accurate (5%), outside the critical region the sponta-

neous magnetization will always exceed the value for the 3d Ising

model.

From the temperature dependence of M(T) together with the

calculations presented in section 4.4, the absolute magnitude of

the spontaneous perpendicular component <y,> at T = 0 can be

derived. A value of <y±(0)> = 0.36 Bohr magneton is found. The

component of the time-averaged magnetic moments of the (0,0,0)
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cupric ions parallel to HQ is about 0.46 ß at T = 0 for HQ =

16.81 kOe. So the total averaged magnetic moment of the ALC ions

in this field amounts to 0.58 3 at zero temperature. Extra-

polation of all the magnetization data to zero temperature shows

that the total time-averaged magnetic moment of the (0,0,0) copper

ions - the sublattice magnetization - increases continuously from

a value of 0.4 ß at H = 5 kOe to the saturation value of 1.1 3

at the critical field H . This behaviour is in contrast to a
c

"normal" antiferromagnet, where at T = 0 in each field the sub-

lattice magnetization has, apart from small zero-point spin

deviations, its saturation value.

4.6. Specific heat. The total specific heat contains two contribut-

ions, one originating from the paramagnetic (̂ ,̂ ,0) ions and one

of the ALC ions. Both parts behave quite differently as a function

of temperature and field. The specific heat of the ALC system

is small for T < 0.3 K, since this system has lost the major part

of its entropy via short-range order processes around 1 K. Since

the long-range ordering occurs only in the ALC system, the X-

anomaly in the specific heat will thus be small.

Fig. 4.6 shows the specific heat of CuSeO..5H_O versus

temperature for HQ = 8.06 kOe and H = 17.13 kOe. The external

field is parallel to the c-axis. The small \-anomaly at 125 mK

is clearly visible. The entropy involved in the phase transition

r 7
Cu Se O«,.. 5 H 2O ƒ
. 17.13 kOe
o 8.06 kOe

100 300 400 500 mK

Fig. 4.6. The specific heat of

CuSeO..SHoO versus temperature for
Hn = 8.06 kOe and Hn - 17.13 kOe. The0 0
drawn curves represent for these fields

the calculated Sohottky curves for a

system of isolated spins S - %.
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of the ALC system is found from the area under the peak after

extrapolation of the experimentally determined low-temperature

specific heat tail. A small critical entropy Sc = (0.018 + 0.004) R

is obtained. For the paramagnetic system the specific heat curves

have been calculated for the two field values under the assumption

that the (̂ ,̂ ,0) copper ions behave like isolated spins S = \. The

specific heat is then given by the well-known Schottky formula:

= (gßHQ/2kT)
2 cosh"2 (gßHQ/2kT) . (4.14)

See drawn curves in fig. 4.6. A large discrepancy exists between

the calculated Schottky curves for this system and the experimental

data, in which the small specific heat of the ALC ions is also

included. Obviously the interactions within the paramagnetic

system (9 = 0.05 K) and between the (0,0,0) and (̂ ,̂ ,0) ions

(zJ _/k = 0.24 K) give a considerable amount of short-range order

in the (kik,Q) system. Such short-range order processes remove

entropy at higher temperatures, resulting in a specific heat at

these low temperatures, which is considerably smaller than the

calculated Schottky value.

4.7. Phase diagram. The transition temperature T has been studied

as a function of the direction of the applied field for CuSO. . 5H.-,O.

This has been done by NMR techniques for the' external field H_ =

17.11 kOe rotating in a plane perpendicular to the c-axis (see

fig. 4.7). A 180 period for T has been observed. The highest

value of T is 101 mK and the lowest 91 mK, so an anisotropy in

T of about 10% occurs.

The phase diagram, showing the H -T boundary of the anti-

ferromagnetic state, is given for CuSeO4.5H O and CuBeF..5H 0 in

fig. 4.8. For the selenate the diagram has been obtained for the

external magnetic field parallel to the c-axis. For the beryllate

SQ is perpendicular to the c-axis (<i> = 103° in fig. 4.2). The

transition temperatures have been determined both by NMR and

specific heat experiments. The critical temperature in the nearly

field independent part of the boundary curve is 125 mK for cuSeO..

5H2O and 91 mK for CuBeF.-SH-O. One observes that the ordered
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state only occurs at fields lower than 39.6 kOe for the beryllate
and 25.5 kOe for the selenate. For the here studied directions
of ïL, these f ie ld values are the 'critical f i e lds , for which in
each compound the ALC magnetization becomes saturated at T = 0.

The open c ircles denote the transition temperatures for
CuSO.. 5H,,O. These data were measured by Van Tol for the same
direction of H_ as for the beryllate. The temperature scale of

the sulphate (T 100 mK) i s multiplied by 0.91 in order to

Fig. 4.7. Rotational diagram of the cri-

tical temperature T for CuS0..5Ho0 for

H. - 17.11 kOe perpendicular to the c-

axzs.

10 20 kOe

150

mK

100

5 0 -

•Tr

Cu Se O4 . 5 H2O

• Cu Be F4 .5H2O
a Cu Se Od .5H2O
o Cu S O«.. 5 H2O

Cu Be F4. 5H,O

10 20
1

200

rnK

150

100

50

30 kOe 40

Fig. 4.8. Phase-boundary curve T (HJ
G U

for CuBeF .5Hn0 (black rectangles).

Open rectangles indicate the transition

temperatures of cupria selenate and re-

fer to the upper and right scales. The

ellipses represent the T data for

CuSO^.oH^O (for scale see text).
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compare these results with the data for the beryllate. The

field-scales are the same, since the intrachain interaction J

is the same for both compounds. At the high-field side of the

phase diagram a difference betwaen the three phase-boundary

curves can be noticeu. The more rapid decrease of T with

increasing Hn for the selenate is not yet completely understood.

In the intermediate field region the boundary curves coincide.

The slight increase of T with increasing field, found in
71

CuSO4.5H2O for 10 kOe < HQ < 30 kOe ', is not observed in the

selenate and beryllate. We have repeated the experiment of Van

Tol for the sulphate. With increasing field in the region

11 kOe < Hn < 30 kOe again an increase of T of 4 mK has been

observed. The influence of the stray-field of the magnet at the

resistor site gives a temperature misreading via the Speer

resistor which has been measured to be always smaller than 0,5 mK.

In low field the transition temperature increases strongly. This

rise of T is due to the influence of the paramagnetic system asc

will be shown below.

As mentioned before, J denotes the antiferromagnetic inter-

action between two succeeding (0,0,0) copper ions along the

a-axis. The interactions between the chains will extend along

the b and c-axis and are represented by j, and j , respectively.

In table V the interchain interactions J1 obtained fr.om

deviations between the experimental and theoretical ALC mag-

netization isotherms, are given. Because the exchange-path along

the c-axis is much shorter than along the b-axis, and no such an

ionic arrangement that suggests a strong exchange path for one

of these directions exists, it is reasonable to assume that

and thus j Because the determined J' is posi-

tive, this means that the interaction j is ferromagnetic. This
c

result is in accordance with the sublattice structure derived

in section 4.4, where two succeeding ALC ions along the c-axis

are found to be parallel in the ordered state. The transition

temperature T c will, however, be determined for the greater part

by the smallest interaction j .

The interaction J „ between the paramagnetic ions at (̂ ,̂ ,0)

and the ALC system will influence the interchain interaction as
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Fig. 4.9. Sketch of the unit cell of

CuSeOt.bHJD.
(0,0,0)

long as the magnetization of this paramagnetic system differs

from its saturation value. The effect of J,~ o n t n e interchain

interaction can be treated in a simple molecular field approxi-

mation . The various exchange paths are indicated in fig. 4.9.

The shortest connection between a (0,0,0) ion and a (%,%,0) ion

has been assumed to be the most probable path for the interaction

J 2" This path is situated in the a-b plane. The interaction

between the spins S at (0,0,0) and S at (^,^,0) is given in

the molecular field approximation by the hamiltonian:

(4.15)

For simplicity an isotropic g factor is assumed. In the ordered

state H is not parallel to H~, since the time-averaged magnetic

moments of the ALC ions have a spontaneous component that is

always perpendicular to S . The field 5 added to the external

field S , will polarize the paramagnetic magnetic moment <it?>

at (^,i¡,0). For small fields H , the extra polarization of < y 2
>

can be split into two perpendicular components

(4.16)

Here x r ep re sen t s the s u s c e p t i b i l i t y of the (%,%,0) ions in a

f i e ld HQ, while the indices _L and II r e f l e c t to d i r e c t i o n s pe r -

pendicular and p a r a l l e l to H_. In the l im i t of small Ö , one

finds by d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n of <y?>, which obeys the Br i l lou in

function for S = \\

3<U2>||

3Hmil
gy
4kT

- 2 g f 5 H 0
( 4 . 1 7 )

\
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= xx =2Hf
tanh

2kT
(4.17)

Here the interaction within the paramagnetic system is neglected

( 6 = 0 ) . The interaction between S 2 and S3 is identical to that

between S, and S„ given in formula (4.15). The hamiltonian de-

scribing the interaction between the spins S.. and S~ via the

paramagnetic spin S- can now be calculated to be:

13
(4.18)

From eq. (4.17) follows that - while for Hn = 0 both components

X|, and x i a r e equal to g"ß /4kT -with .increasing field Xn

decreases much more rapidly than x. • Therefore, in non-zero

external field at temperatures of the order of 0.1 K a first

estimate of the interchain interaction via the paramagnetic ion

in the a-b plane is obtained by considering only the last part

of eq. (4.18). This interaction results in an apparent inter--
2 2

chain interaction -(J12/g £3 )Xi along the b-axis. So the total

interchain interaction in the b direction J, will be:
b

(4.19)

s a result the interaction j, in the a-b plane is changed by

a' factor:

K = 1 -
'12

(4.20)

At temperatures of the order of 0.1 K, this factor K will differ

appreciably from 1 for fields smaller than about 5 kOe. Since

the transition temperature T will depend on the strength of J,

(the ordering interaction), the experimentally observed increase

of T c with decreasing external field HQ implicates that K is

larger than 1. This means that j, has to be negative, indicating

an antiferromagnetic interaction along the b-axis.

Although the above outlined theory is very simple, it accounts

qualitatively for the field dependence of T in low external
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fields, given in fig. 4.8.

In fields smaller than about 2 kOe it proved to be impossible

to observe any phase transition at all. In these low fields the

NMR lines broaden too much to detect a splitting of these lines.

Moreover, the Schottky curve of the specific heat of the (̂ ,̂ ,0)

ions shifts to temperatures of the order of T , so preventing

the detection of the small X-anomaly of the second-order phase

transition in the ALC system. From specific heat and suscepti-

for the13)
bility experiments in zero field by Miedema et al.'

selenate and by Giauque et al. for the sulphate, a transition

to an ordered state has been found at 4 5 mK and 35 mK, respect-

ively. The large amount of entropy involved in that phase

transition proves that the ordering has to be due first of all

to the paramagnetic ions, since the ALC system has lost almost

all its entropy via short-range order processes around 1 K.

Whether at the same temperature also the chain system will

exhibit a long-r^nge order transition is not clear from the

experimental data.

In the introduction we mentioned that Oguchi 6) and Van

Tol derived relations between T and the interchain inter-
caction J'. Oguchi's calculations are restricted to zero field

and tetragonal lattices with a single preferred direction in

the ordered state. The values of the critical temperatures of

the three studied salts, obtained in moderate external fields,

would lead to |j'/j| % 5 x 10 in the Oguchi formalism. The

tentative theory of Van Tol nicely reproduces the phase diagram

for an ordering in a system of weakly coupled ALC. Inherent

to his theory is the existence of a spontaneous component <y, >

of the chain magnetic moments perpendicular to H n in the ordered

state. From his results it is deduced for the three studied salts:

|J'/J| % 10 . His calculations are, however, subject of some

criticism, since only the two lowest levels of the energy spectrum

of the isotropic ALC are taken into account.

4.8. Induced canting of the (hshs0) ions. In the ordered state

the canting of the magnetic moments of the ALC ions will influence

•.the direction of the paramagnetic spins via the interaction J „
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as long as the magnetization of the (̂ ,̂ ,0) ions differs from

its saturation value. The angle between the paramagnetic moments

and the direction of H- is easily obtained in the molecular field

approximation from the formulas in the previous section:

t a n
'12
2 2

g ß Hr

(4.21)

So for small angles, ¥ is proportional to the spontaneous

(perpendicular) magnetization of the ALC system and inversely

proportional to H .

NMR lines, originating from protons close to the (%,%,0)

cupric ions, will most clearly demonstrate whether in the ordered

state such an induced canting exists for the (̂ ,̂ ,0) system. A

complication arises, since in the antiferromagnetic state these

resonance lines are already split into two components by the

small interactions of these protons with the ALC system. The

induced canting will be largest in weak fields because of the

1/H. proportionality. However, in this field region the resonance

data have to be interpretated very carefully, since at fields

of about 5 kOe and lower the difference (Av. - Av. ) between the

two components of a doublet is not directly proportional to the

internal field (see formula (4.2)). The vector sum of external

and internal fields will yield the resonance frequency.

Fig. 4.10 shows for CuSeO4.5H2O the mean splitting 6v of

the two components of the NMR line of proton 1 versus magnetic

field at a temperature T = 88 mK. Th direction of SL corresponds

to $ = 135° in fig. 4.3. At fields above 19 kOe the splitting

Sv, decreases with increasing H . This is due to a decreasing

<y,>, caused by the decline of the transition temperature in

this field region. At 22.9 kOe CuSeO..5H„O becomes paramagnetic

and the splitting 6v, shrinks to zero. On the contrary, in

fields below 15 kOe the splitting 6v of line 1 clearly increases.

This large increase of 6v, is not caused by a large change of

<Pi> in magnitude or direction. Such a change of <ij,> would give

an even larger increase of the doublet splittings of NMR lines

or protons close to the (0,0,0) ions, proton 3 for instance.

No, or only slight, changes of the doublet splittings for such
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Fig. 4.10. The mean splitting 6v, of

the doublet of proton 1 versus external

field H at T = 88 mK. For the explana-

tion of the dashed and dot-dash curves

see section 4.8.
H„ 10 ?0 *O

protons have been observed in this low-field region.

We have calculated the field dependence of the doublet splitting

of line 1 in the ordered state, assuming no canting of the

(̂ ,̂ ,0) ions to be present. This has been done by calculating the

real internal field, supposing <u,> is field independent both in

magnitude and direction. The dashed curve in fig. 4.9 gives the

so obtained splitting for line 1. In the field region around

18 kOe the observed splittings agree with the computed curve.

For fields lower than 10 kOe, however, the observed 6v, increases

strongly with decreasing field. This observed increase proves

unambiguously the existence of an induced canting of the (̂ ,̂ ,0)

magnetic moments.

Since the simple theory of Van Tol only describes quali-

tatively the field dependence of the canting angle ï, we have to

fit the theoretical expression to our experimental data. The

dot-dash curve in fig. 4.9 represents the best fit. A good

agreement between the measured splitting 6v, and this 1/HO curve

is found up to H. ̂  19 kOe.

A rotational diagram for H Q = 5.4 0 kOe perpendicular to the

c-axis in CuSeO4.5H2O, shows an extra doublet structure of each

of the two components in which the resonance lines 1 and 2 are

split by the antiferromagnetic ordering. It is found that this

doublet structure only exists in weak fields and disappears
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in strong fields. Poulis and Wittekoek 1 ' observed in their

experiments on CuSO4.5H 0 and CuSeO4.5H2O also an anomalous

doublet structure of the proton resonance lines in weak fields.

Their data show that the paramagnetic system of Cu ions for

T < 0.8 K and H < 10 kOe is divided in two subsystems with

slightly canted magnetic moments <yA> and <yB>- From their

experiments an empirical equation for the canting angle was found:

Their experimental data could surprisingly well be explained by

an interaction of the Dzyaloshinski - Moriya type

uB|sin '1>, for which, however, no theoretical justification

could be given.

Although the field dependence of this canting for small angles

<j> is the same as that of the induced canting described above,

the origin is completely different. The induced canting only

occurs because of the long-range order in the ALC system and

will certainly not persist for T > T . The anomalous doublet

structure of the proton NMR lines, found below 0.8 K in fields

up to 10 kOe must have a different origin.

4.9. Magr.etic cooling. The magneto-thermal effect in a normal

antiferromagnet exists of a cooling by adiabatic magnetization

(AM) from zero applied field to the transition field H , i.e.

the field where the magnetization is saturated for T = 0 or

where a singularity in the specific heat is found for T > 0 .

Outside the antiferromagnetic ordered region, where the substance

is paramagnetic, cooling can be achieved by adiabatic demagnet-

ization (ADM) from high fields to the transition field H„.

Cooling by AM is not limited to substances that show an anti-

ferromagnetic long-range order, but will also be found in one-

dimensional magnetic systems in the region with considerable

short-range order. It will even be more effective for one- than

for two- or three-dimensional magnetic systems .

The series of isomorphous salts, treated in this paper, is

very suitable to demonstrate both the effect of AM and ADM. The
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isentropes in the H„-T diagram have been calculated for the ALC

system using an expression for the entropy, that we derived from

the partition function of an ALC as obtained by Inawashiro and

Katsura via a linked-cluster expansion. The entropy of the

paramagnetic system follows from the well-known formula for a

two-level system:

= In 2 cosh 0
2kT

tanh 2kT~
(4.22)

The total entropy is given by the sum of these entropies of the

(0,0,0) and (hthtO) ions. The calculations have been performed

assuming all interactions apart from the intrachain interaction

J, to be zero. The so calculated isentropes for CuBeF..5H„O are

given in fig. 4.11. The isentropes for fields smaller than about

30 JO ̂ O<,' 30
1

40kOe

Fig. 4.11. Calaulated isentropes of Fig. 4.12. Experimental isentropes of

copper f luorberyHate pentahydrate in CuBeF..SHnO. Each curve is the mean of

the HQ-T plane3 assuming that no in- one obtained for increasing and one for

teraations between the linear chains decreasing field,

mutually and between the paramagnetic

and ALC ions exist. (J' - J = 0)
12
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3 kOe are not drawn, since in this field region the mentioned

simplifications are certainly not justified anymore and would

give large discrepancies with the real isentropes in this field

region . In low fields ( 3 - 1 5 kOe) the sharp temperature

decrease due to ADM of the paramagnetic ions is clearly visible.

The AM of the linear chains is found for higher fields but smaller

than H . With increasing temperature the starting point of the AM
c

cooling is shifted to higher fields, mainly because of the con-

tribution of the paramagnetic system. Above H , cooling is

possible by ADM from high fields down to the critical field H =

3 9.2 kOe. Strictly speaking, the limit between AM and ADM in an

ALC is not determined by H , but by H (T), the field where an

extremum in the entropy for constant temperature occurs. However,
H (T) and H do not differ much,
s o

Fig. 4.12 shows the experimental isentropes T (Hn). Each
s u

isentr pe is the mean of one curve obtained for increasing field

and one curve for decreasing field. Both curves were measured in

immediate succession. Although, because of the small heat capacity

J
of the CuBeF..5EJ^ crystal, the heat leak gave a continuous change

in entropy, the difference in temperature for both curves never

exceeded 10 mK.

Fig. 4.12 shows the predicted magneto-thermal effect, as

expected from the calculated isentropes given in fig. 4.11. Only

at the lowest temperatures small deviations are found. The

temperature decrease because of the ADM of the (̂ ,̂ ,0) ions is

well observed in low fields. In higher fields, however, the

lowest measured isentrope follows the phase-boundary curve

T (H ) of the antiferromagnetic state of the ALC system, because

crossing the phase boundary will implicate a relative large change

in entropy. Our experiments show that the isentropes close to the

phase boundary in the selenate and sulphate also follow this

boundary. The more rapid decrease of T for high fields found
c

for CuSeO..5H,0 in fig. 4.8, is also reflected in the isentropes.

The isentropes at T % 110 mK for CuSO..5H-0 ; show a slight

temperature increase in the field region 15 kOe < Hn < 30 kOe.

Such an increase is also observed for T in this field region.

Ï
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4.10. Concluding remarks. The three studied isomorphous insulators

show at about 0.1 K in fields smaller than the critical field a

transition to a special typo of antiferromagnetic state. The long-

range order is characterized by a spontaneous component of the

ALC magnetic moments, which is always perpendicular to the applied

field and which seems to stay in an "easy plane". The magnitude

of the spontaneous sublattice magnetisation is nearly field

independent. The component of the time-averaged (0,0,0) magnetic

moments parallel to 8. follows the ALC magnetization isotherms

and thus behaves as if the ordering in the ALC system had not

occurred. The magnitude and direction of the resulting tilted

magnetic moments in the ordered state consequently depend on ífQ

in a special way. This behaviour is quite different from the

situation in a normal antiferromagnet.

In a normal 3d antiferromagnet the magnitude of the sublattice

magnetization is mainly determined by the temperature and not

by the external field. In the ordered state of this ALC system

the magnitude of the time-averaged copper magnetic moments

strongly depends both on Hn and temperature. The same type of
21)

ordering is found by Van Tol et al. ' in Cu(NO3)2-2%H2O. In

this crystal the copper ions are coupled in pairs with an iso-

tropic intra-pair interaction J/k = - 5.2 K. The weak interpair

interactions result in a transition to a long-range ordered

state in the field region 28 kOe < H. < 44 kOe. This ordering is

characterized also by a field-independent spontaneous magnet-

ization perpendicular to H-, while the parallel magnetization

is not influenced by the onset of long-range order. Possibly the

discussed type of magnetic ordering might be characteristic for

systems, in which a low-dimensional interaction dominates.

The rotational diagrams treated in sections 4.2 and 4.4

resemble diagrams obtained in a normal antiferromagnet in the
23)region above the threshold field , where no longer a pinning

along the easy axis is present and the magnetic moments prefer

to be perpendicular to HL.

We believe the phase diagram in the intermediate and high-field

region to be characteristic for an ordering of a system of

weakly coupled antiferromagnetic Heisenberg linear chains. The
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low-field part is strongly influenced by the interaction of the

ALC system with the paramagnetic system, which results in an

enlargement of the interchain interaction.

To obtain information about the low-field part of the phase

diagram for a puce system of weakly coupled ALC, we studied also

the phase transition in Cu(NH-)„SO..H„0. In zero field an ordering

has been found by Miedema et al. ' . Our NMR experiments indicate

that for fields up to 12 kOe the transition temperature is field

independent, T = (0.42 + 0.03) K. The accuracy is 'rather poor,
c

since a strong broadening of the proton NMR lines above and below

r prohibits a very accurate determination of T . Due to the

relatively large heat leak of our ADM apparatus in this tempera-

ture range, it proved to be not well possible to determine for

CTS the phase boundary from the small A-anomaly in the specific

heat.

The NMR experiments show that up to 12 kOe a single preferred

direction of the antiferromagnetically ordered electron spins

exists. So in this field region the magnetic moments are fixed

along the easy axis. This implies that the crystal is in the

normal low-field antiferromagnetic phase, contrary to the sort

of spin-flop phase found in CuSeO,.5H-0 eta. in high fields.

Because of this low-field behaviour of a well-known ALC compound

one is tempted to believe that also in CuSeO.. 511,0 eto. such a

phase would be present in low fields. However, the presence of

the paramagnetic (hihiO) system will in reality strongly obscure

or even destroy such an ordering.
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Appendix

Specific heat of CuSO .. 5H„0 below 4.2 K.

In this and the preceding chapter several exchange inter-

actions have been introduced to explain the complex behaviour of

the magnetization and susceptibility of the three studied in-

sulators as functions of temperature and applied field (see

table V). The interaction within the ALC is given by J. The

interaction between the linear chains is represented by J' . The

interactions within the paramagnetic system are represented by

a Curie-Weiss 0, which is related to an exchange constant J".

The interactions between the ALC and-the paramagnetic system are

given by J,.,- The last three exchange constants were found to be

positive; thus these interactions are ferromagnetic. Since all

these interactions have been deduced from one type of experiments,

vis. magnetization and susceptibility measurements, it would be

useful to confirm their actual existence and magnitude by an

independent determination of these exchange constants from other

measured physical quantities. Such a check can be made via the

specific heat of CuSO^.5H-0 as determined by Giauque et al.

The specific heat of an isotropic S = \ ALC has been calcu-
2 o \

lated by Blöte . Blöte computes the specific heat of anti-

ferromagnetic rings up to 13 spins and he obtains via extra-

polation the specific heat of an infinite S = \ Heisenberg ALC.

The extrapolated values are accurate down to kT = - 0.2 J. The

results suggest that (L 1 T at low temperatures. Several other
theoretical approximations

2 9 3 0 }
also yield a linear dependence

of C on T for T << J/k. To extend his theoretical predictions

to lower temperatures, Blöte therefore postulates that the low

temperature tail of C is described by:
H

CH/R = (- 0.33 + 0.03) kT/J (4.23)

The constant of proportionality originates from a fit of the

linear T dependence to the higher-temperature calculations, using

also energy and entropy evaluations. We have calculated the
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specific heat of the ALC in applied fields, using extrapolations

from finite rings. The calculations show that for low fields,

gßH < 0.1 ]J' 1 f C can be taken no be equal to the ALC specific heat

for zero-field. For high fields, gßH > 5 |J |, the finite ring

computations of c show a fast convergence and the specific heat
H

of an ALC can be determined accurately. For intermediate fields

no reliable determination of the ALC specific heat could be

obtained, so that a quantitative analysis of Giauque's data

could not be performed.

The interaction between the linear chain ions mutually and between

the ALC and the (HihiQ) ions will produce an extra internal field

at the (0,0,0) positions. In a molecular field approximation, the

effective field which the ALC ions are subject to, is given by:

-ALC _ * 2z'J' < $
 2Z12J12

eff ~ H0 ~gB 0 gß
*»** (4.24)

In zero-field the last two terms will be zero in the paramagnetic,

unordered regime, since no magnetization is present.

The specific heat of the (%,%,0) ions can be represented in the

paramagnetic regime by the well-known Schottky expression for a

two-level system:

(4.25)
2kT J

In a molecular field approximation the effective field acting

on the paramagnetic ions, is given by:

Heff = H0

2 Z

(4.26)

In low fields the effect of the last term will be negligible for

T > T , since the ALC magnetization is small. In this field

range at low temperatures the interactions within the paramagnetic

system govern the internal field.

At a fixed external field the effective fields are not constant

as a function of temperature, since the magnetizations change.

We take this changing magnetization into account in our analysis

and determine H g f f both from the position of the maximum of CH

•4

'I
"i
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and from the low temperature flank of the Schottky curve.

During more than two decennia Giauque et ai.(see ref.10 and

references given there) have performed extensive experiments on

the magnetothermodynamics of single crystals of CuSO. .'öYirfi.

Their measurements cover the temperature range between 16 mK and

4.2 K in fields up to 90 kOe. The experiments were carried out

with the field along the magnetic axes a, ß and y. Since the low-

temperature specific heat data are by far the most accurate for

H- || Y-axis, only these data will be analysed.

Fig. 4.13 shows the heat capacity of a single crystal of

CuSO4.5H2O for magnetic field reduced to zero along the y

magnetic axis. The lattice gives only an appreciable contribution
-4 3

to the heat capacity above 1 K: C A R = 3.5 x 10 T (dotted

curve). The broad maximum, centred around 1.4 K, originates from

the ALC ions. The dot-dash curve represents the theoretical

specific heat of an isotropic S = \ ALC with an intrachain inter-

action J/k = - 1.46 K. For the lowest temperatures the linear

extrapolation C i T is shown by the dashed curve. If we take
H

the lattice contribution into account, the dot-dash curve agrees

perfectly well with the experimental data above 0.8 K. At lower

temperatures, the (̂ ,̂ ,0) ions start to contribute to the total

heat capacity. This paramagnetic system shows a transition to

a long-range ordered state at 27 mK, manifested in a A-peak with
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zero along the y magnetic axis, as
determined by Giauque et at
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a height C„/^R = 3.43. The ordering is caused, as Giauque states,

by dipole-dipole interactions. Below T only about 25% of the

total entropy of the {kik>Q) ions is left. The large specific

heat between 27 mK and 800 mK, which remains after subtracting

the ALC specific heat, indicates that in the paramagnetic

system a large amount of short-range order is present in this

temperature range. The C measurements of Miedema et al. give

an analogous result. A dominating Id or 2d character of the

exchange interaction in the paramagnetic system can well be

understood from the crystallography. We tried to fit the data

with a Id or 2d ferromagnetic model. Between 4 0 mK and 150 mK

a Id ferromagnetic chain gives a too small CTT; a 2d Heisenberg
rl

ferromagnet a too large C . A 2d array of weakly coupled ferro-
H

magnetic chains might give a reasonable fit for the specific

heat of the paramagnetic system above about 50 mK.

We considered also the influence of a long-range ordering of the

ALC system. Via the interaction J. ~ an effective staggered field

would be induced at the {k,h,O) sites, resulting in a Schottky

anomaly for CTT of the paramagnetic system. Such a contribution
n

can certainly not explain the large specific heat above 0.1 K.

The low-field heat capacity measurements of Giauque for H = 1 kOe

and H = 3 kOe have been used to determine the interaction within

the paramagnetic system. Fig. 4.14 shows the analysis for C.. in

a field of 3 kOe. The dotted, dot-dash and dashed curves re-

present the same specific heat contributions as discussed for

fig. 4.13. The solid curve in fig. 4.14 is the Schottky contri-

bution of the paramagnetic system (4.25), calculated for a

constant H^^. This curve has been fitted to the experimental

data for T < 0.25 K, where the magnetization of the (\rk,0) ions

is approximately constant. Since <S,> decreases with increasing

temperature, H^ff becomes smaller with increasing T. The actual

contribution of the (kthtO) ions to C is appreciably over-

estimated by this curve for T > 0.25 K. The analysis of Giauque's

data for 1 kOe and 3 kOe results in an exchange interaction

between the paramagnetic ions: z"J"/k = (0.14 + 0.04) K.

The heat capacity measurements performed in high fields will

yield information about J' and Jl2' since both the chain and

I
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O.I T

Fig. 4.14. Temperature dependence Fig. 4.15. versus T of

of the specific heat of CuSO .SH„0 for HQ = 30 kPe and HQ - 70 kOe. The

for Hfí - 3 kOe parallel to the y- peak near 0.1 K indicates the bransi-

axis. The solid line is the

calculated Sahottky contribution

of the (k, k» 0) ions.

tion of the ALC system to a long-

range ordered state.

(krkrQ) magnetizations are l a r g e . The e f f e c t i v e f i e l d s as g iven
in (4.24) and (4.26) are both used as parameters to f i t the ALC
and (hihtO) heat capac i t i e s to the experimental d a t a . ' F i g . 4 .15
shows the a n a l y s i s for Hn = 70 kOe. The dashed curve i s the sum
of the l a t t i c e s p e c i f i c heat and the ca lcu lated ALC and para-
magnetic contr ibut ions . The c a l c u l a t i o n s r e s u l t in :
z l o J n „ / k = (0.18 + 0.04) K and z ' J ' / k = (0.14 + 0.04) K.

• A comparison of the here calculated exchange constants with
those derived from the s u s c e p t i b i l i t y and magnetization exper i -
ments shows, that the exchange constants obtained from the C„

ri
data, are all ferromagnetic (table V). They have also the same
order of magnitude. J,9 and Ö differ, however, a factor 2 to 3,

8)
compared with the constants determined by Wittekoek . The

discrepancies, we believe, might be due to errors, which have
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crept into the analysis of Wittekoek's susceptibility experiments.

It is difficult to distinguish a changing 8 value from para-

magnetic saturation effects. The values of J „ a n d 9 f° r CuBeF..

5H„0, we think to be more reliable, since they do not suffer

from this criticism. The here found values of the interactions

in the sulphate agree well with those of the beryllate. Since

CuBe.F4.5H20 shows a long-range and short-range behaviour very

analogous to CuSO4.5H2O, the exchange constants derived from

the specific heat measurements, have to be considered as the

more accurate ones for CuSO,.5Ho0.
7)Van Tol first observed the small A-peak near 100 mK,

indicating the transition of the ALC system to the long-range

ordered state. He measured T as a function of the magnetic

field between 2 kOe and 40 kOe. Giauque later confirmed the

existence of this X-anomaly in fields larger than 20 kOe. His

data for 30 kOe are shown in fig. 4.15. Van Tol detected at

117 mK in a field of 2.9 kOe a small A-peak superimposed on the

low T flank of the large Schottky contribution of the (k,h,O)

ions. We looked for this peak in Giauque's data for 3 kOe,

after the calculated ALC and paramagnetic contributions are

subtracted. The result is shown in the inset of fig. 4.14. A

A-shaped peak centred around 114 mK may be observed. We believe

that this peak indicates the onset of the long-range ordering

of the ALC system.

Finally the conclusion can be drawn, that the C„ data
ri

confirm the presence of the various exchange interactions in

CuSO^.5H2O, which had been deduced from susceptibility and

magnetization experiments. The C„ data in fields below 3 kOe

are not accurate enough to see definitely whether the ALC

system is ordered in these low fields. To establish the existence

of a long-range ordering in the ALC system in zero-field, NMR

experiments are in progress.
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CHAPTER 5 '•tí

SPIN REDUCTION AND PHASE DIAGRAM FOR SYSTEMS OF WEAKLY

COUPLED S = \ HEISENBERG ANTIPERROMAGNETIC LINEAR CHAINS

5.1. Introduction. The low-temperature magnetic behaviour of low-

dimensional systems has been given much attention during the last

decade . Several substances have been found in which the
2)

magnetic ions interact in linear chains. Theory ' predicts that

linear chains do not show long-range order at any non-zero

temperature, unless the magnetic interactions are of infinite
3)range . The entropy is removed gradually with decreasing

temperature, which is reflected in broad maxima of the specific

heat and susceptibility curves versus temperature. The short-

range order in the chain, defined by the nearest neighbour

>| , increases with decreasing temperature?Ŝcorrelation |<S?S

. Short-range order effects will begin to develop in any dimen-

sion, when the characteristic interaction energy becomes of the

order of kT. In an exchange coupled spin system long-range

ordering effects can be expected at temperatures of the order of

the Curie-Weiss temperature 9 = 2zJS(S+])/3. In a 3d structure

one typically finds for the transition temperature that 9/T % 1.
c

So short-range and long-range order sets in at about the same

temperature. In lower dimensions the onset of the long-range order

is suppressed. Finally in an ideal Id system one finds 6/T -»• °° .

Here strong short-range order effects will be observed over a

large temperature range.

In experimentally found chain systems, a weak interchain

interaction J'will always be present. This interaction will give

rise to a magnetic phase transition at a non-zero temperature,

because the. onset of long-range order will accelerate the entropy

decrease towards lower temperatures. No exact theories, describing

the phase diagram in a system of weakly coupled linear chains,
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exist, except Onsager's solution for the 2d Ising lattice ' ' .

In contrast to the 2d Ising model, the 2d XY and 2d Heisenberg

model show in the limit H + 0 no net magnetization or for an

antiferromagnetic interaction no net sublattice magnetization at
2)

a non-zero temperature . As far as the approximate theories
are concerned, molecular field theory incorrectly predicts

T > 0 for a pure linear chain. By its nature it excludes the

spin deviations at the long wavelengths, which are so important

in destroying the long-range order . Recently several authors

have related quantitatively the critical temperature to the

relative strength of the interchain interaction J' by using either

Green's function theory ' or by applying a sophisticated

molecular field approach ' . We will discuss this in the next

sections and apply these theories to the phase transitions found

in CuSO-.5H.jO eta.

5.2. Brief survey of the theory concerning isotropic S - % ALC.
14)

Bethe has calculated the exact groundstate for the antiferro-

magnetic Heisenberg linear chain with spin S = \ , characterized

by the hamiltonian:
N

(5.1)

15)
The groundstate energy has been derived by Hulthên """" . Des

Cloizeaux and Pearson have extended Bethe's analysis to

obtain the energy of the lowest excited states, which are triplet

states. Their rigorous calculations result in the one-magnon

excitation energy spectrum:

E(q) = irj|sin q a| (5.2)

where a is the nearest neighbour separation. Recently Endoh

et al. have performed inelastic neutron diffraction experiments

in an isotropic S = \ ALC at low temperatures. They observe well

defined excitations over the whole Brillouin zone in CuCl2-2NC5H,-

at 1.3 K. The measured dispersion relation is in excellent

agreement with eq. (5.2). This shows that the spectral density
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of the low-lying excitations is mainly concentrated at the Des

Cloizeaux-Pearson spin-wave frequencies 'tu' . Griffiths ""' has

calculated the zero-temperature susceptibility and magnetization.

No rigorous theoretical results, apart from the above

mentioned, have been obtained for the S = h isotropj r. Heisenberg

ALC. To get insight in the thermodynamic properties at finite

temperatures and fields, one has to resort to calculations on

finite chains or rings, or to approximate theories.

An elucidating and relatively simple theory describing the

elementary excitations in a magnetic system is the spin-wave

theory. Bloch first presented this approach to the Heisenberg
21)model of ferromagnetism. Anderson treated the groundstate

for the antiferromagnetic case. To describe the excitations,

called spin-waves or magnons, one has to know the groundstate

of the system. Aside from the S = \ isotropic ALC, no rigorous

treatment of the antiferromagnetic groundstate of an isotropic

Heisenberg hamiltonian has appeared. As is well known, the Nêel

state (fully antiparallel alignment of the magnetic moments) is

no eigenstäte of the antiferromagnetic exchange hamiltonian,

except for the Ising limit. Spin-wave theory takes the Nêel

state as a starting point to treat corrections for the zero-

point motions. An effect of these motions is that at T = 0 the

magnetic moment per site is no longer gf5S, but gß(S - AS ) . The

spin reduction AS(T,H) depends on the anisotropy in the exchange

interaction and reduces to zero in the Ising limit. According to
21)

linear spin-wave theory the spin reduction depends inversely

on the number of interacting neighbours z and on the spin value

S. Although AS. is small for 3d systems, values up to 20% have
22)

been found for 2d systems . For Id systems (z = 2) the reduc-

tion will be larger, and the simple spin-wave theory even predicts

a completely unphysical, diverging reduction in the limit of no

anisotropy.

As is well known, in the linear spin-wave theory for anti-
21) 23)

ferromagnets as introduced by Anderson ' and Kubo and alsothe theory treating spin-wave interactions as outlined by Oguchi

the spin operators are mapped onto a subspace of a boson space.

The kinematical interaction, i.e. the restriction on the number

24)
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of spin-deviations possible at any given spin site, is generally

neglected by working in the full boson space. Although the

effects of the non-physical states are not important for ferro-

magnets 5' 2 6' at low temperatures, they may be of prime import-

ance for antiferromagnetic systems. They lead -i.e. to a divergence

of the zero-point spin reduction for the Id Heisenberg antiferro-

magnet. Since this reduction should not be over the spin magnitude

S, this indicates that spin-wave theory which does not account

for the kinematical interactions, can give large deviations from

the experimental results, especially for the lower spin values.
27)Herbert has outlined a procedure to incorporate the

kinematical•interactions into spin-wave theory. Via a projection

technique the full boson space is projected onto the physical

spin space. In the full boson groundstate the number of physical

spin deviations is overestimated and it should therefore be

projected on the "physical subspace" in order to obtain an

appropriate estimate of the reduction in the sublattice magnet-

ization. At zero temperature, the final reduction to the zero-

point motion of the magnon oscillators is for S = \\

I
ft

A S0 ~ 2v (5.3)

where v is the zero-point spin reduction according to the

simple spin-wave approach. The so obtained results are for 3d

systems in closer agreement with calculations not based on spin-

wave theory (Davis ) than Anderson's results are.
29)

Ishikawa and Oguchi have extended Herbert's method to

low-dimensional antiferromagnets. In particular they have

considered a system of weakly interacting Heisenberg chains.

In the Id limit — interchain interaction J' = 0 — the physically

correct answer of a spin reduction equal to the spin magnitude

S is found. The zero-point spin reduction for S = \ as a function

of J'/J is shown in fig. 5.1 by the solid line. The dashed

line represents v, the spin reduction for the free spin-wave

1

vl

S;

1
•M

ff!
K

Fig. S.I has been copied from Ishikawa and Oguchi,
Prog. Theor. Phys. 54 (1975) 1282.
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Fig. 5.1. Zero-point spin reduc-

tion of the S = k Heisenberg ALC.

The solid line shows AS obtained
°29)by Ishikawa and Oguahi. , and

the dashed line is the spin re-

duction V obtained from free spin~

wave theory. The solid and dashed

line tend to 0,5 and °° respective-

ly as J'/J-*0.

theory. The kinematical correction becomes important for J ' /J <
0.1. A spin reduction cf 60% is found when J ' /J ^ 10 . Since
Ishikawa considers only the case of two equal interchain inter-
actions (J' = J1 = J„), i t is difficult to interpret these results
quantitatively for crystals where J >> J, >> J_. However,
Ishakawa's calculations show that in an ordered S = \ ALC system
a large spin reduction can be expected.

If no anisotropy is present in an antiferromagnetic system
the sublattice magnetization will be perpendicular to HQ ' , in
the limit HQ •* 0. An external field will induce a parallel
magnetization. As is well known, the transition from the spin-
flop to the paramagnetic regime is a second-order phase transi-
tion. This implies that the staggered magnetization will tend
to zero for HtHc . Since in the paramagnetic regime,H >

|2zJ/gßj at T = 0, no spin reduction is present, the spin
reduction will gradually decrease with increasing field.

I

:!

1
If

5.3. Sublattiae magnetization and spin reduction. We have studied

(see chapter 4) the long-range order of the Heisenberg ALC system

in the isomorphous salts CuSO4.5H2O, CuSeO4.5H2O and CuBeF4.5H2O.

We will briefly summarize the most important conclusions drawn

from these experiments.

1. At T = Tc a transition of the ALC system to a 3d antiferro-

magnetically ordered state with two sublattices occurs.

2. The time-averaged magnetic moments <y—> on the two sublattices
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are equal in magnitude, but are tilted symmetrically with respect

to the direction of the external field.

3. The magnitude of the induced component <Vj> parallel to the

applied field is not influenced by the onset of the long-range

order, and corresponds always to the magnetization expected for

an unordered system of weakly coupled linear chains under the

given conditions.

4. The long-range ordering is characterized by the presence of

a spontaneous component of the magnetic moments. These components

<yt> and <y7> on the two sublattices are antiparallel and equal

in magnitude. They are directed always perpendicular to HQ and

the magnitude at constant reduced temperature T/T is field

independent up to HQ % \ Hc and reduces to zero for HQ + Hc.

The temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization

in CuSeO4.5H2O has been discussed in chapter 4 (see fig. 4.5).

The saturation value of <y_,_> is calculated to be <y^(T=0)> =

0.16 gß. Extrapolating to zero field yields that in the ground-

state a spin reduction of 68% is present. According to Ishikawa's

calculations a spin reduction of this order of magnitude will

exist in a S = h Heisenberg ALC with an interchain interaction J',

if J'/J ¡fc 10"3.

In fig. 5.2 the field dependence of the magnitude of the
- i 1—nO

Fig. 5.2. Field dependence of the total

sublattice magnetization and of the spin

reduction for CuSeO .SHo0 versus field

for T <T .

total sublattice magnetization and of the spin reduction in

CuSeO4.5H2O, as deduced from the experiments at T << Tc is

given. As a consequence of the large spin reduction, the

behaviour of the sublattice magnetization deviates strongly from
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that of a "classical" 3d antiferromagnet. In a 3d antiferromagnet

the magnitude of the sublattice magnetization depends mainly on

the temperature and nearly not on the applied field. Moreover,

the component of the sublattice magnetization perpendicular to

Hn is strongly field dependent in a 3d antiferromagnet.

5.4. The phase boimdai>y. The phase diagram of the three here

studied ALC compounds has been discussed in section 4.7. The

upper field limit of the ordered regime is determined by the

critical field H = |4J/gß]. Characteristic is the large region

for which T does nearly not depend on H_. The increase of T

towards low fieldT is due to the influence of the paramagnetic

system on the ef .itive interchain interaction. As discussed in

chapter 4, the interaction between the (0,0,0) and (%,%f0) copper

ions results in an effective interchain interaction in the

a-b plane;

-r2 „ _

Jb =
12 (5.4)

For j < 0 this interaction J. continuously increases towards

lower fields, because of the increase of <y,>/H_.

In CuSO4.5H2O for 10 kOe < HQ < 30 kOe a slight, but distinct

increase of T with increasing field has been observed. A possible
c

explanation can be the increase of T with increasing H as25)25)

predicted by Imry to occur in ordered quasi-Id antiferro-

magnetic systems when quantum effects are important. We will now

give a tentative, quantitative analysis of tne measured phase

boundaries, using this formalism of Imry.

The determination of the 3d ordering temperature in weakly

coupled chain systems, as outlined by Scalapino et at. ,

involves two steps.

(i) The weak interchain interaction J' is treated in the frame-

work of the molecular field approximation.

(ii) Assuming that for isolated chains the relevant Id suscepti-

bility x(T) can be calculated — for antiferromagnets the

stc ggered susceptibility —, the transition temperature is then

obtained from the equation:
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2Z|J|X(T C) = 1 (5.5)

In tne classical limit s = °°, where the staggered susceptibility
32)

in zero field can be calculated exactly ,

results for the ALC in zero-field in:

this formalism

Ul
= 2S(S (5.6)

Essentially, this same dependence is also found by other authors

using a quite different approach in terms of Green's functions

All theories show, however, small differences in the11,33)

numerical constants describing the relation between kT /J and

J'/J.
34)

Blume et al. have calculated for the classical isotropic

ALC the behaviour of the longitudinal and transverse staggered

susceptibilities as a function of the applied field at finite

temperatures. The most interesting feature of their calculations
STis that at low T the transverse staggered susceptibility Xi

a large value and increases with small applied field up to
ST

HQ fjj 0.3 H . For larger fields, x, rapidly decreases propor-
Q x,

tional to (1 - h ) , where h = H_/H . If we substitute these

ST ° c

results for xT (
increasing field is expected to occur up to h

i n formula (5.5), an increase of T with
c0.3. To our

knowledge, no results have been obtained for the staggered

susceptibility of Heisenberg ALC with finite spin values.

Van Dongen studied in rigorous calculation the elements

of the susceptibility tensor of an Ising chain in a parallel and

perpendicular field. For sufficiently low temperatures, the

susceptibilities of an antiferromagnetic Ising chain show a

minimum for H = 0, so that a maximum should occur for some finite

value of H. On the basis of (5.5), the critical temperature as a

function of the applied magnetic field would thus show a maximum

for a finite value of H. The numerical values of the susceptibil-

ities are so small that formula (5.5) can only be satisfied when

J' » J, which is in contradiction with the original assumption

J' << J. In principle, van Dongen's calculations show, however,

that in a system of weakly coupled linear chains T can increase

no
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with increasing field.

Imry et al. ' consider the classical static correlation

function G(r) = <S (0)S (r)> and try to introduce the necessary

quantum-mechanical corrections. In the expression for the

classical correlation function, G(r) = ¿ (-l)rS(S+l)exp(-r/C),
—XImry introduces a factor r to account for quantum effects. The

static correlation function then reads:

G(r) % i(-l)rS(S+l)r~Xe~r/? (5.7) 41

where £ is the classical correlation length and X is the "quantum

correction". For X = 0, (5.7) reduces to the expression for the
37)

classical correlation function for S = °°. Luther and Peschel

have found X = 1 for S = \. Using eq. (5.7) and (5.5), Imry

finally obtains for the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature

1

ru
kT

= 2S(S+1)
zJ1

3J
L-X)l2-X (5.8)

where r(x) is the gamma function. An external, uniform field

alters the correction X. Utilizing the spin-wave modes in a
38}

canted antiferromagnet , Imry finds for the "quantum

correction" X(h) and the correlation length £(h):

. A

'.¡i

X(h) X(l - Ah2) E.CI + Bh2) (5.9)

where A and B are constant's of order unity. In the classical

limit (X -* 0), the increase of 5(h) agrees with calculations of

Blume 34) for the staggered susceptibility. The strongest field

effect on T in low fields originates from the reduction in X,c

which is effectively a suppression of the quantum fluctuations

by the external field.

Although the physical background of the introduction of the

quantity X is not well understood, the following remarks can be

made under the assumption that X is related to quantum effects.

For a classical chain X equals zero. X will be maximum for

S = \. To get a reasonable physical picture, we may assume that

X is a function of J'/J- If J' -> 0, then X will tend to the

ill
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value for a pure ALC; if J' = 0, then also T = 0. In the limit

J' - J, the quantum correction X has to be small, since the Id

character of the system has disappeared. A strong analogy exists

between the properties of the quantum correction X and those of

the spin reduction AS. For a classical chain AS = 0, whereas AS

is maximum for the S = \ ALC. Ishikawa's calculations show that

if J' -*• 0, AS tends to \ and T reduces to zero. Also the spin

reduction is a function of J'/J- F°r 3d systems (J1 = J ) , the

spin reduction is very small (see fig. 5.1). The measured field

dependence of AS can be described up to h = 0.3 by the formula

(5.9) for X(h), with A = 0.54. On the basis of these analogies

we assume tentatively that X may be replaced by AS/S, which is

correct in the two limiting cases of the classical chain and of

the pure S = h Heisenberg ALC. The empirical justification of

this assumption may be the good reproduction of the phase

boundary, which can be obtained.

In coppersulphate the interchain coupling constants J and
J, differ, while J, is also field dependent. Hennessy et al

have calculated T for a system with two unequal interchain
c

couplings. They find:

kT

10)

jf = I S ( S + 1 ) f
where

+ h In

(5.10)

(5.11)

for J >> J > J2> The factor f is a constant of order unity,

depending on the decoupling scheme used. In the limit J = J2,

(5.10) reduces to the same dependence of T on the ratio J'/J as

indicated in (5.6).

We have combined the formalisms of Imry (5.8), introducing

the "quantum correction", and that of Hennessy (5.10), treating

two unequal interchain coupling constants. The transition tem-

perature is then found to be:

kT
= C {•==•{ inji, Bh2)1"Xr(l-X)}

1
2-X

(5.12)

where the exchange constants are all taken to be positive. We
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have assumed here the same way of reasoning as in ref. 36 with

£(h) = 5(1 + Bh 2) . The f actor (J1/J)(l + \ In J 1 / J 2 ) "
2 follows

from (5.10), taking for J = J„ the classical limit. Since the

results are not very sensitive to the precise value of B, we

shall assume B = 1. The "quantum correction" A is chosen to be

equal to the field dependent spin reduction AS/S, as depicted

in fig. 5.2.

Using (5,12) , the phase boundary has been calculated for

CuSO..5H 2O. The interaction Jfa in the a-b plane is given in

(5.4). Calculations and experimental data are fitted at h =

0.625. We have calculated the phase boundary for three different

t.o-

Fig. 5.5. Phase diagram for CuSO .SHOO.

The dots are the experimentally determined

transition temperatures. The three curves

are oaloulated phase boundaries using the

theory outlined in the text.

Table VI

100 140 180 mK

J/k

(K)

Jc/k

(K) (K)

J12/k

(K)

sets of interchain interactions (fig. 5.3), in order to illus-

trate their effect on T (h). The correspondence between the

curves and the sets of interchain interactions is shown in

table VI. The increase of T towards higher fields originates
c

mainly from the field dependence of A(h). The dot-dash curve

shows that if the coupling between the chains via the inter-

mediate paramagnetic ions strongly dominates j. , the increase
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of T towards increasing field is obscured. Th
C

which both a non-zero J „ and j.

solid curve, for

have been introduced, corre-

sponds rather well with the experimental data up to 0.7 H .

The calculations deviate strongly from the experiment for

h > 0.7. Tha main reason for this will be the field dependence

of the correlation length, for which (5.9) certainly will not

be correct in these higher fields. For the classical Heisenberg

ALC, Blume ' shows that for high fields the staggered suscep-
2

tibility is proportional to (1 - h) , consequently £ will decrease.

If we insert in eq. (5.12) (1 - h2) rather than (1 + h2) for

these higher fields, we find a decreasing T (dotted curve).
O

Fig. 5.3 shows that a small change of J12 or j b completely

changes the phase boundary curve. As a conclusion, we think that

the small qualitative differences between the experimental phase
boundaries are mainly due to differences in J,, an<^ Jv, *-n t n e

three compounds. Since H is much lower for the selenate than

for the sulphate, the effect of the field dependence of J, on

T due to the factor <p,>/Hn remains large ap to the critical

field H . Consequently this results in a continuously decreasing

T with increasing field for CuSeO4.5H„O.

The before discussed theory explains fairly well the phase

diagram of CuSO..5H20 etc., although the "quantum correction" A

is introduced by Imry via a somewhat ad hoc hypothesis. Van

Tol 39), who was the first to notice the increase of T towards

higher fields, also tried to explain theoretically the occurrence

of the long-range ordering in a weakly coupled Heisenberg ALC

system. His calculations show that such a system undergoes a

transition to a state in which the transverse components of the

individual spins have long-range ordering. Moreover, the

transition temperature T is found to increase slightly with
c

increasing field up to h = 0.75. At higher fields T_ decreases
c

and reduces sharply to zero at H = H . This theory is based on
c

the energy-level scheme of finite rings of S = \. Only the

lowest two energy-levels are considered to be important for

the determination of T . Although the neglect of higher levels

is dubious from a thermodynamic point of view, van Tol's theory

nicely reproduces qualitatively the experimentally observed

'£.1

•A
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phase boundary.

In the field range, where T is nearly field independent,

T has been determined as a function of the direction of H_ (see
c 0

fig. 4.7). A large variation in T (10%) is observed. This

variation does certainly not originate from anisotropy in the

intrachain interaction J. Since no flopped phase is found for

HQ > 2 kOe, from the well known relation Hgp = 2HAHC - HA an

upper limit can be estimated for the anisotropy field: HR < 50 Oe.

Such a relative anisotropy in J of about 0.1% will certainly

not give a variation of 10% in T . The anisotropy in T will

arise from the anisotropy in the interchain interactions.

Especially the small interaction j, will be anisotropic due to

dipolar contributions, which will be of a magnitude comparable

to j . Moreover, the interaction via the (̂ ,̂ ,0) ions will be

anisotropic due to the g-factor. As a result, large variations

in the total interchain interaction J. as a function of the
-}- b

direction of HQ can be expected, which will be the origin of the
observed large variation in T . The spontaneous magnetization

c

(fig. 4.5) fits well to the theoretical curve of a 3d Ising

model. However, it is rather unlikely that a relative anisotropy

of about 0.1% would result in an Ising character of the overall

spontaneous magnetization curve. The main reason for an "Ising-

like" behaviour will be the dominating Id character of the
40)exchange interaction. Exact calculations on the 2d Ising model

show that the spontaneous magnetization, plotted on a reduced

scale, depends on the ratio J'/J- The lower J'/J/ the larger the

magnetization will be at a fixed value of T/T . The critical
c

exponent ß, describing the vanishing of the magnetization near

T is always exactly the 2d value (3 = 1/8. For CuSe0..5Ho0, our

experiments give the 3d value f5 = 0.34. We have the opinion that

the fact that the spontaneous magnetization in the here studied

compounds, exceeds the curve of the 3d Heisenberg model, has to

be related to a phenomenon, analogous to the one described above

for the 2d Ising model.

'I
'I
I
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In conclusion we can say that the magnetic behaviour of ci system

of weakly coupled antiferromagnetic Heisenberg linear chains in

the 3d long-range ordered state is strongly determined by the

dominating Id character of the interaction. Especially the

occurrence of substantial spin reduction leads to a peculiar

behaviour of the sublattice magnetization. The increase of Tc

with HQ, that may be characteristic for ordered Id systems,

is largely masked by the influence of the paramagnetic system.

The field dependence of the interchain interaction Jfa may

provide a unique opportunity to study the relation between J. ,

T and the spin reduction.
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR THE NUCLEAR RELAXATION EXPERIMENTS

6.1. The spin-echo phenomenon. As is well known , the solutions

for the equation of motion for the macroscopic magnetic moment

M of a nuclear spin system in a static field H- = - wQ/y along

the Z-axis, are:

M (t) = M (0) = constantz z

M+(t) = M+(0) e
(6.1)

The values for t = 0 are governed by the initial conditions.

Relaxation effects are neglected. These solutions indicate, that

the macroscopic magnetic moment M undergoes an undamped, steady

precession around the external field with the Larmor frequency

0)0 = - Y H 0 .

For a spin system in thermal equilibrium with the lattice at

time t = 0, it can be shown that:

Mz(0) = M+(0) = 0 (6.2)

XQ represents the susceptibility of the nuclear spin system. No

transverse magnetization exists. Such a magnetization can be

created by applying perpendicular to HQ a rotating field with a

frequency Ü)Q and with an amplitude H, = - (u./y. In a coordinate

frame rotating with angular velocity w0 around the Z-axis, S1

will be stationary. This rotating frame will be indicated by the

orthogonal axes X1, Y', Z', with Z' || Z. If the r.f. field lasts

a time T, then at the end of the r.f. pulse we will have in the

rotating frame:
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M (:) = MQ cos U T

M + ( T ) = MQ sin w

(6.3)

After the r.f. pulse is switched off, there exists in the

laboratory frame, apart from a constant magnetization parallel

to the Z-axis, a precessing transverse magnetization:

M+(t) = M sin ai X e (6.4)

The magnetization M+ will be constant as long as the spin system

is not subjected to relaxation processes. From eq. ( . \) it can

be seen that the amplitude of M + nas a maximum value, if the

length of the pulse is such that w.x = ÏÏ/2, a so-called 90 pulse;

M (T) will be zero. If us T = IT, a 180 pulse, then M + ( T ) = 0 and

M*(T) = - Mo.

The idea of observation of these transient nuclear induction

signals has been suggested by Bloch . Hahn developed the

well-known experimental spin-echo technique and gave a mathemat-

ical explanation for the observed effects. This spin-echo method

can be used to study accurately both the spin-spin relaxation

processes (T„) and the spin-lattice relaxation mechanism (T,).

This technique to measure relaxation times has the inherent

advantage that, except for the very short duration of the

puüses, no r.f. fields are present. We will briefly discuss th.*

main features of the spin-echo phenomenon with the help of fig.

6.1.

In real samples the resonance line will show a homogeneous

and/or an inhomogeneous broadening, resulting in different Larmor

frequencies to. for spin-groups belonging to different parts of

the resonance line. In the rotating frame, in the absence of r.f.

field the magnetization M (Aw.) of these groups — so-called

isochromatics—precesses around the Z'-axis with angular fre-

quencies Loi^ = (i).-d). The amplitude of the Hĵ  field has to be

large compared to the c.w.-linewidth, so that the axis of nutation

is practically parallel to f^ for all spins.
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A B C D E F G

(G)

Fig. 6.1. The formation of the eight-ball eaho, as explained in the

text, is shown in the reference frame rotating with u- = ~Y#ß fov the

pulse condition <JU.,T, = \.

Fig. A sketches the conditions before the application of the first
- > •

pulse. The equilibrium magnetization vectors M(A(o.) of a l l the

isochromatics points along the Z ' -ax i s .
Fig. B outl ines the si tuat ion immediately after the f i r s t pulse,

the r .f . f ield being applied along the X'-axis . The magnetization

nutates about the X'-axis. If w T = IT/2, then M(ai.) i s thus

rotated from the Z'-axis to the Y'-axis . We assume now that no
relaxation processes are present.

Fig. C. After the 90 pulse i s switched off, a magnetization i s

present along the Y'-axis; th i s wi l l induce a r . f . signal in the
receiver co i l . In the interval between B and D, each M(Au.)

rota tes freely around the Z'-axis with frequency Aw.. Thus the

magnetization fans out, as shown by the vectors 1 and - 1 ,
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representing the new positions of M(Aw,) and M(-Au).,) . They will

still give a resultant moment along the Y'-axis, but smaller

than present in situation B. After a sufficiently long time,

the M(Zo.) will be homogeneously distributed over the X'-Y' plane

and no signal is induced anymore. After the 90 pulse a decaying

so called free induction signal is observed.

Fig. D represents the situation just before applying the second

pulse. The various isochromatics interfere destructively and no

signal is observed.

Fig. E outlines the situation after a second 90 pulse. Again a

nutation about the X'-axis has occurred. The given vectors show

the new positions of the isochromatics sketched in fig. D.

Fig. F. The S(AÜ).) precess freely about the Z'-axis with frequency

Aw. and rotate through angles Aw.t in a time t. The sense of the

precession of the individual isochromatics is preserved. The

distribution of the various spin-groups begins to interfere

constructively and will give a resultant moment along the Y'-axis

resulting in a spin-echo signal at a time t = 2T.

Fig. G represents the situation at t = 2T . The various M(Aui.)

vectors have rotated through Auî r. Their cosazimuths and

latitudes are given by <j> = AÍÜ.T and 0 = IT - AW.T, SO that for

all isochromatics the condition 9 = tr - § holds. Because of this

condition, at 2x all the vectors lie on the "eight-ball" curve

shown in G. They give a maximum resultant magnetic moment along

the Y'-axis, which induces an echo signal in the receiver coil.

Hahn 2) was the first to observe that such a two pulse

sequence gives a responding echo signal at t = 2T. The maximum

signal is observed, if after a first 90° pulse the second pulse

tips the moments through 180°. Relaxation effects have not been

considered in the foregoing discussion. They can however be

introduced easily in the above outlined picture. We have seen

that the various spin-groups fan out due to the finite frequency

distribution. Now a distinction has to be made between the

distribution due to the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field H_

and the distribution due to the spin-spin interactions. The

latter will produce an incoherent unfanning of the moments of

the isochromatic spin-groups. This unfanning cannot be reversed

1

j
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into a constructive interference by the second pulse. Spin-spin

interactions consequently diminish the magnitude of the magne-

tization vectors of the isochromatics, before they finally add

constructively at 2T. Hahn finds that the echo amplitude, when

regarded as a function of 2T, decays as exp(-2t/T2) , if no

diffusion is present. So, via a (90 - 180°) pulse sequence

easily T„ measurements can be performed.

Spin-echo experiments can also be used to determine the nuclear

spin-lattice relaxation time T, . Each isochromatic is shortened

after the first pulse, since relaxation processes involving T,

do return part of the moments to the equilibrium alignement along

the Z-axis. A new 90 pulse tips the restored z components of

the nuclear magnetization along the Y'-axis. Now after this

second pulse a (free induction) signal appears in the receiver

coil. The free induction decay, resulting from the tipped moments,

is proportional to that part of ñ(tu.)/ which has relaxed during

time T. The amplitude of the decay, following the second pulse,

is proportional to (1 - exp(- T/T )). Another procedure to study

T, is to use a three-pulse sequence, 90 - (90 - 180°). The

(90 - 180 ) pulses create a 2T echo. The amplitude of the echo

is proportional to (1 - exp(- t/T )) , where t is the time between

the 90 pulses. To use this technique, T must be short compared

to and
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6.2. The experimental set-up. The relaxation experiments are

performed with a phase-coherent NMR spectrometer. This apparatus

can cover the frequency range from 2 to 100 MHz. A block diagram

of the equipment is shown in fig. 6.2.

A high stability 1 MHz or 10 MHz crystal oscillator (1) serves as

time-base for the pulse-generator and as frequency source for

the frequency synthesizer. The pulse-generator (2) consists of

four separate units, which can generate four subsequent pulses

in each measuring cycle. In the pulse-distributor (3) the pulses

I, II, III and IV can be split up ov&r channels P and U in any

desired combination. The program-unit (4) can give four different

pulse-programs, i.e. single pulse, Triplett, Carr-Purcell • and

saturation-train. The frequency synthesizer (5) can generate

frequencies between 2 MHz and 100 MHz. The high frequency is

fed into three branches, F., F2 and F3. The F1 leads, via the

TRICGERPULSES
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Fig. 6.2. Bloak diagram of the spin-echo apparatus.
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phase-shifter (6), to the electronic switch (7), while F 2 is fed

to the electronic switch (8). These switches pass the high

frequency to a mixer (9) on command of the pulses in channel P

and U. A tunable power amplifier (10) supplies a high voltage

over the tuned LC-circuit, which produces the desired H. field.

The capacitor in this circuit is in most experiments situated

just above the sample coil in the cryostat and can be externally

adjusted in order to tune the circuit. During the high-voltage

pulses, the diodes (11) form a negligible small impedance, while

in the absence of these pulses their impedance is so high that

the LC-circuit is decoupled from the transmitter part, so that

the induced signal is not damped by it. The coil L is used as

transmitter- and receiver-coil. The free induction decay signal

and the remaining r.f. pulse overload goes to a tunable pre-

amplifier (13). The diodes (12) prevent the preamplifier from

overloading by the pulses, whereas their influence can be

neglected when the pulses are off. Via an attenuator (14) and a

broadband amplifier (15) the signal goes to the phase-sensitive

detector (16).

The rectified signal is displayed on a monitor oscilloscope (18)

Measuring of signals with a high signal-to-noise ratio can

directly be performed via a storage oscilloscope (19) . For weak
4)signals a boxcar integrator and a chart recorder are used.
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CHAPTER 7

PROTON SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION EXPERIMENTS IN

7.1. Introduction. Spin-dynamics of one-dimensional Heisenberg

systems have received considerable interest in the last few
1 2)years ' . The dynamics of the exchange coupled electronic

magnetic moments are reflected in the time-dependent spin corre-

lation functions G? (t) = <St? (t)S° . (0) >, or in their frequency

Fourier transforms ^(u). No exact theoretical solutions for

these correlation functions of the isotropic Heisenberg ALC

exist for the complete time-interval t = 0 to t = °° or for all

frequencies. G.(t) for small t is often approximated by tracing

the leading terms of G.(t) using a short-time expansion. The

short-time numerical calculations together with an assumed ana-

lytical long-time behaviour yield subsequently G.(t) in the
3 4 1

complete time-interval ).

If a system of exchanged coupled magnetic moments is perturbed

locally from its equilibrium state, the exchange interaction will

generate a propagation of this disturbance " ' ). After a suffi-

ciently long time, the disturbance will have affected a large

number of spins. The originally localized disturbance has then

become a perturbation that varies slowly through the lattice ' .

In this limit the process may be characterized approximately as

a diffusion in an effective continuum of spins. It is commonly

assumed that in the high-temperature limit, where no short-

or long-range order is present, the spin-fluctuations are

governed by such a diffusive process. In such a treatment it is

the general idea that in the long-time limit the time-evolution

of the spin-correlation function can be described in a hydro-

dynamic approximation ' ':

(7.1)
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where D is a diffusion constant. The occurrence of the spatial
2

derivatives V in formula 7.1 shows, that the long-time diffusive

dynamics are strongly influenced by the topology of the system.

A decrease of the correlation function as t is found for long

times, where d is the dimensionality of the magnetic system. For

d = 3, the decay of G.(t) at long times is so fast, that the long-

time behaviour of G.(t) does not deviate drastically from a

Gaussian curve. For d = 2 and especially for d = 1, the long-time

decay is rather slow, which results in a large influence of this

long-time behaviour of G.(t) on the exact shape of the Fourier

transform <j> . (cu) for ID -> 0 . For d = 1 the long-time corre-

lation function can, according to (7.1), be calculated to be:

-kexp(-Xj/4Dt) (7.2)

x. is the distance between the spins S. and S. .. For the Fourier

transform (j>. (tú) of G.(t), the assumption of diffusion leads to

a divergence towards low frequencies for one- and two-dimensional
— k

systems. For d = 1, $ . (u) will diverge as w , as can easily be

seen from (7.2) . For d = 2, $ . (u) diverges as - In u.

Several authors ' have payed attention to this low-frequency

divergence of $ . (u) , which was first suggested by the calculations

on finite ALC up to 10 spins S =
9) 10)

of Carboni and Richards '

The theories of Tahir-Kheli et al.*' and of McLeane and Blume

in which not explicitly a diffusive behaviour is incorporated,

yield basically the same divergence.

Several experimental techniques can be used to study the

time-dependent correlation functions or their frequency Fourier

transforms . We will only mention three of- these.

(i) Inelastic neutron scattering is a very direct way to measure

G(t). The spatial and frequency Fourier transform of G(t) at wave

vector q and at the frequency w, <§ .§* > , can be measured as

a function of u and q ' .

(ii) EPR linewidth measurements can also be used to study spin-

dynamics. The linewidth is governed by dipolar interactions,

which are modulated by the exchange interactions. The linewidth

and lineshape for 3d systems can well be described in terms of

ij

M
''A
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the Kubo-Tomita1 theory with Gaussian correlation functions.

EPR linewidth studies in Id systems first showed the peculiar
14)behaviour of the spin-correlation functions in one-dimension

Also non-resonant methods can be used to study spin-dynamics.

With this technique De Jong ' and van Noort recently

performed extensive measurements on linear chain compounds over

a wide frequency range. Both the resonant and non-resonant

methods yield, however, information about four-spin correlation

functions <Sj_(t) Sk(t)S±+j (0)Sk+j (0) > .

(iii) NMR is directly related to the spectral density of the two-

spin correlation function, <J>. (to) . The dipolar and/or (super)

hyperfine field seen by a nucleus, is generated by the electron

spins, and is modulated because of their exchange interactions.

In the simple case of a nucleus coupled strongly to one electron

spin only, the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation is found to be

determined by the auto-correlation function:

.Ï5

"Si

•-ÍÜÍ

<SQ(t) .SQ(0)> = N T. (7.3)

Hence, in contrast with inelastic neutron scattering experiments,

in which one particular q is involved, NMR is local in lattice-

space and reflects a sum over all wavevectors

Although, on the basis of the assumption of a diffusive

character of the long-time behaviour of G-(t), one expects <)>. (CJ)

to diverge for oi ->• 0 in a pure Id system, a modification of the

long-time behaviour of the correlation functions can be expected

for systems of weakly interacting ALC. Due to the interchain

interactions, the diffusive behaviour at very long times will

become three dimensional . The time-interval, for which the

diffusion is one-dimensional, is limited by a characteristic

time T . For t > T / the diffusion is three-dimensional. The

truncation of the t ^ behaviour of G.(t) corresponds to a cut-

off frequency ID . For frequencies lower than u , the spectral

density <j> . (to) will tend to a finite value, rather than to a

divergence as for pure Id systems. Also anisotropic terms in

the ALC hamiltonian should limit the zero-frequency divergence

This anisotropy might be of exchange character (Ising, XY) or

7t
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might be caused by intrachain dipolar couplings

Several proton spin-lattice relaxation measurements have

been performed on isotropic Heisenberg ALC with S = 5/2 at room
4 17 ̂temperature ' '. The results fit well in the above outlined

theory, which incorporates the diffusion mechanism. Towards

w = 0, cut-off mechanisms have to be introduced to explain the

observed field dependence. Not much is known, however, about the

temperature dependence of- the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation

mechanism. Hone et al. have performed T —nuclear spin-lattice

relaxation time —measurements between 1.2 K and 300 K on single

crystals of TMMC, a S = 5/2 isotropic Heisenberg ALC. In the low

temperature range (4 - 15 K), T, is found to be proportional to
2

T . So a speeding-up of the relaxation rate for the protons is

found with decreasing temperature, for NMR frequencies between

5 MHz and 80 MHz. In these experiments one emalgarnated proton

resonance line is observed, since due to the small internal

fields at the proton sites all proton NMR lines overlap in this

frequency range.

Measurements performed on S = \ antiferromagnetic Heisenberg

linear chains reveal a quite different behaviour compared to
18)

that found for S = 5/2 systems- Ehrenfreund et al. studied

the organic charge-transfer salt (NMP) TCNQ, which may be

characterized at low temperatures as an S = \ ALC (J/k = - 30 K) .

Between 1.5 K and 40 K they observed a slightly increasing T
19)towards lower temperatures. Richards et at . studied

CuCl2-2NC5H and found a temperature independent 1 between 2 K

and 12 K. Both experiments were performed on multicrystalline

samples.

Several years ago, we started proton spin-lattice relaxation

experiments on single crystals of CuSO..5H2O and CuSeO,.5H2O.

These crystals are ideal to study the dynamic behaviour of an

S = \ ALC. Due to the relatively large internal fields caused

by the paramagnetic (\,\,Q) ions, the proton resonance lines

are widely separated at helium temperatures in fields higher

than about 3 kOe. In spite of the presence of this paramagnetic

system, we have performed an accurate study of the static

behaviour of the ALC system, as outlined in the chapters 3, 4
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and 5. Moreover, this creates the unique opportunity to study

the relaxation rates of specific protons, even in fields where

the ALC magnetization is small. In pure ALC compounds, the

resonance lines would overlap in that situation. The spin-lattice

relaxation depends so strongly on the distance between nucleus

and electron spin (T., ̂  r ), that ^ is still mainly determined

by the nearest Cu ion only. Our experiments show that the dynamic

behaviour of the spins of the paramagnetic system is quite

different compared to that of the ALC electron spinst Just as for

the static behaviour, also the dynamics of both systems can be

investigated separately, via studying protons close to one of the

two magnetic systems. The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation is

governed, as will be outlined in section 7.2, by the spectral

density at the nuclear Larmor frequency, <j)?(w-.), and by the

spectral density at the electronic Larmo'r frequency, <|>.(Ü) ). As

we have the possibility to study T, of protons at various crys-

tallographic sites, as a function of the direction of H , it will

be shown that these two contributions to T. can be separated,

both for the paramagnetic and ALC system. Spin-lattice relaxation

measurements performed on powdered samples, from which this

separate information essentially cannot be obtained, may lead to

a misinterpretation of the data. Generally the same holds for

experiments, in which T is measured on a bulk spectrum.

The experimental data of the proton spin-lattice phenomena will

be presented in section 7.3. A discussion of these data is given

in 7.4.

7.2. The nuoleav spin-lattice relaxation. The time-constant de-

scribing the time-évolution of the parallel magnetization of a

nuclear spin system towards equilibrium with the overall lattice

temperature, is the spin-lattice relaxation time T, . The defi-

nition of T, presumes an exponential decay for the parallel

nuclear magnetization: <I (t)>/<Iz>^ exp(-t/T,.). Two methods to

describe the time-evolution of <Iz(t)> have been discussed
2] 22}

extensively in literature ' .

The first method is valid when the coupling between the nuclei
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is much stronger than their coupling with the lattice. This

strong coupling establishes a common temperature for the nuclear

spin-system. The coupling between nuclei and lattice does change

this spin-temperature towards equilibrium with the lattice

temperature. The transition probabilities between the nuclear

Zeeman levels as induced by the coupling with the lattice, can

be calculated. These transition probabilities being known, the

time-evolution of the nuclear magnetization can be solved via
21)

the master-equations . Since this method assumes that the

nuclear spin-system can be completely described by the population

of its energy levels, only the time-evolution of the component

of the nuclear magnetization parallel to the applied magnetic

field can be obtained.

When the nuclear spin-spin interactions are of the same order of

magnitude as the spin-lattice interaction, the more general ap-
221

proach of the density-matrix formalism has to be used. This

formalism enables also a calculation of the time-evolution of

the transverse components of the nuclear magnetization, charac-

terized by the transverse relaxation time T~-

In non-magnetic solids, coupling of the nuclear spins to
23)

the lattice vibrations is the source of parallel relaxation

This process results in a very slow relaxation rate at low temper-

atures, since the number of phonons, effective in the relaxation,

diminishes strongly towards lower T. As early as 1949, Bloembergen

studied the nuclear relaxation mechanisms in diamagnetic solids

containing paramagnetic impurities. The fluctuations in the local

fields, due to the rapid reorientating electron spins, proved to

be the dominant source of nuclear relaxation, even in very

diluted magnetic solids. Hence, in magnetic systems the nuclear

relaxation can be related directly to the dynamics of the electron

spin-system.

We will now discuss the parallel and transverse relaxation

for nuclear moments I = \ in more detail. Before deriving the

mathematical expressions, we will first outline some simple

features of the relaxation phenomena. Assume a coupling of the

nuclear spins to a randomly fluctuating field. The x, y and z

components of this field will affect the nuclear spins each in
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their own way. A field h (t) at the nuclear site, causes the

instantaneous precession rate about the static field to vary

around u« =-yH. It will not contribute to the spin-lattice

relaxation. Only fluctuating fields , which are perpendicular

to the direction of polarization of the nuclear spins, can

induce transitions between the nuclear Zeeman levels. So h (t)

will contribute to the decay of the transverse nuclear magneti-

zation. The x and y components are most easily discussed in the

reference frame rotating with precession frequency w,.. The

Fourier components of the fluctuating fields taken at the nuclear

Larmor frequency, precess in the laboratory frame, but become

static in the rotating frame. These transverse fields can cause

therefore changes of the nuclear magnetization, both parallel and

perpendicular to H. From this simple qualitative picture, one can

conclude that in T, processes only the x and y components of the

~ Ífluctuating field contribute. For the transverse relaxation

as well the z as the x, y fields are effective.

For a system of weakly interacting nuclear spins, acted upon by

randomly fluctuating fields, in the limit of fast fluctuations,
21)

an exponential decay is found both for the parallel and

transverse nuclear magnetization with time-constants:

"íüí
1

4;
ft
•••n

'È&

äß

I
-1

-1

= h <h (t) h
+

dt

= h T 1 <hz(t) hz(0)>

(7.4)

dt

Sal

where h ft) are the time dependent components of the fluctuating

fields.

We will now visualize the relaxation processes for the

nuclear spins in a paramagnetic insulator. The coupling between

the nuclear and electronic spins can be established by dipolar

and/or (transferred) hyperfine interactions. Via these inter-

actions the electron spins set up the fluctuating fields at the

nuclear spin site. Consider a system of N-. nuclear spins I = \

and Ng electron spins S = \. We now select one nuclear spin and

one electron spin. A generalization towards N spins can easily
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be performed afterwards. The hamiltonian concerning those two

spins is:

(7.5)

The last term represents the interaction of ? with the neighbours.

The perturbation hamiltonian contains the dipolar and/or isotropic

hyperfine interaction: ft' = 3C + 3C . A transformation to an

interaction representation
22? HP'

is performed, so that yields:

A(t) = UAU-1 (7.6)

where U = exp{ i3ft/h) . M represents the Zeeman and exchange

interactions of the electron spins. Using this representation,

the dipolar interaction is written in terms of local fields:

Ifn(t) = ó{l
xh (t) + Iyh ft) + Izh (t)}.

D X
(7.7)

where <S = -=• y y r • Here r represents the distance between
« OS

t h e n u c l e u s and t h e e l e c t r o n ( s e e f i g . 7 . 1 ) . The a n g l e s 9 and

Z

Fig. 7.1. Coordinate-frame illustrating

the geometrical constants describing the

dipolar interaction between an electro-

nic magnetic moment <u > and a nuclear

moment y .

describe the direction of r with respect to ïL II Z-axis. The

components of the local fields are:

h = sin 6 cos SX + sin 9 sin 2T SY +

+ 2 sin 9 cos 9 cos T Sz + j ( i - 3 cos2 9)SX,

h = - sin 9 cos SY + sin2 9 sin SX +

( 7 . 8 )

+ 2 sin 9 cos 9 sin ¥ Sz + ^(1 - 3 cos2 9)Sy,
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h z = 2 sin O cos 6 cos ï S
X + 2 sin 9 cos 8 sin Y S Y

- |(1 - 3 cos2 0)SZ. (7.8)

The only time dependent quantities in these formulas are the

various components of the electron spins, S . A calculation of

the field-correlations <h (t) h (0)>„ can be performed straight-
OÍ OÍ **n

forward. For an isotropic Heisenberg system in a magnetic field
ÍL || Z-axis <S-(t) Sz(0):> = 0. If the electronic Zeeman and
U " JTIQ

exchange terms in the hamiltonian commute, which holds for
24)isotropic exchange/ it can be shown

limit:

for the high-temperature

<Sz(t) Sz(0)>H = <S*(t) S2(0)>0

+ +
<S*(t) S..(0)>H = <S*(t) Sj(0)>0

(7.9)

The index 0, indicating zero magnetic field, will be omitted in

the following formulas. Substituting the calculated transverse

fields in formula (7.4), we find for the parallel nuclear

relaxation time due to the dipolar interaction:

"1 f r" 4 sin2 6 cos2 8<SZ(t)Sz(0)> e

{sin4 8 + i(l - 3 cos2 9)2} <S+(t)s"

The isotropic hyperfine hamiltonian reads:

(7.10)

1

3fRF(t) = PÍ.S(t). (7.11)

Considering the field-correlations originating from this inter-

action, one finds in a similar way:

<h (t)h(0)> = F 2 <SX(t)Sx(0)>H

X X £1,
(7.12)

I
Ir

The contribution to the nuclear relaxation rate due to this
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isotropic hyperfine interaction is:

<S+(t)S~(0)> e
tú )t

dt. (7.13)

In real crystals, the nuclear spins interact with all the

electronic magnetic moments and a summation over all the elec-

tronic magnetic moments has to be performed:

Bj
(7.14)

Here >ï' <S(?(t)S?+. (0)> e
 i u tdt represents the spectral

density of the electronic auto-correlation functions (j = 0) and

of the pair-correlation functions (j f 0). Since the electronic

Larmor frequency u is generally much larger than the nuclear

Larmor frequency ai_, in (7.14) to- is neglected compared to u .

The coefficients A. and B. are geometrical factors depending on

the electron-nucleus interaction. From (7.8) and (7.13) the

explicit form of these coefficients can easily be derived to be:

Ai aii,i+j

ï» I 3 ^

"•3

Bi E b.
i x

= E {-5(1°

(7.15)

3 cos2 6.) (1 - 3 cos2 6. ,.} + f sin2 6 . sin2 9 . .
1 l+D 8 1 1+3

. c o s 2 ( f ± -
.

The indices (i) and (i+j) refer to the electron spins S. and

For the meaning of the angles 9. and see fig. 7.1. The angular

dependent terms in (7.15) originate from the dipolar interaction

and may contribute to T. for relatxvely large values of r . . The

scalar coupling F. has a.very short range, so that only the terms

containing the interaction with the electron spins which are

nearest neighbours to the nucleus give a non-negligible contri-
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bution to T . If the dipolar interaction can be neglected comparedí -i
to the hyperfine interaction, then T is proportional to

E *j(we) .

-1 For the nuclei we studied, the nucleus-electron interaction

is of mainly dipolar character. So, T will in general depend on

a large number of both auto-correlation (j = 0) and pair-

correlation (j 5* 0) functions. For most directions of the

external field the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation will however

be dominated by the interaction with the nearest elsctron spin

SQ only. This is due to the strong dependence (r.̂ ) of the magni-

tude of the factors A. and B. on the distance r.. Therefore,

analysing the T. data, we will always start first with the

contribution to T originating from the nearest copper ion only.

If necessary, corrections for the influence of pair-correlations

will be introduced.

The expression for the transverse relaxation time T 2 can

also easily be obtained from the above given formulas:

- -'Ai

Ï 'i

= ( 2 T 1 ) ~ 1 + I + Dj(|>t (ü>e) } . ( 7 . 1 7 ) i
Here

- 3 cos2 e±) ( 1 - 3 cos2 9i+.) r±
:

(7.18)

D. = E -f- sin 9. eos 9. sin 8. . eos 9., . cos(ï .-V._,_.) rT3r.3 . .J . 4 i i 1+3 1+3 i 1+3 i í+j

Both above treated relaxation times T, and T„ can be deter-

mined experimentally by pulsed NMR techniques. The general idea

(see chapter 6) is that with a first strong r.f. pulse the

population of the Zeeman levels of the nuclear spin-system is

modified. With a second pulse the change of the magnetization

towards equilibrium is monitored, which yields the time-constants

Tĵ  or T„.

-•••i

i

••fifi

,S!

7.3. The proton spin-lattioe relaxation measurements in

CuSeOj. 5Hs0. We have studied the proton spin-lattice relaxation

processes in single crystals of CuSeO4.5H2O. Selective measure-

ments performed on the isomorphous compound CUSO4.5H2O reveal
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the same phenomena as found for the selenate. Here only the

results as obtained for CuSeO4.5H2O will be treated. The copper

ions at the positions (0,0,0) have strong exchange interactions

in one dimension/ leading to a short-range ordering in -S = \

Heisenberg antiferromagnetic linear chains around 1 K (J/k =

-0.85 K). The other copper ions, situated at ihihiO), behave as

an almost ideal paramagnetic system (0 = 0.05 K ) . The dynamics

of both electron spin systems were studied by nuclear T., measure-

ments , which were performed by standard spin-echo techniques in

the temperature range of 0.3 K - 20 K at frequencies between

15 MHz and 60 MHz. The observed recovery-signals of the nuclear

magnetization prove to be exponential over at least one decade.

At all temperatures an echo-signal could be observed. The

transverse relaxation time T_ varies between 5 ys and 30 ys and

is an order of magnitude smaller than T,. All T. measurements

were performed via a three pulse sequence, 90 - (90 - 180 ).

For several crystallographically inequivalent protons the angular

dependence of T. has been recorded as a function of temperature

with the external field rotating in various crystallographic

planes. The geometrical constants describing the angular depend-

ence of T. are defined in fig. 7.2. When we assume that the

studied proton has only dipolar interaction with the nearest

copper ion, formula (7.14) reduces to:

'o c o s 2 VÖ 6

{|(1 - 3 cos2 6 0 )
2 + | sin4

(U(
(7.19)

Fig. 7.2. Coordinate-frame illustrating
the description of the angular depen-
dence of the spin-lattice relaxation
time T^ of a nucleus u due to the in-
teraction with the electronic magnetic

moment <\i .>.
i-
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The indices z and + of the spectral density <t>. (u) refer always

to a direction that is parallel, respectively perpendicular to

HQ. From fig. 7.2 it can be seen that cos 6Q = cos aQcos (<!>0+<J>)

where <f) is the angle between the direction of Hfl and the

projection of r. on the plane, in which HQ rotates. Substituting

the above given expression for cos 8 in (7.19), one easily
—1

obtains the relation between T] and the angle <f> of rotation of
•*• — 1

HQ. Due to the relatively strong dependence of T, on r., the

dynamical behaviour of the ALC ions will most clearly be

manifested in protons close to the (0,0,0) positions. For the

paramagnetic system the same holds for protons close to (h,kiO)•

7.3.1. The paramagnetic system. The angular dependence of T, —

henceforth indicated as T,(<j)) — for proton 1, which is at a

distance of only 2.64 8 from (̂ ,̂ ,0) and of 4.74 8. from (0,0,0),

is shown in fig. 7.3 for CuSeO..5H_O. The diagrams have been

recorded for v = 46 MHz at various temperatures with H n rotating

in a plane perpendicular to the c-axis. Two clear maxima for T.

are observed at all temperatures. The direction, for which the

absolute maximum of T is found ($

the experimental accuracy to the situation'HQ _1_ r • For this

- 7 8 ) , corresponds within

Fig. 7.3. Angular dependence

of T' for proton 1, recorded

at 46 MHz for ~ñ i c-axis in

CuSeOj.èHJl at various

temperatures.

US

10

proton 1

t^x c-axis

46MHz

• 4.25 K
o 2.U K
• LIB K
• astK
• 0.16K

. . • • • • * . . * . . '

- 1 0 0 50
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direction the factor cos(<|>0 + <|>) equals zero. The occurrence of

a second maximum in T, (<t>) depends on the angle a_ between r_ and
^ i ^ 0 0

the projection of rQ on the plane in which HQ rotates. For aQ

larger than about 45° the second maximum in T. disappears and

only the maximum for L l r is observed. The direction for

which T. is maximum (<|> fy - 78°) , corresponds within a few degrees

to the minimum of the lineshift of proton 1 in the rotational

diagram v(<|>) (see fig. 4.1 A).

T, increases towards lower temperatures. The temperature depend-

ence of T, exhibits about the same behaviour for each direction

of Hft. T, (<¡>) diagrams measured in other crystal logr aphic planes

and also on other protons close to the ikihiO) sites, show

exactly the same behaviour. The temperature dependence of T, at

45 MHz is shown in fig. 7.4. The data have been obtained firstly

for proton 1 for a direction corresponding to $ = + 14 in

fig. 7.3 (left-hand scale). The open circles represent the spin-

lattice relaxation experiments for proton 4, which is also

near

ac-plane (right-hand scale). Although the spin-lattice relaxation

time for proton 4 for that particular direction of Hn is about

2.5 times shorter than that for proton 1, an excellent agreement

with respect to the temperature dependence of both sets of data

a paramagnetic ion, for an arbitrary direction of H. in the

6000

US

4000

2000

1
0

_

-

-

s CuSeO¿.5H2O

45 MHz

__ . proton 1

oproton 4

•

O

O

•

9

o

• • ' • •

-2400

-2000

•1600

-1200

800

T1

0.2

Fig. 7.4. Temperature dependence

of Tj for U)o protons situated close

to the paramagnetic system, measur-

ed at 45 MHz.
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is found. The factor 2.5 in relaxation time originates from the

different geometrical factors of the studied protons for these

directions of HQ- Between 2 K and 0.3 5 K, T2 increases a factor

17. The temperature dependence of proton 1 has also been studied

at 3 0 MHz and 19.5 MHz. The values of T. obtained at the different

frequencies coincide, within the experimental accuracy if we plot

them as a function of the reduced magnetization of the (̂ ,̂ ,0)

system.

'ï
l-i

7.5.2. The antiferromagnetio linear chain system. The angular

dependence of T. (4>) for proton 3, which strongly interacts with

the ALC ions (rQ = 2.54 8 ) , exhibits a quite different behaviour

as a function of temperature and field. In fig. 7.5, T^*) for

proton 3 at several temperatures between 4.2 K and 0.3 5 K is

shown for H. rotating in a plane perpendicular to the c-axis

at v = 4 5 MHz. At the highest temperature again two maxima of

T. versus 4> are observed. In the direction of one maximum

(<¡> % 10°) T- proves to be nearly temperature independent. For

this particular direction, HQ is perpendicular to rQ. This

direction corresponds to the minimum in the lineshift of proton

3, found in the rotational diagram v(4>) (fig. 4. 1A) . For all

Fig. 7.5. Angular dependence of Ï-

for proton S} recorded at 45 MHz for

Hn 1 c-axis in CuSe0..5H9O at vari-

ous temperatures.
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other directions of H in this plane, a steady increase of ^

towards lower temperaturas is observed. Experiments have been

performed in other crystallographic planes and for other protons

near the ALC ions. All these rotational diagrams T ^ ) exhibit

the same special feature, i.e. for those directions of HQ, which

correspond to a minimum in the lineshift of the studied proton

in the rotational diagram v(<t>), a temperature independent ^ is

found. These directions are only determined by the geometrical

factors for the studied protons and surely not by the relation

between the direction of HQ and the direction, in which the

chains extend (a-axis)•

The temperature dependence of T 1 for proton 3 has been

studied in more detail and is given in fig. 7.6. For <|> = - 85 ,

corresponding to the maximum of the lineshift Av3, an increase

of about a factor two is measured with decreasing temperature

between 0.3 K and 4.2 K. This increase is much smaller than that

found for protons near the paramagnetic ions in the same

temperature interval (i.e. a factor 17). For <j> = 10°, correspond-

ing to the minimum in the lineshift Av3, a temperature

200

b K

Fig. 7.6. Temperature dependence

of 2\- for proton 3 studied for two

specific directions of "$Q3 recorded

at 30 MHz and 45 MHz. For the mean-

ing of the solid curve see text.
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Fig. 7.7. Temperature dependence

of Tn for proton 3 in CuSeO .SH„O

for #„ parallel to the a-axis. The

experiments were performed at 45

MHz, SO MHz and 19.9 MHz.

US

300

200

Cu5eO4.5H2O

proton 3

• ¿5 MHz
o30 MHz
"19.9MHz

*•»

0.5 1.0 1.5

independent T, or, maybe, even a slightly decreasing T towards

lower temperatures is observed. For this direction the same

behaviour of 1! is found at 30 MHz.

Proton 3 is also situated close to the (hihrO) ions (3.18 8) and

therefore a relatively large influence of the paramagnetic system

on the relaxation rate might be present. If the increase of T,

for proton 3 towards lower temperatures is due to the paramag-

netic system, then this increase should be strongly field

dependent. Therefore we have studied the temperature dependence

of T x for proton 3 for HQ || a-axis at the
1 frequencies 19.9 MHz,

30 MHz and 45 MHz. Only at the lowest frequency a small field-

effect is observed. This experiment shows that the increase of

T1 towards lower temperatures surely originates from the ALC

system (fig. 7.7).

7.4. Analysis of the 2"2 data. The angular dependence T "
1 ^ ) will

in first approximation be determined by the interaction of the

proton with the nearest electron spin Sfl only, so that:

„-1
(7.20) If

with a
00

9 2 2
= 2 s i n % cos

and b
oo
= 4 ( 1 - 3 V

+ "8 s i 90^r0 T h e c o n t r i b u t i o n s of electron spins at larger
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distances become important only for those directions of H., where

aQ. and b Q Q are very small compared to a^. .and b^. with ij ¿ 00.

Because of the isotropy of the exchange interactions both within

the paramagnetic and ALC system, $ . (u) and (J> . (w) do not change

as a function of the direction of HQ in the here studied temper-

ature range. Thus the angular dependence T^i'H has to originate

from the geometrical factors a.. and b... These geometrical

factors have been calculated by treating the copper magnetic

moments as point-dipoles. We assume that no correlations exist

between the paramagnetic and ALC ions, which is quite reasonable

because here T » J _/k ^ 0.1 K.

7.4.1. The paramagnetia system. The analysis of rotational dia-

grams T. (<t>) for protons close to the (hth,O) ions, leads to the
+ z

conclusion that 4>Q(" ) << <i>Q ((oQ) . So in first approximation the

spin-lattice relaxation time T, is proportional to ao_<j>g (ioQ) .

From eg. (7.20) it can be seen that the value of T. will diverge

if e_ = 0° or 0. = 90°. From fig. 7.2 it can be derived that in

each plane the situation occurs for which H 0_Lr Q. This direction

of H. corresponds to 8. = 90 . The absolute maximum of T, ,

appearing for § = - 78° in fig. 7.3 for constant temperature,

corresponds to this situation H. J.?.. For the second maximum

near <J> = 15°, the angle 6 is about 3°, so that sin 6Q cos 60

becomes very small. It is obvious that for both directions the

influence of the next-nearest copper ion will become important,

although r^ = 6300 8 6 compared with r^ = 342 £ 6. The solid

curves in fig. 7.8 represent the contributions of the first two

auto-correlation terms, (a
00

((i)n) . The theoretical curves

. where the influence ofare fitted to the T -data at 4> = -30

only the nearest copper ion is dominating. Near the extrema of

T ( <f>) , a distinct discrepancy exists between the calculations

and the experimental data. Four sources of relaxation might

become important for these directions, where T, is relatively

long: a) cross-terms <(>̂ (u>0) with j / 0, b) paramagnetic ions at

larger distances, c) the ALC ions and d) the oxygen ligands.

a) The geometrical factor a 0 1 of the first cross-term amounts

to about 10% of a Q 0 at most. However, since the correlation

•3

I
ñ
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between two neighbouring paramagnetic spins, ^ ( w » ) , will be very

small down to 0-4 K, we have neglected this contribution com-

pletely. Fig. 7.3 shows that T̂ ij)) exhibits mirror-symmetry

around <t> fy -75° and <|> % 15°. From formula (7.15) it can be

derived that such a mirror-symmetry will only be found if the

cross-terms are negligibly small compared to the auto-correlation

terms.

b) As for the influence of paramagnetic copper ions at larger

distances, the term l rT6 for j > 2 amounts to about 20% of the

factor rx . J

c) The contribution of the chain system on the relaxation rate

of proton 1 may be incorporated by determining experimentally

the auto-correlation functions for the ALC ions (see hereafter),

and calculating their contribution to T, for proton 1. We have

calculated this influence on T. for the sets of data obtained

at 2.14 K and 0.46 K (fig
„-1 ,

7 . 8 ) . At 2.14 K the ALC g ives a
4 -1of proton 1, varying between 3 x 10 yscontribution to ±

-4 -1

and 1.5 x 10 ys (dashed curve). At all angles this contribu-

tion is an order of magnitude smaller than the measured T, (<f>) .

At 0.4 6 K (dot-dash curve) the calculated ALC contribution to

T for proton 1, has a magnitude which is near both extrema

comparable to the calculated paramagnetic contribution. However,

Fig. 7.8. Angular dependence of the

•inverse spin-lattice relaxation time

T~ for proton 1, recorded at 45 MHz

for - 1 c-axis in CuSeO .SH„O. For

the meaning of the curves see text.
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as will be shown in the next section, at 0.46 K cross-terms (jĵ Cw)

of two chain ions do also contribute strongly to the observed

relaxation. We are not able to account for their influence, and

therefore large errors might exist in the linear chain contribu-

tion as calculated for the relaxation of proton 1 at 0.46 K.

d) A spin-density of a few percent at the oxygen ions will give

a dipolar contribution to T~ , comparable to that of the next-

nearest Cu ion, since the distance between oxygen and hydrogen

amounts to about only 1 8.

Fig. 7.4 shows that the same temperature dependence of T, is found

for two protons near the paramagnetic system, whereas the mag-

nitude of T, of these protons differs a factor 2.5. Other experi-

ments for protons close to the paramagnetic system give a similar

temperature dependence within about 15%. Therefore we believe that

the discrepancy near the extrema between calculations and experi-

mental data, as given in fig. 7.8, mainly originates from a

finite spin density at the oxygen ligands.

The influence of the ALC ions can be determined experimentally

by studying T for such experimental conditions that the para-

magnetic system is completely saturated, which would result in

very long relaxation rates due to this paramagnetic system. The

then expected limiting of the relaxation rate of protons close

to the (hihiO) ions, due to the much faster relaxation rate

of the ALC ions, will directly yield the ALC contribution to T,.

Such experiments are in progress.
9)Tahir-Kheli et at. have calculated the spectral density

of an exchange coupled 3d Heisenberg system at infinite temper-

ature. The obtained form of <j>Q(ü)) resembles a Gaussian. At

frequencies u > 10 J/h, the spectral density has a value com-

pletely negligible to that at frequencies below J/h. The exchange

interaction within the paramagnetic system is J/k ^ 0.05 K. Thus

it may be expected that in the here discussed experiments the

proton spin-lattice relaxation that is dominated by the para-

magnetic system, is only described by T 7 "V> E A.tji? {mn) .

To our knowledge, no theory deriving from first principles the

the temperature dependence of the time dependent two-spin

correlation function of a paramagnet exists.' We will now outline
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2

a simple picture that argues the temperature dependence of <|> (w) .

This formalism is often encountered in the explanation of the

temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation times in

diluted paramagnetic salts ' . Before calculating 4>Q(Ü)(),

some remarks have to be made on the temperature dependent time-

correlation function Gz(t). At t = 0, <SZ(0)SZ(0)> = <(Sz)2> = \

for a spin S = \. For t •*• °° the function G (t) does not tend to

zero, but towards Gz(°°) = <sz>2 = JjP2, where P = tanh(gßH/2kT) ,

the thermal equilibrium magnetization of the spins S. Combining

these results, Gz(t) can be written as:

Gz(t) = + (1 - F(t)}. (7.21)

F(t) decays from one for t = 0, to zero for t-»- °° . For formula

(7.21) the frequency Fourier transform can be calculated, without

the knowledge of the exact form of F(t). The temperature and

field dependent spectral density function can easily be calculated:

2TT6(0) (7.22)

where f(ü)Q) is the Fourier transform of F(t), taken at the nuclear

Largor frequency U3fí. The 6-function is centred at m = 0 and plays

no role in our experiments. Assuming that f (Ü)Q) does not change

with temperature, the temperature dependence of

of

), and thus
-1 2

j is governed by (1 - P ). The experimental data of T

obtained for proton 1 at 19.5 MHz, 30 MHz and 4 5 MHz are plotted

in fig. 7.9 versus reduced magnetization P of the (hrktO) system
2—1

(upper scale). The solid curve represents the function (1 - P )
and is fitted to the data at P = 0.75. The temperature scale
corresponds to the data for 45 MHz. A good agreement exists

2

between the T data and the curve (1 - P ). The observed temper-

ature dependence of T^ can also be argued from simple physical

arguments. The proton relaxation is caused by a flip-flop tran-
22}

sition of two electron spins . A flip-flop transition means

a simultaneous reorientation of the z-components of both electron

spins. The probability of such a flip-flop is only appreciable,

if the process is energy-conserving, i.e. when the two spins are

s
I

if
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Fig. 7.9. Temperature dependence

of 2\, for proton 1 in CuSeO^SH^O

at 45 MHz. The data measured at

30 MHz and 19.5 MHz are plotted ver-

sus reduced, magnetization P of the

(h, hi 0) system (upper scale).

The solid curve represents the

function (1-P2)~:lfitted to the ex-

perimental points at V - 0.75.

T)2 T 1 K

antiparallel. The probability of two electron spins being anti-
2

parallel, is proportional to (1 - P ) as can easily be calculated.

T, will be proportional to the number of flip-flop processes

occurring. Thus/ this simple argument again results in an increase

of T, proportional to (1 - P )

7.4.2. The linear chain system. Since for the ALC system the

exchange interaction J is much larger, it is expected that

both the spectral density at u Q and at u contribute to T..

There is no a priori reason why $z. (w..) and <j> . (m ) would exhibit

a similar temperature and field dependence. Vie considered first

the interaction with the nearest copper magnetic moment only

to be important for the relaxation and tried to explain the

) andexperimental data T (<!>) of fig. 7.5 with the terms aQQ$^(u> )

b_0<í>0(ü) ). Again, according to eq. (7.20), the factor anf. reduces

= 90°, so that for this direction of H only
_0<í>0(ü) )

to zero for

4>0(we) determines the relaxation rate. As seen before, the s i tu-

ation eQ = 90° or HQ _]_ r corresponds in fig. 7.5 to $ % 10°.

For this direction a temperature independent T of about 200 ys

is found. As discussed already, experiments performed in other

planes and for other protons near the ALC ions prove that T

is always temperature independent for such a direction, that

corresponds to HQ _L fQ. For these directions, <|)J(ue) determines
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the relaxation. Thus the spectral density <t>0("e) is found to be

temperature independent and has a considerable magnitude in

contrast to <j>*(w ) for the paramagnetic ions. For all other

directions of H« an increase of T^ towards lower temperatures

is observed.

Fig. 7.10 shows T'1 (4>) for HQ_L c-axis as measured at 4.2 K

and 0,46 K. We have calculated the influence of the paramagnetic

system on the relaxation rate of proton 3. The dot-dash curve

represents this contribution for 4.2 K. At 0.46 K the influence

of the paramagnetic system on the relaxation rate of proton 3

can be neglected, because it reduces to about 10 ys . It is

obvious that the decrease of T~ towards lower temperatures is

not influenced substantially by the paramagnetic system, in

agreement with the experimental results given in fig. 7.7. It

is thus concluded that the increase of T± has mainly to be due

to a decrease of *Q(WQ) of the ALC system. Fig. 7.6 clearly

demonstrates the completely different temperatu, e dependence

( W ) d 4

•,ííj

.'O

• • : !

of and

Fig. 7.10. Angular dependence of

Tj for proton 3, recorded at 45

MHz for ÍQ 1 a-axis in CuSe04.5H¿0.

For the meaning of the curves see

text.
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To explain the experimentally observed T, d>) (fig. 7.5), rota-

tional diagrams of the proton spin-lattice relaxation have been

The solid and dashed•+• Z
calculated for different ratios <j)0/c|> .

curves in fig. 7.10 represent the best fit for the data at 0.46 K
z +

and 4.2 K respectively. For the solid curve cj> (wn) = \ (j>n(w ) ,
z + i

for the dashed curve <j>n((üQ) = 2<j>0(ai ). Calculations and experi-

mental data are fitted at í % 10 , where a = 0 and the temper-

ature independent ^^(u ) determines T . If the influence of the

paramagnetic system is taken into account (dot-dash curve), an

improvement of the agreement between calculations and experi-

mental data for T = 4.2 K is obtained. At 0.46 K this contri-

bution has become negligibly small. The remaining difference

between experiment and calculations observed at 0.46 K, might
Z "1*

mainly originate from the crossterm {aQ, <f>, (w..) + bQi$Q(u )},

Q, <f>, (w..) + bQi$Q(u )

which has been left out of our calculations. For this crossterm

r r amounts to 2624 A* , compared to r- = 268 A for the auto-

correlation term. At high temperatures, it can be expected that

the correlations <S0(t)S.(0)> between two neighbouring spins will

be small. With decreasing T the correlation between neighbouring
27 8 \

spins along the chain will strongly increase ' . A further

indication of the rising influence of the crossterms on T. at

0.46 K can be found in the symmetry of the rotational diagram.

The auto-correlation terms show symmetry around (cf> + <j> ) = 90°

and (<t> + <|>0) = 0 (see fig. 7.2). The crossterms however, do

not show this mirror-symmetry (eq. 7.15). Experimentally, such

a mirror-symmetry is observed in the T data of proton 3 for

T > 1 K. Towards lower temperatures this mirror-symmetry dis-

appears , in accordance with the increasing influence of the

crossterms <j)

ALC ions.

To our knowledge, no theories are available, which give

a description of the temperature dependence of (¡̂ (co) for S =

\ ALC systems. We will give here a qualitative discussion on the

temperature dependence of C|>Q(Ü)0) , and show that this can be

related to the chain susceptibility. As seen before discussing

the paramagnetic system, the term cj) (tô ) in the relaxation

originates from a flip-flop process of two exchange coupled

, on the relaxation rate for protons close to the
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electron spins. It is well known 28) that the exchange coupling

induces such transitions at a frequency v % |j|/k. It must be
sx

emphasized, that these transitions have a non-negligible prob-

ability only, because they involve conservation of the total

energy of the two-spin system. If these two spins are nearly

isolated, T » |j|/k, as is the situation for the before discussed

paramagnet, the probability of such a flip-flop is proportional

to (1 - P ) . In the ALC system, at temperatures of the order of

|j|/ k, two successive spins can certainly not be considered to

be isolated, and therefore the simple approach used for the para-

magnetic system is not justified anymore. The length of a cluster

of antiparallel aligned spins will increase towards lower T. A

spin-pair being part of such a cluster, cannot perform a flip-

flop with conservation of the energy of the spin system. When T

is lowered, a spin-pair has an increasing probability to be part

of such an antiferromagnetic cluster, and therefore the prob-

ability of a flip-flop process decreases and T, will increase.
29)

Wittekoek studied the proton resonance linewidth in
CuSO.. 5H_0 and CuSeO..5H-0. The field and temperature dependence

of the linewidth is also strongly governed by the flip-flop

transitions. Wittekoek gave a quantitative description of the

above outlined decreasing probability of flip-flop processes.

He considered the number of "free spin-pairs" <nf(T)>, i.e. all

pairs of neighbouring spins, which, in an instantaneous spin

configuration, do not belong to the antiferromagnetic clusters.

A relation between the number of free spin pairs and the second

moment of the magnetization <M > could be derived. Finally his
z

calculations result in <n.p(r)> ^ xT. Since the contribution

<j)_(ü)_) to T will be proportional to the averaged number of

flip-flops, it can easily be argued that:
-1

00
G X T (7.23)

where G i s a c o n s t a n t .

We have c a l c u l a t e d for t h e exper imenta l d a t a given i n f i g . 7.6

by t h e open c i r c l e s , t h e temperature dependence of T. , us ing

(7.22). The da t a and c a l c u l a t i o n s a re f i t t e d a t 0.46 K, where
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according to the calculations for the rotational diagram of

z
)f.(un) = \

>n((D ). This condition fixes the constantfig. 7.10,

G. The so obtained result is shown by the solid curve in fig.

7.6. Although the above outlined picture cannot be expected to

give a good description of the real situation, the results agree

qualitatively with the observed temperature dependence of T.. .

One should be reminded that the increase of T. towards lower T
Z 01

contains not only contributions ^„(oi-), but also 0 (u) . As we

cannot separate these two contributions because of the limited

amount of experimental and theoretical knowledge of the various

correlation functions involved in T processes, a quantitative

comparison of the experimental data with eq. (7.23) cannot be

performed.

7.5, Conclusive remarks. Our experiments show that (j)0(ü) ) and

<}>̂ (w ) in an ALC system behave quite different as a function of

temperature. This proves that T. experiments have preferably to

be performed under such conditions -that both contributions can

be separated. Single crystals provide this possibility, but only

if the single resonance lines can be resolved. For powdered

samples and in the situation that resonance lines do overlap

strongly, a mixture of <j> and §z is measured, which may lead to

a misinterpretation of the experimental results. Ehrenfreund et

al. considered the direct process, in which a nuclear spin

flip is accompanied by the absorption or emission of a single

magnon to be the most important source of relaxation. They argued

that when the magnons can be described as ¿ermions , this

leads within the Hartree-Fock approximation to a temperature

independent T 1 for and kT | j | It is however difficult

to judge the reliability of the H.-F. results for the dynamical

properties of the S = \ Heisenberg ALC.

Recently Müller and Beck started at our request calcu-

lations of the field and temperature dependence of the spectral

density functions of finite rings of antiferromagnetically coupled

spins S = \. For these Heisenberg systems a transformation to the

q-space is performed and the following quantities are calculated:

1 '•'!

'0
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¡(0) = /dt Cq(0)>

'Ov e'
= Jdt 1 <Sg(t)S_c

(7.24)

Their first calculationswere performed on a ring of 8 spins. The

most important results are:

(i) <!>o(0) is mainly determined by the contribution coming from

g = 0, which also governs the temperature dependence. $5(0)

decreases continuously towards lower T for 0.2 < kT/|j| < 6.

(ii) For (J)Q(Ü) ) the contribution for q = 0 vanishes. <j>0(we) is

determined by the q ^ 0 terms, which also contribute to Z)(O).

Consequently <(>Q(W ) is smaller than <J>Q (0) : a factor 2 - 3 at

kT/|j| = 6.

(iii) The temperature dependence for both spectral densities is

also different. <i>0(w ) is calculated to be temperature independent

for 1.6 < kT/|j| < 6; at lower temperatures <(>Q(Í>> ) decreases, but

more slowly than $..(0) . The calculations show only a weak field

dependence of the spectral densities.

It is risky to draw very detailed conclusions from their

calculations. Beck mentions the restrictions due to the

finiteness of the eight-spin system. Especially at low tempera-

tures, where only a few matrix elements contribute to the cor-

relation functions, an extrapolation to N = °° is difficult. At

low temperatures the dynamics of an Heisenberg S = \ ALC are

dominated by spin-waves. The dispersion relation as given in

formula (5.2), shows that at low frequencies contributions

occur near q = 0 and q„ = ir/a. For finite chains, however, the

value for to at q = ir/a is finite. Thus qQ = ir/a cannot con-

tribute for finite rings to <f)"(0). Since for an infinite chain

at low temperatures the staggered susceptibility (q_ = iT/a) is

much larger than the normal susceptibility (q = 0), the con-

tribution at qQ = ir/a will be very important for <1>Q(0) . This

implicates that for T < |J|/k strong deviations between the

results for finite and infinite systems will arise.

The finite ring calculations for higher temperatures may well

describe the properties of an infinite ALC system. Indeed, for

•;. 3

I

Í ;:
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temperatures above T % | j | / k , the calculations of Beck and Muller

describe perfectly well the temperature dependence of <j>Q(u) ) and

<j)?(wn), which we observed experimentally. Also the ratio between

<¡)Í(<JÚ ) and $5(0) i s an accordance with our experiments: a factor

two at 4 K. These results show that from f ini te ring- calculations

important information can be derived for the dynamic properties
32)just as for the static properties ' . Further calculations of

tut: time dependent auto- and pair-correlation functions may be

very promising to compare with the experimental results.

In low fields for the S = 5/2 ALC compound TMMC for temperatures

T<<kT/|J|S , a speeding-up of the relaxation rate is observed

towards lower temperatures. The low T behaviour of the S = 5/2

ALC may be understood from the calculations on a classical linear

chain, using the theory of non-interacting spin-waves . The

dominant contribution originates from <S2
nS^ >, which is pro-

portional to T . Unfortunately, our experiments have not been

performed at such low temperatures, that a similar speeding-up

of T. could have been detected. We plan to extend the experiments

to much lower temperatures in the near future. We will also try

to obtain additional information about the spectral densities

4>̂ ((D) for other frequency ranges by studying the transverse

relaxation T~ and the spin-lattice relaxation in the rotating

frame T.p. Certainly more experimental results will be needed

to get a better understanding of the dynamics of S = \ Heisenberg

antiferromagnetic linear chains.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een experimentele studie van het

dynamische en statische gedrag van S = \ Heisenberg antiferro-

magnetische lineaire ketens in het temperatuurgebied 0.05 K <

T < 4.2 K en in magnetische velden tot 75 kOe. In deze systemen

is de exchange wisselwerking J tussen twee naburige electron-

spins in één bepaalde richting - de keten richting - veel groter

dan in het vlak loodrecht op de keten. Voor één-dimensionale

(ld) systemen zijn vele theoretische berekeningen uitgevoerd.

Voor sommige modellen zijn zelfs exacte oplossingen mogelijk.

Wanneer we het aantal spincomponenten dat meedoet in de exchange

wisselwerking beschouwen, kunnen we de volgende drie extreme

gevallen onderscheiden:

(i) Jx = Jy - Jz = J Heisenberg interactie,

(ii) J = J = J, = 0 XY interactie.

(iii) J = J = 0, J = J Ising interactie.

In ld magnetische systemen treedt bij eindige temperaturen geen

overgang op naar een geordende ferromagnetische of antiferro-

magnetische toestand. Een kleine wisselwerking tussen de ketens,

welke in echte kristallen altijd aanwezig is, zal echter bij

een voldoende lage temperatuur een overgang naar een geordende

fase bewerkstelligen.

In de afgelopen jaren is veel experimenteel en theoretische

onderzoek verricht betreffende ld systemen. Hoewel het statische

gedrag in de paramagnetische, ongeordende fase in het algemeen

goed begrepen wordt, zijn nog niet veel gegevens beschikbaar

betreffende de eigenschappen van quasi één-dimensionale systemen

in de geordende fase.

In de door ons bestudeerde reeks isomorfe zouten,

CuSO4-5H2O, CuSeO4.5H2O en CuBeF..5H2O, is de helft van de

koper-ionen gekoppeld in Heisenberg antiferromagnetische lineaire

ketens met een exchange wisselwerking J/k % - 1 K. De andere Cu

ionen hebben een veel zwakkere interactie en gedragen zich als
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een paramagneet met een Curie-Weiss temperatuur 9 % 0.05 K.

Deze zouten hebben wij bestudeerd met behulp van kernspin-

resonantie en soortelijke warmte experimenten.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden de metingen in de ongeordende fase beschre-

ven voor CuBeP ,5H„O. Met behulp van NMR experimenten zijn de

diverse exchange wisselwerkingen bepaald. Voor temperaturen

T id 0.1 |j|/k is de magnetisatie van de ketens als functie van

een uitwendig magnetisch veld gemeten en vergeleken met theore-

tische berekeningen.

De zwakke wisselwerking tussen de ketens geeft nabij 100 mK in

een uitwendig magnetisch veld aanleiding tot het optreden van

een geordende antiferromagnetische toestand met twee onder-

roosters. Bij deze antiferromagnetische ordening is alleen het

keten systeem betrokken. Het paramagnetische systeem blijft on-

geordend. De onderrooster-magnetisatie wordt gekenmerkt door

een geïnduceerde magnetisatie evenwijdig aan het uitwendige

magnetische veld S Q en een spontane component loodrecht op H„.

De grootte van deze spontane magnetisatie is in eerste benade-

ring veldonafhankelijk. Bij gevolg verschilt het gedrag van de

totale onderrooster-magnetisatie als functie van het veld sterk

van dat van een "normale" 3d antiferromagneet. De experimenten

betreffende de antiferromagnetische toestand en zijn eigen-

schappen worden besproken in de hoofdstukken 4 en 5. Tevens wordt

een kwantitatieve analyse van het fasediagram gegeven.

Het dynamische gedrag van de koper magnetische momenten

komt aan de orde in hoofdstuk 7. De dynamica van het keten

systeem en van het paramagnetische systeem is bestudeerd middels

proton-spinroosterrelaxatie metingen. Het spinroosterrelaxatie

mechanisme van de protonen uit de kristalwaters wordt bepaald

door de fluctuaties van de electronspins van de koper ionen. De

protonen kunnen derhalve gebruikt worden om informatie te ver-

krijgen omtrent de dynamica van de magnetische systemen, ge-

vormd door de Cu ionen. Voor de relaxatie experimenten wordt

gebruik gemaakt van spin-echo technieken, welke kort uiteengezet

worden in hoofdstuk 6.

Teneinde de antiferromagnetisch geordende toestand te kunnen

bestuderen voor verschillende richtingen van het magneetveld, is
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een draaibare split-coil supergeleidende magneet ontworpen en

gebouwd. Deze magneet, geschikt voor het opwekken van hoge en

homogene velden, wordt tesamen met de overige experimentele

apparatuur beschreven in hoofdstuk 2.
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tische fase-overgangen in spin-paar en antiferromagnetische

lineaire keten systemen, de beginselen van de kernresonantie-

techniek en de lage-temperatuur fysica bijbracht.

Na het doctoraalexamen gemengde richting - experimentele +

theoretische natuurkunde - te hebben afgelegd in juni 1971, kwam

ik als wetenschappelijk medewerker in dienst bij de Stichting FOM.

Vanaf 1970 assisteerde ik bij de werkcolleges behorende bij het

college "Elementaire Natuurkunde" voor chemici. Van 1973 tot 1976

was ik als hoofdassistent bij deze werkcolleges betrokken.

NAWOORD

Het tot stand komen van dit proefschrift is mogelijk geworden

dankzij de bijdragen van vele medewerkers van het Kamerlingh

Onnes Laboratorium, en met name uit de werkgroep "Magnetische

Resonantie". In het bijzonder gaat mijn dank uit naar prof.dr.

N.J. Poulis, wiens voortdurende belangstelling voor en betrok-

kenheid bij het onderzoek, de basis voor dit proefschrift vormen.

De veelvuldige discussies met dr. M.W. van Tol en dr. W.Th.

Wenckebach waren zeer waardevol.
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Dr. H.W. Capel was steeds bereid problemen omtrent theoretische

aspecten van het onderzoek door te spreken. Deze gesprekken

hebben mijn inzicht in magnetische fase-overgangen sterk verdiept.

De bijzonder uitvoerige en indringende discussies, welke ik bij

het analyseren en interpreteren van dit onderzoek met dr. T.O.

Klaassen heb gehad, zijn van groot belang geweest voor deze

realisatie van mijn proefschrift.

Dr. G.C. Verschoor en dr. A.D. van Ingen Schenau ben ik erkente-

lijk voor de analyse van de kristalstructuur van CuBeF4.5H„O.

De hulp van prof.dr. R.C. Carlin bij kristallografische problemen

heb ik zeer op prijs gesteld.

De bijdragen van dr. M.W. van Tol en drs. K.J.L. van der Valk bij

het ontwikkelen en van H.L. Leeflang bij het construeren van de

draaibare supergeleidende magneet zijn van grote waarde geweest.

De dagelijkse samenwerking met drs. K.M. Diederix en later met

drs. J.P. Groen zorgde mede voor een plezierige werksfeer. Bij

het uitvoeren van de experimenten heb ik veel steun gehad van

drs. E.F.J. Spoek en drs. F.W.M. Span.

Behalve van de wetenschappelijke staf ondervond ik veel steun

van het technisch en administratief personeel van het Kamerlingh

Onnes Laboratorium. De heren J. Bij, J.P. Hemerik en S.P.L.

Verdegaal hadden een groot aandeel in de constructie van de

gebruikte apparatuur, waarvan de heren C.J. van Klink en L. van

As het glastechnische aspect verzorgden. De heren H.P.J.M, van

Amersfoort en H. van der Mark verleenden medewerking op elec-

tronisch gebied. De omvangrijke hoeveelheden cryogene koel-

vloeistoffen werden steeds weer verschaft door de heren J.D.

Sprong, J.A.T. van Schooten en J. de Vink. De tekeningen voor

dit proefschrift .werden vervaardigd door de heren L. Gijsman,

W. Rijnsburger en W.F. Teegelaar. Laatstgenoemde verzorgde

tevens het fotografische aspect.

Mevr. S.M.J. Kranenburg-Ginjaar ben ik zeer erkentelijk voor het

kundige en snelle typen van het manuscript.
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